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Preface 
This dissertation is concerned with the investigation of 
the low temperature heat capacity and thermodynamic properties 
of the ~·quinol clathrate of carbon monoxide and hydrogen bro-
mide and with the nature of the rotational motion of the cla-
thra ted molecules in the potential field of the host lattice. 
A study is also made of the applicability of the van der Waals 1 
model of clathrate solutions to ~-quinol clathrate. 
The dissertation is comprised of six chapters. The first 
part of Chapter I contains a brief discussion of the general 
properties of clathrate compounds and a review of previous 
physical chemical investigations of ~-quinol clathrate. This 
includes the statistical thermodynamic model of van der Waals 
as well as evidence for hindered rotation of clathrated mole-
cules. The second part of Chapter I is devoted to the purpose 
and scope of the experimental investigations which were carried 
out in the research problem. 
Chapter II contains a detailed description of the experi-
mental methods used in carrying out the proposed research. 
Chapter III is devoted to a detailed discussion of the 
experimental results of the heat capacity measurements of the 
CO and HBr clathrates and the equilibrium pressure studies for 
the CO clathrate. Models are proposed to account for the 
low temperature heat capacity of clathrated molecules. 
A new model is discussed for the hindered rotation of clathrated 
xii 
diatomic molecules, the two dimensional hindered rotator. 
In Chapter IV, a correlation is made between the observed 
low temperature rattling frequencies of clathrated molecules 
and the ~-quinol lattice interaction parameters, z(c/k)t and 
a. An attempt is also made to correlate the observed low 
temperature barriers to rotation of several clathrated mole-
cules with characteristic molecular properties of the guest 
species. 
Chapter V is devoted to a systematic application of the 
Lennard-Janes and Devonshire cell model to ~-quinol clathrate, 
as first adopted by van der Waals. The chapter contains a 
comparison of the observed and calculated heat capacit~es 
and entropies of several clathrated molecules as well as 
equilibrium pressures and energies of formation for the cla-
thrates. 
Finally, in Chapter VI, several suggestions are made 
for the extension and continuation of the research in the 
field of low temperature thermodynamic properties of cla-
thrated molecules. A proposal is made for the use of broad 
line NMR to study rotational motion of clathrated molecules. 
Chapter I. 
fhe Statistical Thermodynamic and Physical 
Properties of Clathrates. 
Introduction. 
1 
Since Pauling's treatment of the rotation of molecules 
1 in crystals, considerable work has been centered on the prob-
lem of rotational properties of molecules in their condensed 
states.2 This work has dealt with the nature of the orienta-
tiona! forces in condensed phases of simple molecules3 and the 
significance of this rotational motion with regard to the 
Third Law of Thermodynamics.4 However, little progress has 
been made in the theoretical calculation of rotational barri-
ers in the condensed atate5 since these barriers are not tem-
perature independent as the ariginal models of Pauling, 1 
Sterne6 and Fowler7 assumed, but rather depend upon the sym-
metry of the potential fields of the interacting species in a 
complicated DJSnner referred to as ._cooperative~ interactions1•8 
Recently, a new type of aolecular system called a 
"clathrate,•9 in which molecules of one component or "guest• 
1. L. Pauling, Phys. Rev., J!, 430 (1930). 
2. L.A.K. Staveley, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 18, 46 (1961). 
· 3• L. Jansen, A. Michels and J.M. Lupton, Physica, 20, 1215, 
1235, ( 1954). -
4· R.H. Fowler and E.A. Guggenheim, •statistical Thermodyna-
mics,• University Press, Cambridge, 1939, P• 220. 
5· B.c. Cohin, J. Chem. Phys., Jl 1 862 (1960). 
6. T.E. Sterne, Proc. Roy. Soc., (London) Al¢§' 551 (1931). 
7• R.H. Fowler, Proc. Roy. Soc., (London) A , 1 (1935)• 
8. H.M. James and T. J. Krieger, J. Chem. Phys., 21, 796 (l§'h.). 
9. D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc., ~~ 208; 1 8, 
571, 815. 
2 
can be included or trapped in cavities proYided b,y a second 
component or ~host," has assumed an important role as a unique 
system for the study of molecular rotation of simple molecules 
and related statistical thermodynamic phenomena. Since the 
distances between molecules in neighboring cavities are usu-
ally much greater than between molecules in condensed states, 
and since to a good approximation, the vibrational and inter-
nal degrees of freedom of the host lattice are separable from 
those of the guest molecules, the clathrated species can be 
brought to temperatures far below the normal condensation 
values for the free state and the statistical thermodynamic 
properties associated with their motion can be investigated 
without the obscuring cooperatiye interactions of the con• 
densed states of these molecules. The ~-quinol clathratea 
are well suited to a variety·of physical chemical methods or 
investigation which include electron and nuclear paramagnetic 
resonance, 1•2 quadrupole resonance,) infra-red spectra,4'5 
and low temperature heat capacities, 6 •7 for tne study of the 
motion of the clathrated species. 
l. S. Foner, H. Meyer, and W.H. Kleiner, J. Phys. Chea. Solids, 
18, 273 (1961). 
2. see Chapter VI, this dissertation. 
J.• H. Meyer and T.A. Scott, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 1!• 215 (1959). 4 R.M. Hexter and T.D. Goldfarb, J. Inorg. and Nuc. Chem., ~' 
171 {1954>· 
5• D.F. Ball and D.C. McKean, Spectrochim. Acta., 18, 933 (1962), 
o. N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. PEYs., g, 212 
(1959); J. Molec. Phys., l• 59 (1960). 
7• N.R. Grey, N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. 
Phys., ~~ 153 {1961). 
The most important system, so far, for theoretical and 
experimental investigations has been that of the ~-quinol 
clathrate compounds of monatomic and polyatomic gases. This 
has been due mainly to their ease of preparation1 and their 
relative simplicity of structure as extensively investigated 
by Powell and co-workers. 2 •3 These workers have shown that 
in the ~-quinol clathrate, as a result of intermolecular hy-
drogen bonding, the quinol molecules form two interpenetrating 
lattice networks which enclose roughly spherical cavities in 
an average ratio of one cavity per three molecules of hydro-
quinone. A given cavity with an effective diameter of 4 A4 
is thus capable of containing one molecule of molecular dimen-
sions which can range from those of argon, HCl and HBr to 
CH30H, CHJCN, and HCOOH.4 
Because of the rigid lattice structure, the ~-quinol 
clathrates also serve as unique examples of the ~lattice mo-
dels• of the liquid state5•6 and thereby enable the use of 
the so called •cell methods~? proposed as models for liquids 
1. H.M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc., (London) 61, (1948). 
2. D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, Nature 156, 334 (1945); J. 
Chem. Soc., (London) 208, (1947); J. Chem. Soc. (London) 
571, (1948); ibid., -81$. 
3· H.M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc., (London) 298,(19$0); ibid., 
300, ibid., 468. 
4• D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. Chea. Soc., (London) 815, 
1948. 5· J.E. Lennard-Jone~ and A.F. Devonshire, Proc. Roy. Soc., 
(London), Al63, 53 (1937); Al65, 1 (1938). 
6. J.H. van der Waals, Trans. Far. Soc., 52, 184 (1956). 
7• J.O. Hirschfelder, C.F. Curtiss and R.B7 Bird, ~Molecular 
Theory of Gases and Liquids,~ Wiley and Sons, New York, 
1954· 
4 
and dense gases without the complicating features of cell 
1 
migration and multiple occupancy of cells. With the use of 
spherical potential tunctions,1•2 i.e., functions Which do not 
depend upon the angular orientations or the interacting sys-
tems, the clathrates may be useful in gaining a better under-
standing or intermolecular forces between unlike systems1 ' 2 '3 
and the ette~ts ot these forces on the thermodynamic behavior 
ot liquids and dense gases. or the various physical chemical 
methods which have been used to study the properties of the 
enclosed molecules in the environment of the host lattice, the 
low temperature heat capacities4 have, by far, yielded the most 
information about the thermodynamic properties or clathrated 
molecules. A heat capacity study of a clathrate system in-
volves the measurement of the heat capacity of the clathrate 
as a function of "solUte" CODlpOSition.s The partial molal 
heat capacity and entropy of the clathrated molecule can be 
obtained from a knowledge ot the dependence of the heat capa-
city or the clathrate as a function of the traction of cavi-
ties filled.5 By comparing the partial molal properties with the 
1. J .o. Hirschfelder, C .F. Curtiss and R_.B. Bird, "Molecular 
Theory of Gases and Liquids," Wiley and Sons, New York, 
1954· ~ 
2. J.s. Rowlinson, "Liquids and Liquid Mixtures," Butterworths, 
(London), 1959. - · · 
3· J.s. Rowlinson and M.J. Richardson, "Advances in Chemical 
Physics," Vol. II, 85, 1959• 
~. See Section A, page 
5• I.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Mol. Phys., ~, 212 
( 1959). 
characteristic statistical thermodynamic and quantum mechani-
cal behavior of the enclosed species in its pure state, it is 
then possible to decide whether the clathrated molecule has 
retained its free gas-like behavior in the clathrate cavity or 
if the motion of the enclosed molecule is subject to a barrier 
to rotation. 1 This is of particular interest for carbon mon-
oxide since the asymmetry of this molecule may lead to a ran-
dom orientation of the CO molecules in the clathrate cavity 
at absolute zero in a manner similar to that known to exist 
for solid co.2 
1. L.A.K. Staveley, J. Phys. Chea. Solids, ~~ 46 (1961). 
2. J.O. Clayton and W.F. Giauque, J. Am. Chem. Soc., ~~ 
2610 (1932). 
6 
A. Review of Physical and Chemical Properties of the @-Quinol 
Clathrates. 
1. General Properties of Clathrate Compounds. 
Several excellent reviews of clathrate compounds have 
been written over the past several years. 1 •2 •3 It is beyond 
the scope of this dissertation to summarize the many differ-
ent types of clathrate systems which have been characterized 
to date. The reader is referred to the reviews by L. Mandel-
corn and by Sr. M. Magan for this information.2 •3 The dis-
cussions of this dissertation are exclusively concerned with 
the ~-quinol clathrates unless otherwise specifically men-
tioned in the text. Therefore, it is the purpose here to 
merely give the reader a brief knowledge of the general cha-
racteristics of clathrate compounds, the criteria which govern 
their formation,and some exaaples of a few different types or 
~-quinol clathrate systems. 
A clathrate may be described as a •solution• of a gas or 
a liquid in a solid lattice, in which the •solute~ molecules 
are physically trapped in cavities or holes provided by the 
host lattices or •solvent.• However, the clathrate differs 
significantly from an ordinary solid solution in that the 
•solute• molecules in the clathrate do not occupy fixed lattice 
1. J.H. van der Waals and J.c. Platteeuw, "Advances in Chemi-
cal Physics,• Vol. II, P• 1, 1959· 
2. L. Mandelcorn, Chem. Rev., 22, 827 (1959)• 
3• Sr. Martinette Hagan, •clathrate Inclusion Compounds,• 
Reinhold, New York, 1962. 
7 
sites in the crystal lattice and essentially have no influ-
ence on the vibrational and electronic modes of the •solvent• 
or host. Nevertheless, the solution concept is useful when 
dealing with certain characteristic thermodynamic equilibria 
associated with clathrates, which will be discussed presently. 
Depending on the size and symmetry of the clathrate ca-
vities, one or more solute molecules may be incorporated into 
a given cavity and the forces involved in the interactions 
between the guest and host can range from weak van der Waals 
forces 1•2 to interactions between highly polar centers. The 
clathrates are non-stoichiometric and may be conveniently re-
presented by the composition termula mQ • yG, where Q and G 
refer to the host and guest species respectively and m is the 
average number of Q molecules which take part in the formation 
of one cavity. (m • 3 for the ~-quinol clathrate3) andy is 
the fraction of the available cavities occupied by guest mole-
cules. In order for a lattice to be capable of cavity forma-
tion, conditions must prevail during crystal formation such 
that a relatively open structure is farmed.~ As a rule, the 
possibility for extensive intermolecular hydrogen bonding has 
been the most important structural feature of those organic 
lattices which form clathrate type compounds. However, there 
1. D.F. Evans and R.E. Richards, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Londen) 
~2§3, 238 (195~). 
2, • • Hirschfelder, C.F. Curtiss and R,B. Bird, •Molecular 
Tneory of Gases and Liquids,• Wiley and Sons, New York,l954· 
J•. D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc. {London) 815 (1948). 4 L. Pauling, •The Nature of the Chemical Bond," 3rd Ed., 
Cornell, Ithaca, New York. 
are a few cases in which complicated molecules are capable of 
forming lattices with holes or channels for which hydrogen 
bonding appears to play only a minor role. These systems 
have been summarized in detail in the recent monograph, 
"Clathrate Inclusion Compounds," by Sr. Martinette Hagan.1 
It was known for many years that quinol (hydroquinone) 
formed "complexes" with such molecules as S02 and HBr but it 
' 
was not until the pioneering work of Powell and co-workers 
that the true nature of these systems was characterized.2•3 
The ~-quinol clathrates were really "discovered" when it was 
observed that hydroquinone, When recrystallized from methanol, 
fo~ed large rhombohedral crystals distinctly different in 
morphological characteristics from the needle-like crystals 
obtained from water or propyl alcohol.~ The crystals obtained 
from CH3oH were first thought to be a new crystalline modifica-
tion of hydroquinone without the recognition of the possibility 
of incorporation of the methanol molecules themselves into the 
lattice structure of the compound. This "modification" was gi .. 
ven the name ~-quinol ~o distinguish it from the ordinary mo-
dification ~ quinol. The extensive X-ray studies of Powell 
and oo-workers 2•3,5 subsequently showed that the true nature 
1. Sr. M. Hagan1 "Clathrate Inclusion Compounds," Reinhold, New York, l9b2. . 
2. D .E .• Palin and H .M. Powell, J. Cham. Soc., ~~ 208. 3·. D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. ahem. Soc., , 571. 
~ D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, Nature 15;, 33~ 55). 5· D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. Chem. oc., (London),~, 
815. 
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of the material recovered from methanol was that of a clathrate 
or inclusion compound in which the cH3oH molecules are actually 
incorporated in roughly spherical cavities formed by the inter-
penetration of two independent lattice networks composed of in-
termolecularly hydrogen bonded hydroquinone molecules. From 
Powell's work it was found that the structure of the ~-quinol 
lattice which forms these cavities could be described in the 
following manner: 1 ' 2 Six oxygen atoms of six different hydro-
quinone molecules form a plane hexagon. Alternate hydroquinone 
molecules are inclined upwards and downwards from the hexagon 
and are linked in a similar manner to other hydroxyl grounds 
to form a giant molecular structure. A second, but identical 
framework interpenetrates the first lattice giving rise to a 
very open structure. Powell, himself, likened this structure 
to the arrangement of two steel buildings, not attached to 
one another at any point, but so arranged that the junctions 
of girders in one building are at the centers of the rooms in 
the other.3 The reader is referred to the monographs on 
clathrate compounds listed below4,5 for excellent pictorial 
representations of the clathrate structure. A schematic dia-
gram of the hydrogen bonded hydroquinone lattice network taken 
from Palin and Powell5 is given in Fig. I-1. 
1. D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc., 1947, 208. 
2. D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc., TL0ndon),l948, 
815. 
3·. H.M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc., 1948, Ql. 4 J.H. van der Waals and J.C. Platteeuw, "Advances in Chemical 
Physics," Vol. II, P• 6 (1959) • 
5. Sr. M. Hagan, "Clathrate Inclusion Compounds,'' Reinhold, 
New York, 19o2, p. 36-38. 
1ig. I-1. Sch ... tic Repreeentati•• et the Hy4re«ea Bentet 
fi- Q.u.iael Latt.iat. (AccorUy to Pal1a •pf ftvtll~) 
Ovale repre ... en~ hyd.regen bend.M. exygea hem«eae. 
frea ene ~t the interpeaetratin« la\tice ~'werka. 
T.he &ettt( eval r-,preeente a hezagea !rea the aecaal 
lattice iavelvt& in !ermine a cavity. A tiattaio 
11olecule 11 ech•atically rtpr•atatt( ill tht cavi V• 
, J 
;: 
l. D. I. Palia au H. N. Pewtll, J. Ch•. &tc., ~. AlS. 
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Thus the interpenetration of the cavities creates spaces 
1n Which small molecules will fit at normal non-bonded dis-
tances from the surrounding atoms of the lattice network. 
These spaces or cavities occur in a columnar arrangement and 
a:cesb.ounde'dtbp two diametrically opposed oxygen hexagons and 
six benzene rings. In an alternating manner, three of the 
rings are inclined "up" from the bottom hexagon while the re-
maining three rings slant "down" from the top hexagon. The 
oxygen-oxygen axis of the quinol molecule makes an angle of 
about 45° with the plane of the oxygen hexagons. The re-
sulting cavities have trigonal symmetry and have in all 12 
0 atoms, 12 C atoms and 18 H atoms whose centers are distri-
buted over a sphere with an average radius of 3·95A. How-
ever, after correcting for the van der waals radii of the 
wall atoms, the effective cavity has a diameter of about 4A. 
For the statistical mechanical model, 1 the resulting cavity 
is assumed to be spherical, although the true potential'field 
within the cavity does not have spherical symmetry1 by virtue 
of the actual crystallographic J symmetry of the enviro.nm.ent. 2 
Van der waals1 noted that a quadrupole placed at the cen-
ter would be expected to show a preferred orientation, because 
the oxygen atoms are nearer the "poles" of the cavity and the 
--
carbon atoms are nearer the "equator." With larger molecules, 
·1. 
2. 
J.li~ 
ic.al 
D.E. 
815. 
van der Waals and J.C. Platteeuw, "Advances in Chemi-
Physics,". Vol. II, -P• 1, (1959). . 
Palin and H .M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc., (London) 1:.2!t§, 
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such as co2 , CH3cN, the cavities are elongated along the 
crystallographic c:.:-.txia. '!'able I-1 contains a summary ot 
the hexagonal unit cell 41mensions tor several ~-quinol 
clathrates of different types of guest molecules as deter• 
mined by Palin and Powell.1 
The fo~ation of oblong cavities resulting from an in-
crease in the c axis and a decrease in the a axis was ex-
plained by Powe111 1n the following manner:' 
"In all of these structures, the hydroquinone mole-
., 
cules remain linked through similar hydrogen bonded 
hexagons of the hydroxyl groups and the host struc-
ture may be considered "hinged" at its points of 
.... ··. 
attachments through its OX7gen atoms." 
This"hinge" effect may be likened to a trellis, in 
which the angles may be varied without alteration of dtmen-
sions. 
1. D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc., (London) .!2!t§, 
815. 
Table I•l 
Hexagonal Unit Cell Dimensions of 
Several ~~uinol Clathrates.1 
Hexagonal Axes 
Clathrated Molecule a 1A o,A 
HCl 16.55 5.4.6 
HBr 16.57 5.48 
H2!' 16.58 5·49 
0i!2 16.63 5.4.6 
CH30H 16.56 5·55 
HCOOH 16.42 5·65 
so2 16t29 5.81 
co2 16.17 5.82 
CH3CN 15.95 6.24 
1. D.E. Palin and H.K. Powell, J. Chem. Soc., (London) 
!2!t.§, 815. . . 
1.3 
2. Statistical Thermodmamie.Model of Clathrate& or 8-Q,uinol. 
With Powell's exposition1 of the structure of the ~-quinol 
clathrate, it became evident that these systems could serve as 
a unique model for the Lennard-Jones and Devonshire cell model 
of the liquid state.2 The application of this model to the 
~-quinol clathrates was first made by van der waals.3 His 
treatment of clathrate solutions was the first major contri-
bution to the theoretical understanding ~f the thermodynamic 
behavior of the ~-quinol olathrates and of clathrate solutions 
in general}~· 
The cell model was originally proposed to explain the 
thermodynamic properties of highly dense gases and non-polar 
liquids.2 The model is often referred to as a "lattice mo-
del"5 of the liquid state, in that it attempts to impart a 
-
crystalline type structure to a liquid or dense gas, thereby 
reducing the complexity of the statistical mechanical des-
cription of the liquid state.6 In. the cell model, a given 
molecule is considered to spend the major portion of its lite 
enclosed in a cell formed by several of its nearest neighbors, 
1. D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. Ohem. Soc. (London) .!2!t.§, 
815. 
2. J.E. Lennard-Jones and A.F. Devonshire, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(Londo.n) !163, 53 (1937) • 
.3·. JJI. van er waals, Trans. Far. Soc.,~, 184. (1956). 4 J.H. van der waals and J.C. Platteeuw, Advances in 
Chemical Physics," Vol. II, P• 1, (1959). 
5• R.H. Fowler and E.A. Guggenheim, "Statistical Thermo-
dynamics," University Press, Cambridge (1952). 
6. J.s. Rawlinson, "Liquids and Liquid Mixtures," Butter-
worths, (London).l959J Chaps. 7 and 8. 
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Which provides an approximately spherical potential field in 
which the enclosed moleeule.moves. A detailed account of the 
model, together with several recent modifications is given by 
Hirschfeld.er, Curtiss and B1rd·.1 Although the unmodified cell 
model appears to be a reasonable description of the state of 
the guest molecule in the ~-quinol clathrates, the number of 
"effective" nearest neighbors of a given guest molecule is 
- -
not known exactly and therefore, this quantity becomes an in-
trinsic parameter pf t:t;.e model. The evaluation of the parti-
tion function of the clathrated molecule involves the replace-
ment of the actual potential field in the cavities by a suit-
able average field which the guest molecule feels as it 
"bounces" about in its cell. In carrying out this averaging 
~ 
process, it is assumed that the angular orientations of the 
guest molecule do not contribute to the intermolecular poten-
tial function between a guest and a given site on the cavity 
wall. This can only be strictly true for spherical molecules 
and a spherical cavity. For molecules with dipole or higher 
order electric moments1 energy differences for various pre-
ferred orientations will become important in a non-spherical 
field and will Pestrict the true separation of positional 
and orientational potential energy.2 
The shape of the average potential field is also a 
1. J .o. Hirschfelder, C .F. Curtiss and R.B. Bird, "Molecular · 
Theory of Gases and Liquids," Wiley and Sonsl. New York, 1954• 
2. J .H. van der waals, J. Phys. _ Chem. Solids, ~~ 81 ( 1961). 
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function of the "available" or free volume of the ce11.1 The 
size of the oell is measured in terms of the effective colli-
sion diameters of the interacting species. For large cells2 
the enclosure approximates an adsorbing surface with regions 
of low potential energy near the walls and a maximum at the 
center. As the "reduced" cell volume decreases, the central 
maximum disappears and the potential field then has a single 
minimum at the center. These effects are shown in Fig. I-2. 
The last case is representative of the clathrate system 
as will be seen from a subsequent discussion of the van der 
waa.ls model) ,4 The potential field within the cell is shown 
in Fig. I-2 for various cell sizes. 
For the application of the model to the clathrates, van 
der waals made the following assumptions:3,5 
a. The contribution of the ~-quinol lattice to the free 
energy of the clathrate is virtually independent of the 
mode of occupation of the cavities and the molecular 
properties of the enclosed species. Thus, the 
1. J.E. Lennard-Jones and A.F. Devonshire, Proc. Roy. Soc., 
(London), t163, 53 ( 1937); Al~5, 1 ( 1938). 
2. The cell s J.e is measured in erms of the "reduced" cell 
volume V jv·~ where V is a volume defined by the cell ra-
dius and0~r is a volRme defined by the average collision 
diameter of the interacting system. 
J.· J.H. van der Waals, Trans. Far. Soc.,~~ 184 {195Q). 4 The enclosed particle will be at the center of its oavity 
in the equilibrium position since the cavity potential is 
a minimum at the center. 
5. J .H. van der waals and J .c. Plateeuw, "Advances in Chemical 
Physics," Vol. II, P• 1, {1959) • 
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fUndamental vibrational and electbonic modes of the 
~-lattice should not be affected by the presence of the 
enclosed molecules. 
b. A cavity can only be occupied by, at most, one guest 
molecule and the enclosed molecules cannot escape,from 
their respective cavities. 
c. The r~sultant potential field which the enclosed mole-
cule "feels" is only a tunction of the displacement ot 
the center of mass of the molecule from its equilibrium 
position. 
d. The rotational degrees of freedom of the enclosed mole-
cules are unaltered from those of the free gaseous state • 
. ~. Quantum effects can be neglected and classical statistical 
mechanics can be used. 
f. Interactions between enclosed molecules in neighboring 
cavities are negligible and do not contribute to the 
resultant potential field within the cavity. 
van der waals thus assumed the following expression for 
the partition function for the clathrate: 
exp(-F/kT) = e.xp(-F0 /kT) Nl h (T)Ny (I .1) (ly) t I( 1-y) 1 G 
where F is the free energy of the clathrate, 
Fo is the tree energy of the ~-quinol lattice, 
N is the number of cavities per mole of quinol, 
y is the fraction of cavities occupied by guest molecules, 
19 
and hG(T) is the partition .function for the enclosed mole-
cules. 
The combinato~ial .factor expresses the number of' ways in 
which Ny guest molecules can be distributed over N cavi-
ties such that a given cavity is either singly occupied 
or empty. 
By making use of' the thermodynamic relation between the 
free energy and the chemical potentials of' the two components 
of' the clathrate, van dar Waals obtained expressions for the 
chemical potentials of the guest molecules and the clathrate 
which could be used to predict the equilibrium properties of' 
clathrate formation. These relations 1 are: 
u = Jdl G . ln(y/l•y) - ln hG(T) 
u - ~ a . + .!'!: ln 3 (1-y) 
where ~ is the chemical potential of' 13-quinol. 
UG is the chemical potential of the guest, 
u0 is the chemical potential of the clathrate. 
(I .2) 
( I.J) 
From these relations van der waals1 derived the .fundamental 
~xpression .for the equilibrium between the .guest and the cla-
thrate by requiring that the chemical potentials of the free 
and clathrated gas be equal. The resulting relation can be 
written as: 
1. J.H. van der Waals, Trans. Far. Soc.,~~ 1~ (1956). 
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where~(~) is the partition function·of the free gas. It is 
thus seen that the equilibrium. pressure of gas over the c la-
thrate has the form of a Langmuir adsorption isotherm1•2 with 
K(T) • kT~(tj? • 
Van der Waals pointed out that the equilibrium process of 
clathrate formation is complicated by the existence of a 
"hysteresis effect,"3 i.e., a pure dry clathrate will not 
come to thermodynamic equilibrium in a reasonable period of 
time if placed in a closed system with the guest species be-
cause the guest molecules cannot escap8:Jfrom the cavities 
(assumption b) (i.e.), there is a large activation energy 
which the trapped molecules must overcome when they move 
close to the cavity wall which A~ises from the repulsive 
forces and the number of molecules having enough energy to 
penetrate this barrier is very small at ordinary tempera-
tures.4 Therefore, in order to investigate the equilibrium 
properties of the clathrates from a practical standpoint, an 
"inert" solvent is used to provide a path for the establish-
ment of thermodynamic equilibrium. The solvent can be 
1. J .H. van der Waals and J .c • Platteeuw, "Advances in 
Chemical Physics," Vol. II, i, 1959· 
2. J.H. de Boer, "The D}hamical Character of Adsorption," 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1953· 
)• J.H. van der waals, Trans. Far. Soc., sg, l~ (1956). 
4• However, there is some e:tidence for a solid-gas phase 
reaction which is probably diffusion controlled. 
· P.R. Lahr and H.L. Williams, J. Phys. Chem., .2J, 432 
( 1959). 
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thought o-r as a "catalyst" -ror t~e creation o-r the equilibri-
um state de-rined by the process: 
3C6H~(OH) 2 (solido.)+ 'TG (gas) = 3C6Hq_(OH) 2 • 7G(~-clathrate)(r._5,> 
Provided that the molecules o-r the solvent are too large 
to be trapped in the cavities, the composition o-r the solid 
phase will not be a-r-rected.2 
The -rollowing schematic diagram illustrates the behavior 
of the equilibrium pressure of gas over the clathrate during 
clathrate formation: 2 
D 
p 
B C 
.. /. 
Moles of gas added 
Fig. r-a. Behavior of Vapor Pressure of Gas and Moles ot 2 Gas Added to a System During Clathrate Formation. 
When gas is added to a saturated solution ot o.-quinol in an 
inert solvent, the pressure first increases along AB (Fig. I-3) 
according to Henry's law. However, at a certain pressure and 
1. J .H. van der waals and J .c. Platteeuw, "Advances in Chemi-
cal Physics," Vol. II, 1, 19.59• 
2. J.H. van der .. Waals and J.C. Platteeuw, Rec. Trav. Chim., JS., 912 ( 1956) • 
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temperature, a new phase becomes thermodynamically stable 
relative to the «-quinol, this phase being the ~-quinol cla-
thrate with a definite fraction of the cavities occupied by 
gas molecules. This is indicated by the horizontal line BC. 
Along this line, two equilibriA are occurring, first, the 
free gas in the saturated solution is in equilibrium with the 
~-quinol clathrate 
Which is essentially a sol~process, and second, the 
u-quinol is in equilibrium with the ~-quinol clathrate. The 
composition or the clathrate along BC is given by Eq. I.) by 
replacing the chemical potential of the clathrate by the 
chemical potential of a-quinol. The pressure at which this 
process occurs is given by Eq. I~. This process is essen-
tially a three phase equilibrium. When all the ~-quinol has 
been converted to clathrate, the pressure again rises along 
CD but with decreased slope as more cavities become filled 
with the increase in pressure. 
It is found that if one plots the equilibrium pressure 
for the two phase process defined in Eq. !.6 as a function ot 
y/1-y, the plot is linear with a slope given by kT ~(T)/hG(T) 
which is a constant for a given T. From the amount of gas 
required to convert a given amount of a-quinol to '-clathrate 
along BO, van der waals and Platteeuw1 obtained the value ot y 
1·.- J .H. van der waals and J .c. Platteeuw, Reo. Trav. Chim., 
J.S., 912 ( 1956 ). 
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at the three phase point. 'l'hla was found to be 0 •34. at 
25°C. It is noted that the three phase value of y is indepen-
dent of the guest properties since ~ (clathrate) and ~ (quinol) 
are equal. Thus, the three phase composition is only a func-
tion of the difference in the chemical potentials of a. and p "· 
quinol. Differentiation of Eq. I.) with respect to tempera-
ture and subsequent integration leads to the expression: 
(I .7) 
where AH is the difference in the molar enthalpy between ~ 
and a qu.Anol. Evans and Richards1 found this to be 0.16 
1 1 -1-. Kca • mo e • 
The constant ot integration Y0 can be tixed by substi-
tuting the value of y • 0.34 for the three phase composition 
at 25°0 and the molar heat of transition into Eq. I •7 • This 
relation can then be used to predict the three phase composi-
tion at any other temperature at which the clathrate is sta-
ble.2 For example, at 6o0c, the three phase value of y • 0.28. 
This result has been verified experimentally by Platteeuw for 
the argon.3 
With the equilibrium process thus established, van der 
waals then used the cell model to provide an explicit expres-
sion for the partition function of the guest molecules, 
1. D .E • Evans and R .E • Richards , Proc • Roy. Soc • , A223 , 23 8 
( 1954>. 
2. J~. van der Waals and J.c. Plateeuw, "Advances 1n Chemi-
cal Physics," Vol. II, 1, 1959. .. 
3· J.c. Platteeuw, Rec. Trav. Ch1m., 11, 403 (1958). 
hG(T). so that the observed thermodynamic properties or the 
clathrate could be compared with the theoretical predictions 
or the model.1 The guest molecules are thus considered to 
move in the spherical potential rield created by the atoms 
or the cavity wall. Since the interactions of the enclosed 
molecule with the wall are a function of relative position ot 
the guest species as it moves about the cavity, the probabi-
lity of finding the molecule in a given volume element in the 
cell is not uniform but must be given by a probability dis-
tribution runc~ion.2 As a result, the e~teotive of "rree 
volume" available tb the enclosed molecule is actually less 
than the "hard volume" of the cell due to intermolecular re-
pulsions between the guest and host. 
Thus. van der waals assumed that the partition function 
tor the olathrated molecule could be written as:3 
ro 
hG(T) = ¢(T) exp •W(O}/kT s exp • .. iW(r) - W(O) /kT .41fr2dr 
0 
Where ¢(T) represents the contributions due to the ( I.8) 
kinetic and rotational degrees ot freedom of the guest mole-
oule and W(O) is the potential energy at the center of the 
cavity referred to the perfect gas.3 The integral is called 
the "rree volume" integrallj.,g. or the enclosed molecule which 
1. J.H. van der Waals, Trans. Far. Soc., E.>z.·184 (1956). 
2. T .L. Hill, "Introduction to StatistioarThermodynamics," 
Addis.on-Wes ley, Reading, Mass • , 1960, p. 291. 
)·. J.H. van der waals, Trans. Far. Soc.,~, 1~ (1956). 
~ J.E. Lennard-Jones and A.F. Devonshire~ Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(London), Al61, 53 ( 1937); tl6'5, 1 ( 1938) • 
5• J.O. Hirsch:f'e der, C.F. Cur ss and R.B •. Bird, "Molecular 
Theory o:f' Gases and Liquids," Wiley and Sons, New York, 1954. 
wanders about the cavity. The upper limit r 0 is an arbi-
trary "cut-orr" point beyond which the contributions to the 
. 1 integral are negligible. The cell potential W(r) - W{O) is 
obtained by summing the Lennard-Jones interaction potentlal: 2 
!(R} = 4•* (a*/R) 12 - (a*/R) 6 (I .• 9} 
over the surface of a sphere of radius a where R is the dis-
tance of the guest from an interacting species and is equal 
to (r2 + a2-2arcos9)l, r being the distance of the guest from 
. § 
the center of its cavity, and a is the effective collision 
diameter of the interacting species and c* is the value of the 
minimum in the interaction potential. 
When this averaging process is carried out, after oonsid• 
arable algebraic manipulation, it is found that the cell po-
tential can be expressed in the following fo~: 
W(r) • W(O) = /\* (v*/v0 }4 l(x}- 2(V*/v0 )2 m(x} (I.lo) 
Where x is a new variable defined as r 2/a2 and the parameter 
v*/v0 measures the cell radius in terms of the effective 
molecular diameter a* and is defined as: 
*>3 v*/v • <a 
0 2-···3 (I .11) 
and /\* is defined as z c* where z is the number of inter-
acting centers (nearest neighbors) Which comprise the cavity. 
It should be noted that the cell model, as originally proposed 
1. R.Ii. Fowler and E.A. Guggenheim, "Statistical Thermodyna-
mics," University Press, Cambridge, 1939· 
2. J .o. Hirschfelder, C .F. Curtiss and R.B. Bird, "Molecular 
Theory of Gases and Liquids," Wiley ana Sons, New York, 
195lt. '· 
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for dense gases and liquids, 1 was concerned with interao·tions 
between like molecules. In that case the effective molecular 
diameter o* is the collision diameter of the interacting mole-
cule and c* is the depth of the potential trough at the equi-
librium distance which occurs at 2+l/6o*. However, in the 
clathrate model, the interactions are between unlike systems 
and therefore it is necessary to define these parameters in a 
different manner. As discussed in detail by Hirschfelder, 
Curtiss and Bird2 and by Cook and Rowlinson,3 for the inter-
action of unlike systems, it is possible to define the effec-
tive collision diameter of the interaction as the arithmetic 
mean of the collision diameters of the indivi4ual species, 
* and the effective interaction energy parameter c as the geo-
metric mean. Thus, for the clathrate system; these parameters 
are defined as:4 
(I .12) 
(I .13) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant. In these expressions, the 
subscript G refers .to the guest molecule while the symbol _ 
over the parameter refers to the lattice. The interpretations 
given to the parameters I and a are as tollows:S 
1. J.E. Lennard-Jones and A .F. Devonshire I. Proc. Roy. Soc.· 
(London) Al~, 53 (1937); Alt2• 1 (1930). 
2. J.o. Hirsch elder, c.F •. Curt as and R.B. Bird, "Molecular 
Theory of Gases and Liquids," Wiley and Sons, New York, 19~. 
3· D. Cook and J.s. Rowlinson, "Advances in Chemical Physics, 
Vol. II, P• 8$, 1959• 4-. J .H. van der Waals, Trans. Far. Soc., S,g, 184 ( 1956). 
S• N.R. Grey, N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. 
Phys., ,Y;, 153 ( 1961) • 
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c measures the strength of' bhe attractive f'orce which the 
cavity wall is capable of' exerting and a measures the effec-
tive "thickness" of' the wall. Thus, the true significance of 
the cell model for clathrate solutions lies in its ability to 
predict a unique set of lattice interaction parameters which, 
according to the theory, should be independent of the molecu-
lar properties of the guest molecules. 
Thus, with the explicit relation for the cell potential, 
it is found that the partition function f'or the enclosed 
molecule can be written in the following form: 1 
3/2. 
hG ( T ) • [ 2'T ] J( T) exp [ •\\'{ 0) /kT ] 2tra3 g 
h 
where the first two terms refer to the translational and ro-
tational contributions of the guest (denoted by ¢(T) in 
Eq. I.8) and the fUnction g is the so-ealled Lennard-Jones 
and Devonshire free volume integral.2 The g function is de~ 
fined1as:
2 
g. f (x}t exp[• /VkT cv*/vo>4 l(x)+ 2/\*/kT cv*/vo> 2 m(x} ]dx 
0 . (I.l5) 
The upper limit of integration results from taking the 
arbitrary cut-off r 0 in Eq. I.8 as ta so that, in terms of 2 . 1 
the scaled variable (r/a) , r 0 is ~· The Lennard-Jones and 
Devonshire g function must be evaluated numerically. The 
functions l(x) and m(x} are compli~ated polynomials in the 
1·. J Ji. Vf!ln der Waals, Trans • Far. Soc •, 2e 1 184 ( 1956) • 
2. J.E. Lennard-Jones and A.F. Devonshire, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(London), A163, 53 ( 1937); Al6$, 1 ( 1938). 
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variable x = (r/a) 2 Which result trom the averaging process 
over the sphere. Finally, in Eq. r·.lq_, the potential at the 
center of the cavity is defined as: 1 
w( o > = /\*[:.2( v*fv0>
2 + ( v* /v0 >q.] (I .16) 
From the expression tor the partition function ot the 
1 guest molecules, van dar waals obtained two of the statisti-
cal thermodynamic relations of interest in the clathrate prob-
lem, viz., the energy of formation of the clathrate from ~­
quinol2 and the equilibrium pressure of gas over the clathrate. 
The first quantity is a measure·of the energy required to bind 
one mole of the guest in three moles of ~-quinol under a con-
stant total volume. Expressions for the entropy and heat 
capacity of clathrated gas were subsequently derived from the 
usual thermodynamic relations. The statistical thermodynamic 
functions for the clathrate problem are summarized below: 
Equilibrium Pressure: 
P • ld' exp ( W( 0) /kT ) y /1•7 
eq 2:-1!a3g 
(I.l7) 
Energy of Formation: 
6U/RT =1\.,/kT t2<v*/v0 >2(l+Sm/g) + (v*/v0 )4{l+g1/g)J (I.l8) 
Entropy of Clathrated Gas (exclusive of configurational 
entropy~ : 
1. J'JI. van der waals, Trans. Far. Soc., ,2£, 184 (1956). 
2. D •. F. Evans and R .E. Richards, Proc • Roy. Soc • , (London) , 
A223 1 236 ( 1954} • 
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s = R {}12 + 1\ "'/~ [< v* /V /'"g1/ g -2( v* /V 0 l 2 g.,J J+ 3/2 1n2;:rr 
+ ln2wa3~ + Srot (I.l9) 
Heat Capacity of Clathrated Gas: 
< /\* /Jtr) 2 < v* /v )4. 
c = R[3/2 + . . 2 . 0 ~ v*/v0 )4ss11+4.ssmm - ( v* /v0)4.si g . 
- ~s!- ~<v*;v0 J 2gglm + ~<v*/v0 J 2g1s.,j} + crot (!"020) 
In these expressions, the subscripted g functions arise 
from the temperature derivatives of the free volume integral 
and must be calculated numerically in the same manner as the 
g fUnction itself. When these relations are applied to cla-
thrates of polyatomic guest species, the rotational contribu-
tions to the thermodynamic functions must also be taken into 
account. For the entropy and heat capacity, the rotational 
contributions are added to the left hand side of Eqs. 1.19 
and I.20 to give the total thermodynamic property of enclosed 
gas. It is noted that for free rotation of the guest mole-
eules, the expressions for the equilibrium pressure and ener-
gy of formation are the same as those for the clathrates of 
monatomic guests since the rotational contributions of the 
free gas and olathrated gas remain unaltered. However, when 
the rotations of the guest are not free, these relations oan 
be modified by use of the proper expressions for the hindered 
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.1 1 rotator. It shou d be further noted that the fUndamental 
assumption which underlies the application of the cell model 
to clathrates of polyatomic guests is that of separability of 
orientational and positional potential energ7,2,3 If the ro-
tational motion is not free, the separability of energy must 
be regarded as a rough approximation, but as will be seen in 
subsequent chapters, the assumption of separability does give 
results which are consistent with the observed properties of 
clathrated molecules. 
Thus,all of the thermodynamic functionscan be expressed 
in terms of the dimensionless- parameters /\i~/ld! and v* /v0 
which, in turn, depend upon the ~-quinol lattice parameters 
according to the combining rules defined in Eqs. I.l2 and 
I.13. While the :force constants for the guest can be obtained 
from second virial coef:ficient data,~ the lattice :force con-
stants cannot be evaluated from first principles but can only 
be assigned by approximate methods. 
van der waals5 first assigned these parameters as z(C/k)i 
== 283 and a = 3'~30 A in order to obtain reasonable agreement 
between the calculated and observed equilibrium pressure data 
for the argon clathrate and the energies of formation of several 
1. See Appendices 2 and ~. 
2. J.H. van der waals, J. Phys. Chem·. ·Solids, 18, 82 ( 1961}. 
3• L. Jansen, A. Michels and J.M. Lupton, Phys1Ca,~~. 1215 
(195~); 1235, 1244 4.. J .o. Hirschfelder, C .F. Curtiss and R.B. Bird, "Molecular 
Theory of Gases and Liquids," Wiley and Sons, New York, 1954. 
5· J.H. van der waal, Trans. Far. Soc., s.g, 184 (1956). 
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clathrates which had been determined by Evans and Richards.1 
Subsequently, these assignments were revised to z(c/k}i = 294 
and a • 2.90 A in order to account for additional equilibrium 
pressure data for the nitrogen and krypton clathrates.2 How-
ever, as more thermodynamic data began to be amassed, including 
the heat capacities and entropies of several clathrated sys-
tems determined by Staveley and co-workers3,4,5 and in this 
laboratory, it was .found that the van der waals lattice para-
meter assignments did not account .for the observed properties 
of all the ~-quinol clathrates and in fact did not even ac-
count for the properties o.f a particular clathrate system. 
It was found that large deviations between the observed and 
calculated heat capacities and entropies of enclosed gas were 
found which were beyond the normal range of experimental error. 
Minor adjustments in the lattice parameters were then made by 
Staveley, et. al.5 For example, Staveley and co-workers, by 
adjusting the a parameter to 3•0 A, were able to obtain 
agreement between the calculated and observed heat capacities 
o.f clathrated methane and Krypton but the calculated entropies 
1. D.F. Evans and R.E. Richards, Proc. Roy. Soc., (London) 
A22J, 238 ( 1954) • 
2. J~. van der Waals and J.C. Platteeuw, "Advances in Chemi-
ca~ Physics 1 " Vol. II 1 p • 1, 1959. 3· N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. Phys., ~~ 
212 (1959). 4. N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. Phys., J., 
59 (1960). 5• N.R. Grey, N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. 
Phys., !J:, 153 (1961). 
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were of the order qf 20°/o larger than the observed values. 
These comparisons are summarized in Chapter V of the disser-
tation. It has been found, in this laboratory, that by a 
judicious choice of the lattice parameters, any two of the 
several thermodynamic properties for a given clathrate can be 
accounted for-with reasonable accuracy, which is to be expected 
since one is dealing with two parameters and two unknowns. 
However, the true test of the model is its ability to predict 
the other properties with the same set of parameters. If 
this test is met, then one oan begin to attach some physical 
significance to the quinol lattice parameters. Thus, it be-
came clear that the trial and error approaches of van der 
waals1 and Staveley2 were inadequate and that a more rigorous 
method was needed to determine the assignments of these para-
meters. 
1·. J.H. van der waals and J.c. Platteeuw, "Advances in Chemi-
cal Physics," Vol. II, 1, 1959. . 
2. N.R. Grey, N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Malec. 
Phys., !t, 153 (1961). 
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3· . Evidence for Hindered Rotation in the ~-Quinol Cavity. 
In the previous section it was seen how tbe van der Waals 
model provides, in part, the theoretical explanationof the 
thermodynamic properties of clathrates at ordinary temperatures. 
However, recent physical studies have definitely shown that at 
low temperatures, the assumptions of completely free rotation 
of the clathrated species and the true independence of the vi-
brational energy of the lattice and the enclosed species are 
no longer valid. Also the application of classical statistics1 
to the thermodynamic behavior of clathrated molecules at low 
temperatures produces results which do not agree with the ob-
served behavior. Thus it has been necessary to modify the 
statistical thermodynamic relations t& include the effects of 
quantization of energy at low temperatures2 and hindered ro-
tation in the cavities. The purpose of this section is to re-
view the experimental evidence for hindered rotation of cla-
thrated molecules. 
The first evidence for the nature of the rotational mo-
tion of clathrated molecules was due to Powell.3 His x-ray 
studies on the ~-quinol clathrate of so2 showed that the space 
group for the structure was centrosymmetric R ). However, 
since the so2 molecule is noncentrosymmetric, the only way in 
1. R.H. Fowler and E.A. Guggenheim, *Statistical Thermodynamics,* 
University Press, Cambridge (1952). 
2. N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. Phys., j,59 (1960). 
3• D.E. Palin and H.M. Powell, J. Chem. Soc. (London) 208, 
(1947>· 
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which the so2 molecules can be arranged in the R 3 symmetry is 
either with the molecules freely rotating in the cavities about 
an axis perpendicular to the plane or the oxygen hexagons, or 
with statistically disordered configurations in various cavities. 
Subsequent spectral studies or similar systems have shown 
that the latter explanation is more likely. Hexter and Gold-
farb1 observed the infra-red spectra of the HCl, H2S, so2. and 
co2 clathrates at 25°C. Unfortunately, the first three mole-
cules absorb in the sama regions as the host lattice, but for 
the co2 molecule, the fundamental absorption was observed at 
2350 cm71 with no evidence of rotational fine structure. 
These workers concluded that the rotation of the enclosed co2 
molecule is highly restricted, since a band observed in the 
region of the co2 fundamental in the clathrate could be as-
signed as a forbidden Q branch, which is allowed for a restric-
ted rotator. 2 
More conclusive evidence for the restricted rotation of a 
clathrated molecule was obtained from the studies of the infra-
red spectrum of the ~-quinol clathrate of carbon monoxide. 
Rook3 and Ball and McKean4 observed a narrow absorption at 
1. R.M. Hexter and T.D. Goldfarb, J. Inorg. and Nuc. Chem., 
~, 171 (1954>· . . 
2. H.H. Nielsen, J. Chem. Phys., }, 189 (1935). 
3· P. Rock, Undergraduate National Science Foundation Research 
Fellow, Boston University Chemistry Dept., 1960-61. Unpub-
lished oDservation. 
~. D.F. Ball and D.C. McKean, Spectroohim. Acta., 18, 933 
( 1962). 
about 2130 cm.-1 flanked by broad wings at about 2092 and 
2173 ca.-1, in the spectrum of the co clathrate at 25°c. 
These features were not found for any other ~-quinol cla-
thrates and were, therefore, attributed to the clathrated 
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carbon monoxide molecules. The 2130 band, which was devoid 
of any rotational fine structure, was sharpened considerably 
at liquid nitrogen temperatures. The shift of some 12-15 -1 em. 
, 1.1. -1 from the zero gap, 2~ em. of the pure gas spectrum is char-
acteristic of that found for the spectra of condensed phases 
of simple molecules relative to their gaseous state.112 The 
2130 band was assigned as the shifted Q branch for the hindered 
rotator, corresponding to vibrational transitions in states be-
low. the rotational barrier,3 while the wings were assigned) as 
vibration-rotation transitions above the barrLer. At low temp-
eratures, several other interesting features were observed; a 
weak peak at 2186 cm.·l which is attributed to the presence of 
the isotropic species c 13o16 ,~ and two definite bands at 2180 
and 2195 cm.-l and an indefinite one near 2070 cm.-1• These 
bands were observed using a difference spectrum technique ob-
tained with nitrogen and krypton clathrates as background. 
Ball and McKean~ have attempted to interpret these bands as 
1. G. Ewing and G.c. Pimentel, J. Chem. P~ys., J2, 925 (1961). 
2. A.D. Buckingham, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) ~' 169 (1958); 
~; 32 (1960). Buckingham has shown that as a result of. 
the dispersion forces in the condensed state for molecular 
crystals, the fundamental vibrational frequency is always 
shifted to lower wave numbers. 
3• D.F. Ball and D.C. McKean, Spectroohim. Acta. 18, 933 (1962). 
being due to combination modes between the torsional and 
pseudo-translational or so-called ~rattling" motions of the CO 
molecule with the vibrttional transitions comprising the cen-
tral Q branch. The discussion of the interpretation of these 
bands is deferred until Chapter III where a complete analysis 
of the motion of clathrated CO can be more readily obtained in 
the light of the low temperature heat capacity observations of 
clathrated carbon monoxiae. 
Evidence of the restricted rotation of clathrated oxygen 
at very low temperatures was found by Meyer, O•Brien and 
Van Vleck. 1 These workers, who extended earlier measurements 
of Cooke, et. al., 2 observed the magnetic susceptibility of 
o1'o16 in the oxygen clathrate at temperatures below 2°K. It 
waa concluded that below this temperature, the o2 molecules 
behave as restricted rotators with a barrier to rotation of 
126 cal./mole. This conclusion was based on two significant 
observations. First, the susceptibility of o16o16 deviates 
markedly from that calculated for the free gas below 2°K, as 
well as from that calculated for the completely ~frozen" mole-
cule. Secondly, no difference was observed at very low temp-
eratures between the. susceptibility of o16o16 and o10o18 which 
could not be possible if oxygen were freely rotating. 
1. B. Meyer, M. O'Brien and J.H. van Vleck, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(London) A2k3, 4~ (1957)• 
2. A.H. Cooke;-fi. Meyer, W.P. Wolf, D.F. Evans and R.E. 
Richards, Proc. Roy. Soc., (London) A225, 112 (1954>• 
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Further evidence for hindered rotation of elathrated 
molecules at low temperatures has been found b,y Meyer and 
Scott. 1 These workers observed the x14 pure quadrupole re· 
so~ance at 3.6 mc/s in the N2 clathrate at liquid helium 
temperatures. If the molecule were freely rotating, the spa-
tial components of the quadrupole field tensor would be can-
celled and no resonance would be observed. From studies of 
the Zeeman splitting and of the resonance as a function of 
temperature, Meyer and Scott concluded that N2 molecules are 
aligned along an axis perpendicular to the plane of the oxygen 
hexagons and that the molecular axis executes two dimensional 
torsional oscillations with a frequency of 52!) em.·l about 
axes parallel to the plane of the oxygen hexagons. 
Foner, Meyer, and Kleiner2 continued magne.tic resonance 
studies of clathrated o2 with studies of the electron paramag-
netic resonance of oxygen in a mixed N2 , o2 clathrate at low 
temperatures. In order to explain the appearance of three, : 
anomalous lines in the spectrum, these workers concluded that 
a weak interaction must prevail between molecules in adjacent 
cages in a manner dependent on the nearest neighbor environment 
of a given clathrated oxygen molecule. These studies also 
confirmed the barrier for clathrated o2 • 
Further evidence of hindered rotation of clathrated mole-
cules has reaul ted from magnetic auscepti bill ty' measurements 
1. H. Meyer and T.A. Scott, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, l£, 215(1959). 
2. s. Foner, H. Meyer and W.H. Kleiner, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 
]!, 273 (1961). 
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of clathrated No.1 Meyer's measurements showed that the mag-
netic susceptibility of clathrated NO is ~0°/o higher than 
that for the free gas at low temperatures and that below 20°K 
the susceptibility becomes virtually temperature independent. 
Van Vleck2 has given an extensive theoretical interpretation 
of these effects in which he has pointed out tha. t the behavior 
of clathrated NO is puzzling in that one would expect a 1/T 
dependence of the susceptibility with temperature due to the 
presence of Kramers doublet. By use of a semi-empirical po-
tential for the crystalline field, Van Vleck was able to ac-
count for the 40°/o increase in x but was not completely suc-
cessful in surpressing the 1/T dependence of the calculated 
susceptibility based on several models which he employed. In 
order to obtain the best agreement between the calculated and 
observed susceptibility, he employed a librational frequency 
of 31.3 cm.-1 (he /k = 45°) which represents the oscillation 
frequency of the molecular axis about its equilibrium position. 
This frequency corresponds to a barrier V0 of about 420 cal. 
mole -l. 
In addition to the resonance methods for the study of the 
rotation of clathrated molecules, the low temperature heat ca-
pacity of the enclosed molecules provides important information 
about the rotational freedom of the guest. In order to obtain 
1. H. Meyer, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 20, 238 (1961). 
2. J.H. Van Vleck, J. Phys. Chem. So!rds, gQ, 241 (1961). 
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the 11rotational• heat capacity of the guest molecules one must 
first calculate the ~rattling• contributions to the heat ca-
pacity. Parsonage and Staveley1 noted that if one expands·the 
cell potential function defined in Eq. 1.10 to the "harmonic 
oscillator•~ approximation, the cell potential could be expressed 
as: 
W(r) - W(O} • 1\*1 a2 22(v*/v0 )4- lO~v*/v0 )2 r 2 
The coefficient r 2 in this exp~ession is to be identified with 
the classical force constant for a harmonic oscillator in the 
form: 
(1.21) 
with K related to the oscillator frequency by the relation: 
K • 411:2 w 2 c2m 
In their study of the heat capacity of the methane clathrate, 
Parsonage and Staveley1 initially calculated the rotational 
heat capacity of clathrated methane by assuming that the 
pseudo-translational degrees of freedom at room temperature 
could be calculated from Eq. 1.20 with the ~-quinol lattice 
parameters taken to be; z (c/k)t = 283 and a • 3.30 A. A 
subsequent revision of the lattice collision parameter2 to 
3.0 A afforded a pseudo-translational heat capacity which when 
subtracted from the total experimental value gave a rotational 
heat capacity of about 2.5 cal. deg.-l mole-1 , which these 
1. N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. Phys., j, 
59 (1960}~ see also footnote 1, P• 101. 
2. N.R. Grey, N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. 
Phys., ~~ 153 (1961). 
workers regarded to be within experimental error of free ro-
tation, 3/2R. The rattling frequencies calculated from the 
I 
above lattice parameters are 96.2 cm.-1 and 66 cm.-1 respec-
tively, according to Eq. I.21. However, it was noted1 that 
when the heat capacity of a three dimensional harmonic oscil-
lator with either frequency was subtracted from the experimen-
tal low temperature heat capacity, the resulting ~rotational~ 
heat capacity was not characteristic of free rotation of the 
methane moleeules.a Coulter, Stepakoff and Roper3 have rein-
terpreted the low temperature heat capacity of clatbrated me-
thane on the basis of an approximate model for restricted ro-
tation at low temperatures. This model is discussed in detail 
in Chapter III. 
Additional evidence of the restricted rotations of the 
clathrated molecules at low temperatures has been found from 
Roper's studies4 of the heat capacity of the nitrogen clathrate 
as a function of composition. He has found that the heat capa-
city of the ~-quinol clathrate& of nitrogen are also linearly 
dependent on the fraction of cavities filled and has obtained 
the partial molal heat capacity of clathrated N2 • Subsequent 
theoretical interpretation of these results (see Chapter III) 
has led to the corroboration of Meyer and Scott•s findings5 
1. L.v. Coulter, G.c. Roper and G.L. Stepakoff, Interim Report 
to National Science Foundation, G 157~3, 1961-62. 
2. See Chapter III, p. 109. 
3• L.v. Coulter, G.L. Stepakoff and G.c. Roper, J. Phys. Chem •. 
Solids, In Press, 1963. 
4• G.C. Roper, This Laboratory; Private Communications. 
5• H. Meyer and T.A. Scott, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 11, 215 
(1959). 
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of a restricted rotation at low temperatures although a lower 
barrier to rotation is indicated than that found by Meyer and 
Scott. 
In conclusion, it is seen that there is considerable evi-
dence to indicate that at low temperatures the clathrated 
diatomic and polyatomic molecules are not free to rotate in 
the ~-quinol cavities and that indeed, for the larger mole-
cules the barriers to rotation persist even to room tempera-
ture. Obviously these effects point to the unsymmetrical 
nature of the cavities which becomes evident as the enclosed 
molecule probes its enviromment. These features have necessi-
tated modifications of the free rotation model. These modifi-
cations will be subsequently discussed in the dissertation. 
B. Purpose and Scope of Research Problem. 
This work was undertaken for the purpose of determining 
the nature of the rotational motion of clathrated CO and HBr 
at low temperatures and for the purpose of providing a calori-
metric entropy value for these clathrated molecules for use 
in future investigations of the applicability of the third law 
of thermodynamics to ~-quinol clathrates of unsymmetrical mole-
cules. In view of the previous discussions of the low tempera-
ture properties of clathrated molecules, a study of the rota-
tional heat capacity of elathrated CO and HBr can provide data 
from which the barrier to rotation of these molecules can be 
calculated. This barrier can then serve as an indica.tion of 
the extent of rotational freedom of clathrated molecules re-
lative to the condensed states of these molecules and, when 
correlated with barriers to rotation for similar molecules, 
can provide some insight as to the nature of the intermolecu-
lar forces which influence the orientational properties of 
molecules in the condensed state. 1 The clathrated state af-
fords the opportunity of observing the rotational motion of 
these molecules without the complicating cooperative and 
order-disorder effects of the solid state. 2 
The low temperature heat capacity of clathrated CO is 
also of interest in view of the results of the infrared studies 
1. L.A.K. Staveley, J. Phys. Caem. Solids, 18, 46 (1961). 
2. H.M. James and T.J. Krieger, J. Chem. Phys., ~' 959 
(1954); see also P• 796. 
of the CO olathrates. 1 •2 In particular, it was considered im-
portant to determine if the assignments of the anomalous bands 
in the low temperature spectra as combinations of librational 
and rattling motions with the fundamental vibrational transi-
tions2 could be substantiated by the low temperature heat ca-
pacity analysis of elathrated co. 
Thus, it was proposed to measure the low temperature heat 
capacities of several CO olathrates from 15•300°K as a function 
of the fraction of cavities filled from which the heat capacity 
and entropy of clathrated gas can be oaloulated.3 The analysis 
of the low temperature heat capacity of clathrated gas has been 
made possible by the recent use of harmonic oscillator functions 
to describe the •rattling• and librational motion of olathrated 
molecules at low temperatUres.4 An extension of this model has 
also been developed which makes use of tne fact that the ola-
thrated diatomic molecules behave as two dimensional hindered 
rotators in the j3-quinol oavi ties. From the analysis of the 
low temperature.1heat capacity curve, it is possible to calcu-
late the barrier to rotation from the relation: 
W= 1/~ e (V0/2I)i which represents the librational frequency 
of the molecular axis in the potential field: V = }V0 (l•cos29).5 
1. P. Rook, National Science Foundation Research Fellow, Boston 
University Chem. Dept., 1960-61; Unpublished Observations. 
2. D.F. Ball and D.C. McKean, Spectroohim. Acta., 18, 933 
(1962). --
3· N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. Phys., 2, 
212 (1959). 
4• L.V. coulter, G.L. Stepakoff and. G.c. Roper, J. Phys. Chem. 
Solids, In Press (1963}• 
5· See footnote 4,:, p. 122. 
As a separate initiating study, the low temperature heat 
capacity of an HBr clathrate was determined from 15-J00°K for 
the purpose of investigating the rotational motion of clathrated 
polar molecules. This study is of particular interest in view 
of previous investigations of the heat capacity of clathrated 
HC1. 112 Previous attempts to interpret the low temperature 
heat capacity of clathrated HCl have led to an anomaly in the 
~rotational" heat capacity at low temperatures which may be 
characteristic of a "double mini:mum• oscillator .J Thus when 
the HCl molecules begin to oscillate in the potential miniaa :, 
in the cavity the 2(N + 1) degenerate vibrational levels of the 
two dimensional oscillator4 may be split and this splitting may 
give rise to an anomaly in the heat capacity. This effect is 
of considerable interest as it represents one of the few ex-
amples of a system which is undergoing a ~ dimensional 
"double minimum• oscillation without the obscuring cooperative 
interactions of the condensed state. 
In addition to the low temperature properties of the CO 
and HBr clathrates, the determination of the thermodynamic 
properties of these systems at 25°C provides additional data 
with which to test the applicability of the cell model to cla-
thrates of slightly unsymmetrical molecules. According to the 
1. L.v. coulter, G.c. Roper and G.L. Stepakoff, Final Repnrt to 
the National Science Foundation, NSF 66035, 1958•1961. 
2. L.v. coulter, M. Donlon and G.C. Roper, Boston University 
Chem. Dept., 1956-57, Unpublished Data. 
J•. K.s. Pitzer, J. Chem. Phys., 1, 252 (1939). 4 T.E. Sterne, Proc. Roy. Soc. TLondon} Al30, 551 (1931). 
van der Waals model, 1 the ~-quinol lattice should be charac-
terized by two fundamental parameters. These are the attrac-
tive force of the cavity wall and the thickness of this wall. 
As previously stated, these parameters should be independent 
of the molecular nature of the enclosed molecules. In view of 
the discrepancies cited previously between the observed and 
calculated properties of the argon, krypton and methane cla-
thrates, it was felt that a better understanding of the func-
tional dependence of the theoretical thermodynamic functions 
on the characteristic cell parameters was needed. In view of 
the complicated dependence of the thermodynamic functions for 
the cell model on these parameters, it was decided to under-
take a systematic study of these functions on an electronic 
computer. While some of the g integrals and related thermo-
dynamic functions have been calculated previously by various 
workers2 ,3,4 the ranges and formulations of the relevant para-
meters are inadequate and inappropriate for the l3-quinol cla-
thrate problem. Thus, an extensive calculation of the cell 
functions was carried out on an IBM 709/7090 computer at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Computation Center.5 
From this calculation, it ia possible to solve simultaneously 
1. J.H. van der Waals, Trans. Far. Soc., g, 184 (1956). 
z. J.E. Lennard-Jones and A.F. nevonshire, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(London) fl63, 53 (1937); Alo5, 1 (1938). 
3• I. Prigog ne and G. Garikian, J. Chim. Physique, ~' 273 
(1948). 4• R.H. WentHorf, R.J. Buehler, J.O. Hirschfelder and C.F. 
Curtiss, J. Chem. Phys., 18, 1484 (1950). 
5• See Acknowledgements. 
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the thermodynamic relations1 for the clathrate for a unique 
pair of parameters which ought to account for the observed pro-
perties of the clathrates. 
From a long range point of view, the heat capacity atudies 
of the CO clathrates are also of interest for future investiga-
tions of the ~Third Law" behavior of clathrated CO molecules by 
analogy with the behavior of solid co. It is known that solid 
CO dees not obey the Third Law since a random arrangement of the 
CO molecules prevails to the absolute zero.2 Thus it will be of 
interest to determine whether or not clathrated CO molecules can 
attain perfect order through co-co interactions in neighboring 
cages or whether a random end for end arrangement of clathrated 
CO molecules (or similar diatomic molecules) leads to a Third 
Law discrepancy. 
In order to provide initial data for a possible indepen-
dent path for the calculation of the entropy of clathrated co, 
it was proposed to obtain equilibrium pressure data for the 
process: 
from which the free energy change can be calculated. It is 
hoped that future workers will obtain accurate enthalpy and 
free energy data for this process which will enable the entropy 
of clathrated CO to be calculated by the alternative path. This 
value can then be compared with the calorimetric value calculated 
from the heat capacity measurements. 
1. Eqs. I.l7-Ie20. 
2. J.O. Clayton and W.F. Giauque, J. Am. Che. Soc., ~~ 2610 
(1932). 
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Chapter II. 
Experimental Methods Used in the Investigations 
A. The Preparation and Measurement of Gas Composition of the 
CO Cla thra tea. 
The CO clathrates used in this work were prepared accord-
ing to the •two phase'• equilibrium conditions describe on p.22 • • 
The chemicals used in the synthesis of the clathrates were as 
follows: 
lo Eastman purified hydroquinone. 
2. Matheson purified carbon monoxide (99.5°/o). 
3• n-propyl alcohol (Baker). 
250·grams of hydroquinone, which had been purified by double 
vacu~m sublimation (99.99°/o Qy Ce+4 ion titration1 ) was mixed 
with about 500 cc. of purified n-propyl alcohol to form a 
"slurry''. The slurry was transferred to the liner of an 
•AMINcott2 high pressure vessel. (Fig. II-1). The liner 
(monel, volume 2 lit.) was fitted with a cap which contained 
a built-in filtering device. The filter cap was connected to a 
small tube which was securely seated inside the outlet hole of 
the 'head of the high pressure bomb. After the apparatus was 
assembled and tested for leaks, the bomb was flushed several 
times with CO and then pressurized to a desired pressure. A 
hand operated gas booster pump2 (Fig. II-1) was usedto obtain 
pressures in excess of normal cylinder pressures (P > 1000 psi). 
1. N.H. Furman and J.H. Wallace, Jr., J. Am. Chemo Soc., 2f, 
1443 ( 1930). 
2o American Instrument Company, Catalogue 460, P• 24, 1959· 
1 
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The pump had a maximum working pressure rating of 6000 psi. 
The bomb was then placed in a rocking device and was rocked 
for several days in a thermostated air bath at 25.0! .1°c to 
insure synthesis of homogeneous clathrate. With this isother-
mal method, it was assumed that equilibrium samples could be 
made. After assumed attainment~ equilibrium within this time, 
as indicated by no further change in pressure, the reaction 
vessel was inverted and the saturated mother liquor was blown 
out through the filter cap. The clathrate was partially dried 
by passing CO gas through the bomb at the prevailing equilibrium 
pressure. The pressure could be controlled by regulating the 
flow rate of CO by means of an AMINCO t•superpressurett needle 
valve1 on the inlet and outlet manifold of the bomb. The dry-
ing process was continued for about one hour. The apparatus 
was then disassembled and the product was quickly removed from 
the l~nar and placed on a high vacuum manifold where the last 
traces of solvent were removed. The gas composition of the cla-
thrate was determined by fusion of a weighed quantity of clathrate 
on a calibrated vacuum manifold (Figo II-2) provided with a con-
stant volume manometer for pressure observations. Pressures of 
the order of 0.5-0.8 atm. were read to ± .005 em. with a 
Gaertner. cathetometer. The temperature was maintained within 
! 0.05°C of a given value (usually near 25°C) by surrounding 
1. American Instrument Company Super Pressure Needle Valve, 
Specifications: #44-1313, Catalogue 460, p. 38, 20,000 psi. 
valve, overall length, 51/16'', width 2k'•, port openings, 
9/16'•. 
., . 
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the major portion of the calibrated volums of the line with a 
water bath. The traction of cavities filled was computed by 
means of the ideal gas law relation for the number of moles of 
gas liberated from the sample. Trial calculations had shown 
that with the pressure and temperatures employed in these 
measurements, the ideal gas law gave results which differed 
negligibly from those obtained with more complicated equations 
of state such as Van der Waals• equation of state. The rela-
tiona used for 
1.) n PCVC 
• trT' 
the calculation of y are as follows: 
2 ) W - 28.01 n • M 
• 330·33 
where n = the number of moles of gas 
liberated from the sample. 
R 
where M 
is the observed pressure ex-
pressed in atmospheres cor-
rected tor the effects or ex-
pansion of mercury, glass, 
and brass. 
is the volume of the system 
corrected for the volume 
occupied by the a quinol 
after fusion.l 
is the gas constant,0.08205 
liter atm. deg.-1 mole-1. 
is the absolute temperature. 
is the moles of cavities. 
W is the weight of sample used. 
28.01 is the molecular wt. 
of co. 
330•33 is the molecular wt. 
of three moles of hydroqui-
none. 
1. Fusion occurred at about 175°C. However, it was observed 
that all the gas was liberated at about 12ooc. 
3•) n/M • y where 1 is the fraction of cavi-
ties filled. 
To insure that only a negligible amount of gas redissolved 
in the molten a quinol, after the initial pressure readings 
were taken, the system was evacuated and the hydroquinone was 
remelted. No further pressure increase was observed. The 
volume occupied by the hydroquinone after fusion of the sample 
was calculated by first calculating an.initial value of n using 
the calibrated volume of the empty line and thereby estimating 
the weight of hydroquinone present in the line •. The density or 
a. hydroquinone lilsually amounted to le·ss than 0.5° /o of the to-
tal volume of the analysis line. The reproducibility of the 
measurements for widely varied sample weights and gas volumes 
indicated that wall adsorption effects could safely be neglec-
ted. The method of analysis was found to be capable or a pre-
cision or ! 0.1-0.2°/o. 
Initial samples prepared in the .cd§s.cr.ibed·,:Ulannott served 
to determine an approximate value of the two phase equilibrium 
adsorption isotherm constant, K(T), as defined on P• 20. From 
this value, approximate working pressures could be estimated 
for the preparation of a sample with a predesired fraction of 
cavities filled. In this way the two phase isotherm was con-
structed for the CO clathrate system. During the preparation 
of the cla thra tes:. the pressure was recorded with accurate 
Bourdon-type high pressure gauges1 appropriate to the particular 
1. The u. s. Gauge Company. 
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pressure range which was under investigation. These included 
the following: 
Table II-1. 
Approximate workin, sa use ranse ~ESiel smallest scale 
12ressure ranse (psi. division (J2si.) 
50-100 0-100 0.5 
100-300 0-300 1.0 
500-5000 0-5000 10.0 
Several of the clathrates were then employed in the calori-
metric measurements. 
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B. The HBr Clathrate. Preparation and Measurement of Gas 
Composition 
It had previously been observed1 that the HBr clathrate 
forma at pressures near one atmosphere so that it was not ne-
cessary to use a high pressure apparatus for the preparation 
of this clathrate. At 25°C, J. Mcives1 had found thatsaturating 
an ether slurry of hydroquinone with HBr at one atmosphere pro-
duced a clathrate with about 50°/o of the cavities filled. 
This observation was subsequently verified by M. Hart2 and by 
this author. However, at 0°C the percentage cavities filled 
increases to about 80°/o at one atmosphere. This indicated a 
convenient method of preparation of a high percentage holes 
filled sample for calorimetric study. 
' The apparatus used for the preparation of the calorimetric 
sample is shown in Fig. II-J. About 100 grams of purified 
hydroquinone was mixed with about 150 c.c. of pure dry diethyl 
ether which had previously been saturated at 0°0 with anhydrous 
HBr gas (Matheson, 99.7°/o). The reaction vessel was attached 
to a vacuum manifold by means of a I 29/35 ball and socket 
joint, and the contents were agitated by means of an internal 
Teflon bar magnet and an external magnetic stirring motar. All 
stopcocks were of the Teflon plug type and all connecting tubing 
was also made of Teflon. The ball and socket joint was 
lo J. Mcives, National Science Foundation Summer Research 
Participant, 1961, Boston University Chemistry Dept. 
2. M. Hart, Post Doctoral Research Fellow, Boston University 
Chemistry Dept., 1961-1962. 
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After the solution was further outgassed via pumping and 
warming cycles with the reaction vessel surrounded b,y a liquid 
ni trogen~:ba th, the temperature was raised to o0c by removing 
the liquid nitrogen bath and replacing it by a wet lee bath. 
The solution was then pressurized to about one atmosphere with 
HBr whiCh had been passed through a red phosphorus trap to re-
move any traces of free bromine. The pressure was regulated by 
means of a corrosion resistant Matheson regulator2 and was indi-
cated on the preparation line b.f means of a mercury manostat. 
The HBr was immediately taken up by the solution and the pres-
sure dropped rapidly. Periodic increments of HBr were intro-
duced into the reaction vessel over a. period of several hours, 
during which the slurry was stirred constantly until a constant 
pressure was reached. This was estimated to be about 0.8 atm. 
From previous preparations of this clathrate, it was ob-
served that when the slurry was filtered in air and the cla-
thrate was not completely dried, the initially white crystals 
began to turn to a pale orange color which intensified upon 
standing.3 It is believed that this process is a result of an 
attack of the hydroquinone by adsorbed HBr catalyzed by light 
in the presence of water or aqueous solvent. This belief was 
substantiated by the fact that samples filtered in an inert 
1. Minnesot~ Mining and Manufacturing co. 
2. Matheson Gas Regulator#= 15R-3JO, 1962 catalogue, P• h.l. 
3· M. Hart, Post Doctoral Research Fellow, Boston University 
Chemistry Dept. Private communications~ 1962. 
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atmosphere and carefully dried did not turn orange until they 
were exposed to high humidity air for several hours. Therefore, 
it was decided to filter the sample prepared for the calorime-
tric study in vacuo and keep the sample in a dry inert environ-
ment until ready for use. This was accomplished in the follow-
ing manner: After the reaction was completed, the reaction 
vessel (Fig. II-2) was quickly removed from the line and was 
fitted with a $ ball and socket adapter. The adapter contained 
a fritted glass filter disk. The assembly was inverted and the 
solution was filtered under vacuum through a liquid nitrogen 
trap. The filter tube was then removed and quickly transferred 
to a high vacuum manifold and pumped on continuously through a 
liquid nitrogen trap to remove traces of solvent and adsorbed 
HBr. After pumping for twenty four hours, the filter tube was 
removed from the high vacuum line under helium and the crystals 
were gently powdered and immediately returned to the line for 
further drying. The sample was pumped on continuously while 
being stored in an ice bath until ready for use. In this 
manner, no coloration of the crystals occurred. 
The clathrates of the hydrogen halides are conveniently 
analyzed by simply dissolving a weighed amount in water and 
titrating the free acid with standard base. The blank correc-
tion for the hydroquinone was less than 0.05 ec. out of 50 cc. 
used to titrate the HBr liberated from a 2 gm. sample with 
0.1 N NaOH. The percentage of cavities filled was found to be 
81.10°/o. It was observed that once the sample was dried 
thoroughly, no HBr was lost upon pumping for prolonged periods 
of time at high vacuum. This fact was important as it deter-
mined the feasibility of using an HBr clathrate far calorime-
tric study. 
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c. Heat Capacity Measurements 
The low temperature heat capacities of four ~-quinol cla-
thrates of carbon monoxide, prepared as described on p. 47, 
and having 45.98, 62.62, 75•72 and 80.99°/o cavities filled 
respectively, were determined from 15-300°K in an adiabatically 
controlled calorimeter and cryostat. The low temperature heat 
capacity of an HBr clathrate with 81.10°/o cavities filled, 
prepared as deseri bed on pps. 56 and 57, was also determined 
over the same temperature range. The calorimeter1 and cryostat2 
have been previously described in detail. Standard techniques 
of platinum resistance thermometry) were employed in the mea-
surement of temperatures by use of a modified White double po-
tentiometer.1 The capsule type platinum resistance thermometer 
employed in this work (BU I, R0 = 40.52583 n) was constructed 
by Coulter1 according to the specifications of Meyer~.4 The 
calibration of the thermometer, by compariso~ with a ft&n!a~4-
pre:t1ou&l7 _.c:alt9rated ;pr· the )Jat.11onal ::Bureau of. Standardls ;' 
is described in detail in ref. 1. The calorimeter was provi-
ded with a monel loading port to deer~ the risk of decompos-
1 ing heat sensitive compounds.· For the HBr sample, a stream of 
helium was passed over the loading port during the transfer of 
1. L.v. Coulter, J.R. Sinclair, A· Cole and G.c. Roper, J. Am. 
Chem. Soc., 81, 2986 (1959). 
2. D~M· Yost, c:S. Garner, D.W. Osborne, T.R. Rubin and 
H. Russell, Jr., J. Am. Chem. Soc., !l, 3488 (1941}. 
3• J.c. Southard and F.G. Brickwedde, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 22, 
4378 (1933)· 
4. C.H. Meyers, Nat. Bur. Stnds. J. Res., i' 807 (1932). 
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the crystals from the storage vessel to the calorimeter in 
order to prevent any possible attack by atmospheric water 
vapor. 1 After loading the calorimeter, a small platinum lid 
provided with a pin-hole was soft-soldered to the opening of 
the monel loading port. The calorimeter was then placed in a 
demountable trap and evacuated on a high vacuum line. The 
calorimeter was then filled with one atm. of dry helium which 
acted as a heat exchange medium. The pin-hole in the platinum 
lid was soldered shut under the atmosphere of helium. As the 
clathrate compounds are sensitive to heat, the calorimeter was 
maintained near room temperature during soldering operations on 
the lid. 
The procedure for the operation of the low temperature 
c~yostat has been previously described in detail by numerous 
investigators. 21 3 Briefly, after attainment of high vacuum in 
the insulating and calorimeter chambers,3 the refrigerant 
(either liquid nitrogen or liquid hydrogen) was introduced into 
the refrigerant pot3 and vigorously pumped to reduce the vapor 
pressure to below the triple point of the refrigerant. In this 
manner, initial temperatures of about 50°K (solid nitrogen) or 
l2°K {solid hydrogen) could be attained. The calorimeter was 
1. Ideally, a dry box should have been used for this operation 
but a suitable one was not available. However, subsequent 
heat capacity measurements and analysis for HBr showed that 
no decomposition occurred. See Chapter III, p. 93. 
2. J.c. Southard and F.G. Brickw•dde, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 22• 
4378 (1933)· . 
3• D.M. Yost et. al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., §1, 3488 (1941). 
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cooled by breaking the vacuum in the calorimeter chamber1 
with about a centimeter of helium. After the lowest tempera-
ture was reached, the calorimeter chamber was re-evacuated 
and the measurements were begun. The platinum capsule, which 
served to house the thermometer assembly~ also contained a 
separate manganin heater (R25oc = 245 0) by means of· which the 
calorimeter and contents were heated. Heating periods normally 
ranged from six to twelve minutes depending upon the desired 
temperature increment. Typical temperature increments far vari-
ous temperature ranges were as follows: 1.5-2° in the 12-30°K 
ramge, 2-3° from 30-50°K, 3-4·5° from 50-150°K and 5-6.5° above 
150°K. The heating periods were accurately measured to the 
nearest 0.1 sec. with a calibrated stop watch. After each en-
ergy input, thermal equilibration of the calorimeter and con-
tents was followed for several minutes by observing the cooling 
drift rate. When the calorimeter drift became constant for 
several minutes, the final temperature was calculated from the 
thermometer-resistance calibration tables.3 Before, auring, and 
after each energy input, the adiabatic shield surrounding the 
calorimeter assembly was controlled so as to provide a maximum 
adiabatic environment for the calorimeter. Relative temperature 
differences between the calorimeter and the shield were measured 
1. D.M. Yost, et. al., J. Am. Cham. Soc., §l, 3488 (1941). 
2. C.H. Meyers, Nat. Bur. Stnds., J. Res., i' 807 (1932). 
3· L.V. Coulter, J.R. Sinclair, A. Cole and G.c. Roper, 
J. Am. Chem. Soc., §!, 2986 (1959). 
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with copper-constantan thermocouples and usually amounted to 
about one or two millidegrees. Calorimeter equilibration times 
ranged from 2-3 minutes at lowest temperatures to 10 to 12 min-
utes near room temperature. During the course of each run, 
several points were repeated using different heating rates to 
serve as a check on thermal equilibration and reproducibility 
of the measurements. The crude heat capacity data were corrected 
for energy losses in the voltage divider1 and energy gains in the 
leads as described previously. 1 A small correction for incom-
plete adiabaticity was also applied to each measurement. This 
usually amounted to about 0.18/o of the total heat capacity at 
any given temperature. The experimental error of the heat ca-
pacity measurements is estimated to be 0.1°/o above 50°K and 
increases to about 1°/o at 15°K. The sources of errors in re-
sistance thermometry ha~been reviewed in detail by southard 
and Brickwedde.2 For conversion of the data to thermal units, 
one defined calorie was taken t~ be equal to 4.184 joules 
while the absolute temperature of the ice point was taken to 
be 273·15°K. 
Since the heat capacity of clathrated gas is obtained from 
a difference of large numbers the need far accurate and repro-
ducible data is greater than for usual heat capacity measure-
menta. Consequently, temperature regions of interest were re-
peated several times in some cases and for all the clathrates, 
1. L.v. coulter, J.R. Sinclair, A. Cole and G.c. Roper, J. Am. 
Chem. Soc., 81, 2986 (1959). 
2. J.C. Southar~and F.G. Brickwedde, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 22, 
4387 ( 1933). 
the ~hydrogen run" was repeated at least twice ~o insure re-
producible results. Above 50°K, successive runs through a 
given temperature region usually did not deviate b.1 more than 
0.2°/o from a smoothed curve. Below 50°K, the deviations in-
creased to 0.3-0.5°/o. 
Upon completion of the heat capacity ~asurements, the 
sample was removed from the calorimeter and the gas composi-
tion was again checked on the calibrated manifold, as described 
previously. To insure homogeneity of the samples, the analysis 
was performed on several 10-15 gm. batches as well as on several 
one gram portions. In all cases, the evolved gas was expanded 
into calibrated gas reservoirs of appropriate volume so as to 
obtain pressures of the order of 0.6 to 0.8 atm. The maximum 
pressure difference capable of being observed with the manome-
ter was about 0.90 atm. {68.6 em.). 
Chapter III. 
Treatment and Discussion ot the Experimental Results 
A. Results and Discussion ot the Equilibrium Pressure Studies. 
The observed equilibrium pressures tor the "two-phase" 
equilibrium defined on P• 22, together with the corresponding 
fraction of cavities tilled, are given in Table III-1. These 
pressures were obtained by first pressurizing the bomb to the 
vicinity of the desired working pressure. The pressure grad•* 
ally decreased to a plateau after rocking the vessel for several 
hours, indicating the formation of clathrate. The bomb was 
pumped to the initial pressure and rocked for several more 
hours. No further decrease in pressure was observed indicating 
that all the « qqinol had been converted to clathrate. The 
rocking was continued tor several days in the constant tempera-
ture bath while pressure readings were periodically observed. 
The average pressure during this interval was taken as the ob-
served "two-phase" equilibrium pressure. Observed pressure 
readings were converted from gauge psi. to atm. (0 psi. 
"gauge" = 1 atm.) No correction was made for the vapor pres• 
sure of the saturated propanol solution as this was negligible 
in oomparison:.:to the observed pressures. '!'he three phase pres-
sure d.!de:ht·:U'i~;d .:iqthl E~ .. { ~·6), was not observed experimentally 
but was. interpolated from a plot of Peq vs. y/1-y (Eq. I.~, 
P• 19) under the assumption that the "universal" three phase 
. -
composition, "1 = 0.3~, held for the CO clathrate. The three 
Table III-1. 
Observed Equilibrium Pressures 
and Compositions of the CO Clathrates. 
Equilibrium Pressure 
at 25oc in atm. 
,5'.2 
6.2 
7.41 
7'.82 
21.4.2 
66.32 
317.02 '3 
Fraction of cavities 
Filled = I 
·311 
'.419 
·4-.5.5 
460 
·~626 
·771 
.816 
.835 
.8,52 
1.674 
3·362 
4-46.5 
------------------- .... ~------ .... -- ... 
Two phase adsorption isothera constant K(T) at 2,5°C: 8.89 atm. 
Calculated Three phase pressure: 4.6 atm.· 
Equlibrium Pressure at 6o0 c. 
7.93 atm. (approximate three phase pressure) 0.28( 'theoretical} 
13.0 " 
1. This value supplied by 11. Hart, Post Doctoral Research 
Fellow, Chemistry Dept., Boston University, 1961-62. 
2. These samples were used for the calorimetric studies. 
3. This sample was made by using the high pressure gas 
booster pump. See Fig. II-1. 
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phase pressure was thus found to be ~.6 atm. at 25°C. 
Fig. III-1 shows the plot of P8 q as a function or y/1-y. 
According to Eq. 1.4, this plot should be linear with a slope 
given by K(T) • f(T) kT • For the CO clathrates, it is found hG(if) 
that below 20 atm. the Peq' y/1-y plot is linear with a slope 
equal to 8.89 .± .36 atm. However, above 20 atm. substantial 
deviation from linearity is found. Since the high pressure 
preparations were not tested for true equilibrium,1 it cannot 
be stated with certainty that the adsorption isotherm is not 
valid at high pressures. Similar high pressure deviations 
have, however, been observed for the nitrogen, methane and 
co2 clathrates.
2 
It should be remembered that in Eq. 1.4, P denotes the 
pressure of a perfect gas. Strictly speaking, one should use 
the fugacity in place of the pressure for the construction of 
the adsorption isotherm. Since the ratio of. f/P for CO at 
25°C is however never more than 5°/o from unity for pressures 
ranging from 1 to 300 atm.3 the cause of the high pressure de-
viations cannot be due to the error in the use of the ideal 
pressure P. The more likely source of the high pressure devia-
tions arises from the increase in the free energy ot ~-quinol 
at the higher pressures, i.e., F • J VdP. Thus, the ~-quinol 
lattice may become unstable at very high pressures and revert 
1. The equilibrium pressure should be approached trom both the 
"high" and "low" side. 
2. Dr. Hart. Unpublished Obsern.tion in this laboratory. 
3 • J. :Bartlett~ J. Am. Ch ... Sec., .5k 1374 (1931). 
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back to u quinol. This effect tends to counteract the decrease 
1n the free energy of the lattice due to the filling or more 
cavities. Thus, a "saturation" point may be reached whereby 
. - 0 it becomes impossible to till more than about 85-90 /o of the 
cavities. 
In addition to the study ot the 25°0 adsorption isotherm, 
two approximate pressure, composition values were obtained at 
6o0 c. These are also listed in Table III-1. The first pres-
sure, 7.93 atm. is believed to be Tery close to the three phase 
pressure at 6o0 c for which the theory predicts a 1 value at 
0.28.1 This belief is based on the observation that the pres-
sure rapidly fell from about 120 psi. (gauge) to 105 psi. 
(gauge) during the initial pressurization of tne reaction ves-
sel. Upon subsequent increase in pressure to about 120 psi., 
the pressure again fell to 105 psi. 1n about one hour. After 
rocking the vessel for 36 hours, the contents were filtered as 
described previously and the product was dried and analyzed on 
the gas analysis line. However, it was found that only about 
8°/o ot the cavities were filled. This may be an indication 
that 7•9 atm. is near the critical threshold value tor clathrate 
formation at 60°C. HoweTer, the product was not uniformly fil-
tered and may have undergone decomposition in the bomb at the 
high temperatures atter the pressure was released. A second 
sample was prepared at 6o0 c at 13 atm. and was found to have a 
y value of .369. 
1. See p. 23. 
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B. Experimental Results ot the Heat Capacity Measurements of 
the CO Clathrates. 
The samples designated in Table III-1 were then employed 
in the heat capacity measurements, as described previously. 
The experimentally observed heat capacities or the CO clathrates 
are given in Tables III-2 through 5• A typical heat capacity 
curve from 15-300°K tor one of the clathrates is shown in Fig. 
III-2. It is noted that there are no discontinuities in the 
heat capacity, thereby establishing the absence of any first 
order anomalies.1 The heat capacity is curved quite substan-
tially towards the T axis from 15-l00°K. Above l00°K, the 
heat capacity of the clathrate is almost a linear function of 
temperature. Other clathrate systems eXhibit a similar behavior 
in the qualitative appearance of the heat capacity curve.2 •3,~ 
Two of the samples underwent a slight decomposition 
during soldering operations on the platinum lid of the loading 
port or the calorimeter. The presence of a small amount of 
tree CO in the calorimeter was evidenced by the observation of 
a small anomaly near the triple point ot carbon monoxide 
( -66°K). One ot the samples underwent a change 1n the 0 /o 
ot cavities tilled from 77.08°/o to 75•72°/o. The other 
1. B.H. Zimm., R.A. Oriani and J.D. Hottman, Ann. Rev. Phys. 
Chem., ~, 207•219 ( 1953) • 
2. N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Stavel,y, J. Molec. Phys., ~' 
212 ( 1959). 
3• N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. Phys., J, 
59 ( 1960). 
~. G.C. Roper, Thesis, Boston University Chemistry Dept., 
1962. 
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108.29 42.99 21.?.94 ?6.05 13.28 1.91 
114.15 44.71 22).65 78.05 14." ).14 
118.5' 45.97 229.45 ao.oo 16.)7 4.26 
12).29 4?.)4 2)5.15 81.88 18.79 6.17 
128.)4 48.80 214o.9) 8).7S 21..46 8.29 
1)).)6 50.2) 246.78 85.70 2).46 9.79 
1)8.)9 51.66 252.50 8?.61 25.29 11.01 
14).,2 53.1) 26.90 12.04 
148.90 54.69 28.?4 1).10 
• 
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lm:ltl lli 
. CO Clathrate 11 (eonti:auafl.) 
!~ c ,.'1. c p p 
)1.02 14.49 44.67 22.10 
)).48 16.oo lt8.55 2).8' 
)5.89 1?.144 52.85 25.?0 
)8~21 1!.?? 
Jto.44 19.98 
4).20 21.4) llllll ' 
!01: c 46~?2 2).0? p 
50.65 24.80 2?).9) 94.82 
54.?4 26.53 2?,.84 96.80 
59.2) 28.2, 2!5.62 98.76 
64.2? )0.06 291.49 100.76 
297.75 10).04 
ildll l! 
,-x cP 
15.2' ).41 
16.?6 4.58 
18.,6 6.11 
21.00 7.96 
2).2' ,_,., 
25.69 11.)1 
28.48 12.95 
)1.5? 14.ea 
)4.54 1'·'6 
)7.8) 18.55 
41.)1 20.)8 
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f&}J:I IIX..3. 
:hperimen'al Keat Oeaci v of Oarlloa Monoxicle Ola,hra'• #2 
,a,•4(0K)2 • o.,a co in cal. iec.l!tl ' molea p-qu.inol"l 
Moles of Cl.athra'e in Oaloriaeter: 0.12)0 
iltill I iltill II fKill III S!ll•l II 
feK 
cont1Dlei) 
t•K c c~ '~ c t•K 0 ., ., ., 
59.16 2,9.41 1~.47 56.~ 249.18 8?.82 13.93 2.6? 
62.03 30.50 154.66 58.20 25.5.)1 89.7' 15.~ 3-90 
65.11 )1.62 160.0? 59.?5 261.33 91.78 17.06 5.10 
68.39 32.75 165.52 61.47 267~24 94.1? 19.11 6~81 
?1.94 33.85 170.86 62.86 21.60 8.80 
75.55 )4.98 176.26 64.62 lltill II 23.74 10.52 
79.22 36.1) 181.71 66.27 !Bx c., 2.5.83 11.94 
63.04 37.140 187.22 67.8) ;4.97 2?.80 28.32 13.50 
87.)2 )8.67 192.17 69.68 57.91 29.06 )0.96 15.16 
91.95 )9.99 6o.94 )0.10 33.42 16.77 
96.~ 41.21 &trill III 35.88 18.)) 
100.93 42.42 !Ox c:P SeJ'ita I )8.)4 19.67 
105.62 4).84 192.48 69.48 t•x cP 40.97 21.16 
110.28 45.11 197·'' 11.25 15.02 ).)7 43.80 22.73 
115.07 46 • .59 20).)4 73.02 16.0) 4t.29 46.7) 24.14 
120.13 48.07 208.92 74.62 17.20 5.18 49.74 25.55 
12.5.)2 49 • .58 214.?J 76~.5.5 19.18 6.84 .52.79 26.91 
1)0.;4 ;o.9? 220.54 78.50 21.46 8.77 .5.5.96 28.17 
1).5.78 .52 • .56 226.24 ao.olf. 23 • .57 10~37 .59.32 29.45 
141.0) .5).81 2)1.85 82.19 62.85 )0.81 
146.)1. ss.S' 2)7 • .52 8).78 66.6o )2.14 
151.,1 57.16 24).2.5 85~92 
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CO Clathrate 12 (ooatimecl) 
&.2.11 Til f!dll VIII Seri11 XI S!l':ill XIf 
,•r. conti:rmed) !~ (coatbluei) c ~r. a, c, !ex c, p 
19.07 '·11 231.92 82.28 281.)9 99.14 194.88 '70.:35' 
21~58 8.75 2J8.4? 84.46 287.5:3 100.8) 200.84 72.24 
23.92 10.57 244.99 86.58 29).80 102.74 206.84 74.:30 
26.62 12..1.14 251.)5 . 88.74 299.T/ 1o.s.eo 212.87 76.10 
29.52 14.26 257.54 90.87 IG:I.II XII 219.11 78.08 
)2.07 15.84 ~).62 92.82 '~ c:P 225~:37 80.1:3 
)4.53 17.46 269.71 94.81 58.J' 29•13'' 2)1..56 82.35 
la0.11 20.74 275.99 97.0, 61.17 )0.17 237.69 84~31 
4).01 22.:31 282~)5 99.27 64.08 31.31 243.88 86.)6 
4,5.99 23.?8 288.60 101.07 67.17 32.34 250.15 88.)1 
49.17 25.29 294.57 10).)0 i.!Ei.ll XI!l 256.32 90.)6 
52.58 26.80 299.98 105.77 h c, Sfioiea XY 
18?.93 68.o:; ,~ a, 
Sfrill VIII leri1• IX 193.69 70.02 188.14 68.25 
,•r. c ,•x c:P 199.87 ?1.91 19). 78 '70 .o) p 
190.16 68.94 21.0.70 75.36 2.0&.24 ?).89 199.65 71.86 
195.?9 ?0.6) 221.)1. 78.74 213.?0 ?6.52 205.72 73.65 
201.9:3 ?2.?0 22?.74 80.90 219.72 ?8.51 211.99 ?5~77 
207.88 74.51 2)4.0) 82.97 225.80 80.~ 218.14 ?7.75 
21).86 ?6.140 2lt0.20 85.16 lllill XIY 224.42 ?9.?8 
219.71 78.~ l1d.11 X ,•r. c p 230.97 82.14 
225.60 80.11 ,•x c, 178.16 65.22 2)7.39 84.1) 
21.5.59 '76.91 18).42 66.92 24).69 86.21 
221.64 78.91 189.02 68.6:; 249.87 88.)9 
2,56.1) 90.14 
7~ 
!a"t1e III='t. 
l;ag;r::a&~al. ••' cuul.u 1' Car}la ~~~~~14• Cla:tiKa:til b 
JO,If.(OB) 2 • 0.757 CO ill cal. 4ec.-1 3 mo1ea j1-quino1•1 
No1ea of Clathrate in Calorimeter: •• 1275 
lerita 1 f:iaa I igriea III S~;tS.II I continlled.) (centinuG.) !Ox c ,.lt Q~ ,•x ~ fOJt Cy :P 
5).91 21~31 1)3.34 53.:30 215.60 78.15 279~2) ,,.4& 
56.67 29.)8 139.~ 55.08 221.33 79.93 285.52 101.60 
.59.24 3().41+ 141+.94 56.,1 227.28 81.90 291.91 103.92 
61.82 31.4) 2)6.4) 64.93 
64.57 )2.43 IKI.II II 
6(.81 33.71 !Ox cP hri11 IJ leriga TI 
n.ss )4.91 143.22 56.1? ,•~, cP !'I: c:P 
75.35 35-~ llta.?S 5?.91 226.17 81.81 54.72 28.6o 
79.21 37.28 154.67 59.53 232.07 8).71 58.27 29.99 
93.)2 )8.60 160.3) 61.0' 2)?.9? 85.53 62.06 )1.66 
87.66 11().06 16,5.80 62.82 6,5.80 )2.98 
92.29 41.34 171.55 64.59 ll;r::il•' 69.51 )4.19 
97.1) 42.6.5 1??.JO 66.38 ,.1. c ?3.2) 35.34 p 
102.00 41+.07 182.90 68.15 23.5.?4 85.09 76.82 l'-37 
106.?4 45.42 188.71 69.93 242.03 87.1e 80.2) )7.89 
111.63 46.87 194.7) 71-'7 248.22 89.22 8,5.02 39.18 
116.92 48.4? 202.70 ?4.22 254.29 91.08 e,.os 4o.Sl 
122.)1 49.,7 208.49 70.13 26o.63 93.32 93.118 41 • .5' 
127.53 51 • .55 21.1.92 76.99 266.92 95.35 98.)3 43.0.5 
21.?.79 78.8, 27).02 97.48 
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lillill YI Sarita Til lld11 Till (coaUallei) 
! 1 lt 
(con t inui) 
fOlt ~ c» T~ ott 
10:3.27 44.1M 14.91 ).Sl 24~26 11.2) 
105.89 45.12 16.)1 4.?1 26.89 13.04 
110.85 4£.67 18.)3 
'·" 
)0.04 15.20 
115.95 48.1) 20.6, 8.)6 33.)1 17.32 
121.18 49.7G 22..50 ,.91 36.8) 19.56 
128.:37 .51.77 24.16 11.1:3 Zlll.45 21.67 
134.09 .53.23 2.5.88 12.)8 44.6) 2).84 
1)9.9.5 .5.5.22 28.1) 1).~ 49.13 26.14 
14,5.62 56.7.5 )0.9.5 1.5.78 
1.51.17 .SS.46 )4.28 17.9'7 hrJ.aa IX 
1,56.92 6o.28 37.4? 19.9.5 '~ oP 
162.6' 61.94 40.8) 21.8.5 .54.94 28.65 
168.)4 6).62 44 • .51 2).86 
.SS.4.S )0.1) 
174.07 65.43 48.18 2.5.61 62.06 )1.47 
179.6.5 67.2.5 .51.94 2? • .53 6.5.99 33.02 
188.18 ?0.02 .55.77 29.05 ?O.oo 34~47 
194.12 71-7.5 .59.44 )0 • .52 74.05 ).5."/0 
199.9.5 7:3 • .57 
20.5.97 7.5.-., ltri•• Jlli 1er2.1a I 
t 8x cP !Ox c p 
16.)2 4,?1 2So.6o 99.91 
18.22 
'·"' 
286 • .5.5 102.0) 
20.41 8.1.5 292.26 10).99 
2~3:3 9.74 298.47 106.)0 
!a)le III-5 
Jlz;periltental •• Capaci t7 of Car\ea Muexite Clathrate 14 
3C'I~(OI)2 • 0.810 CO in cal. dec--1 3 molea ~quiaot-1 
Molea of Clathrate in Cille~iaeter: 0.13.55 
1&2.11 I lllill IT 
,-x c:. !OJ: fOx c ,-x o, :p 
56.16 29e53 143.98 226.38 82.37 52.99 28.20 
59.07 JO.eo 149.21 232.81 84.22 56.os 29.51 
61.95 31.95 238.82 86.25 59.06 30.77 
64.87 33.06 62.06 31.98 
IBill II lttr111 III 
67.69 34.05 
,.;[ 64.90 33.08 0 !'I: c,. 
70.58 34.92 p 67.82 34.09 147.41 57.72 239.21 86.74 
74.1' 36.os ?O.?e 35.10 152.~ 59.2' 245.07 88.55 
76.74 37-51 73.76 35.94 157.96 6o.76 251.14 90.52 83.80 39.27 
163.40 62.118 257.07 92.7' lsi11 I 88.99 4o.92 
,•:a: 168.69 63.97 263.22 94.83 c, 94.09 42.25 
174.16 65.67 269.57 96.?7 14.35 3.25 99.13 43.71 
179.85 67.52 275.91 98.64 15.62 4.06 104.14 45.11 
185.52 69.24 282.27 101.20 16.75 5.05 109.82 46.78 
191.07 70.93 288.,54 103.17 18.75 6.77 115.82 48.53 
196.51 72.10 294.37 105.44 21.25 8.96 121.20 50.13 
202.18 74.?0 299.77 107.29 2).)4 10.79 126.43 51.64 
208.09 76.61 25.37 12.2Jt. 132.13 5).27 
213.88 78.14 
1)8.28 54.?? 
219.88 80.26 
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sample initially had 81.65°/o ot the cavities tilled, while 
the rinal value was found to be 80.99. ~he number or moles 
ot CO lost from the clathrate was estimated from the heat ca-
pacity anomaly and also verified by gas analysis. From a 
knowledge of the total enthalpy change through the anomalous 
region and the molar heatof sublimation of carbon monoxide1 
the total number of moles of tree CO in the calorimeter was 
calculated. ~he two values were in excellent agreement. 
Below the triple point, a small correction wa.s applied for 
the heat capacity of solid co. This amounted to o.l-0.2°/o 
of the total heat capacity at any given temperature from 15 
to 50°K. Above 70°K, a small correction for gaseous CO was 
applied. This amounted to about 0.1°/o of the heat capacity 
from 70° to about 150°K, gradually decreasing to about o.05°/o 
near room temperature. In order to correct the points through 
the anomalous region, the number of moles of CO vaporized during 
each energy input in the 50-70°K region was calculated from a 
knowledge of the vapor pressure ot solid co,1 and the volume 
of the "tree space" in the calorimeter. The vapor pressure 
ot solid CO becomes significant at about 50°K, while above 
70°K it was assumed that all the CO had been vaporized. In 
this manner a correction for the amount of solid and gaseous 
CO was applied to the points between 50° and 70°K. When more 
care was taken to keep the calorimeter cool during soldering 
1. J.o. Clayton and w.F. Gianque, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,~~ 
2610 ( 1932). 
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operations on the calor~eter tor subsequent samples, no anomaly 
was observed at the triple point of CO and the initial and final 
composition as determined by gas analysis were in excellent 
agreement. To insure the accuracy further tor the corrected 
points in the 50-70°K region tor the two samples which under-
went decomposition, the curvature of the line through the cor-
rected points was matched to that tor the other samples atter 
first calculating the heat capacity in terms of cal. deg.-1 
3 moles ~-quino1:1 
The first run on the sample with 62.62• cavities tilled 
was plagued by unusual scatter in the 200-2~5°K temperature 
region, amounting to about .:!: 0.2-0.,3°/o deviation from a 
smooth curve. This data is tabulated in TaBle III-3 under 
Series III. In an effort to detezomine the cause of the scatter, 
several runs were performed under widely varying conditions of 
thermal history of the calorimeter and cryostat. These condi-
tions are summarized in Table III-6. It was observed that the 
scatter was diminished to about! 0.15-0.2°/o deviation from a 
smooth curve with subsequent runs through the 200-245°K region 
regardless of the thermal history of the calorimeter prior to a 
given run. The smooth values ot the heat capacity ot this 
sample taken from the curve defined by the points in series 
VIII, IX, XIII, XIV and XV, were uaed in the construction ot 
the heat capacity, composition isotherms tor the 200-245°K 
temperature range. It was not possible to determine whether the 
scatter was a result of some experimental difficulty with the 
80 
Table III-6 
Thermal los of runs on CO 
clathrate with 62..62°/o cavities :filled. (see Table Ili-3} 
Series Date run waa Temp. Range Thermal history 
initiated Covered ot calorimeter 
;erior to run 
I Nov 1, 1961 59-151°K calorimeter 
cooled trom0 room temp. to 55 K by 
breaking vacuum 
with He. 
II Nov 2· Jl4.9-193°K continuation ot I, 
calorimeter geld 
at about 150 K 
over-night. 
III Nov 3 193-267°K continuation ot II, 
calorimeter stayed 
at about 180 K 
over-night • 
IV Nov 10 55-61°K calorimeter was 
cooled :from about 
270°K to 55°K on 
Nov. 3 and held 
near 500 prior to 
series IV. 
v Nov 11}. 15•25°K calorimeter held 
near 60°K until 
Nov. 14 where-
upon "hydrogen" 
runs were com-
menced. 
VI Nov 14 J.4-66°K Continuation ot 
"hydrogen" series. 
19-53°K 
-
VII Nov 14 
" " and 15 
Series 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
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Table III-6 (Continued) 
Thermal histo~I ot CO olath~ate, I = .6262 
Date 
-
Nov 20, 1961 
Nov 29 
Nov 29 
Nov 29 
Temp. range 
0 190-300 K 
Thermal histo~,-
ot calo~imeter 
Atte~ "h,-drogen" 
se~ies.calo~ime­
te~ was kept nea~ 
B.P. ot liquig N2 • warmed to 190 K 
on Nov. 19 and kept 
at about 180-1900 
ove~-night. 
calo~imeter cooled 
back to about 1800K 
by ~adiation and 
kept there tor 8 
da,-s; atte~ se~ies 
VIII, series IX, X, 
XIII, XIV, and XV 
we~e designed to 
stud,- scatte~ed re-
gion. Se~ies XI 
and XII we~e checks 
on previous high 
and low ~egions. 
these points taken 
immediate!,- atte~ 
IX were made using i the normally 
used heating rate. 
The points tell on 
the smoothed cu~ve 
th~ough the 18o-
2600K ~ange. 
calo~imeter was 
rapidly warmed 
t~om about 220° 
to about 280°K. 
Check on room 
temp. heat capa-
city. 
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Table III-6 'Continuedl 
Thermal history of CO clathrate, y = .6262 
Series Date Temp. range ThelWdllhistoey 
- of calorimeter 
XII Dec 3, 1961 ,58-67°K From Nov. 29 to 
Dec. 3, the cal-
orimeter warmed 
to room tempera-
ture and was then 
rapidly cooled to 
the triple point 
of Nftmby breaking 
vacu with He. 
This aeries de-
signed to check 
equilibration at 
low T. Agreemen~ 
with previous 
runs in this re-
gion excellent. 
XIII Dec Q. 18,5-266°K calorimeter ra-
pidly warmed from 
triple point ot 
N2 to about l80°K 
XIV Dec 6 l78-2,56°K calorimeter cooled 
by radiat~on from 
about 230 K to 
about l7.5°K 
XV Dec 7 l8,5-2,5,5°K after series XIV, 
calorimeter was 
warmed to roOJR 
temperature and 
cooled rapidly to 
.5.5oK and held there 
over-night • Calor!-
meter was then ra-
pidly warmed to 
about l8,50K. 
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measu~ing apparatus or whether some peculia~ hysteresis phe-
nomenon associated with the ~-quinol lattice was giving rise 
to abnormally slow thermal equilibration. 
The experimental heat capacities were plotted on a large 
scale vs. T°K to obtain smooth values. The average deviations 
rrom a smooth curve amounted to about ~ 0.$0/o below $0°K and 
decreased to~ 0.1°/o above 90°K. Smooth values or the heat 
capacity ot each sample are given in Table III-7• 
The isotherms we~e constructed by plotting the smooth 
heat capacities ror each given temperature vs. ~to the nearest 
0.01 cal. deg.-l 3 moles ~-quinol-1 • The best straight line 
was graphically constructed through the tour points ror each 
selected temperat~e. With tew exceptions, the points tell on 
a straight line to within the ave~age deviation ot the expe~i­
mental heat capacities t~om a smooth cu~ve. The smooth values 
tor sample ~~ (81°/o cavities tilled) were interpolated trom 
the isotherm plots from 30 to ~5°K as,no data were obtained 
tor this sample from 2S-53°K beoa~se the soldered lid 1n the 
calorimeter developed a leak during the hydrogen run and the 
helium was pumped away, giving rise to poor thermal equilibra-
tion. Some Cp' y isotherms tor selected temperatures are 
shown in Fig. III-3. 
The partial molal heat capacity of clathrated CO was 
calculated t'~om the s3.opes or the cp, y isotherms and these 
values were then plotted on a large scale to obtain smooth 
values. For most temperatures the pa~tial molal heat capacity 
:fM1e IIi ... z-
lraootll V aluea of the Ieat Capaci ~ of the CO 01athrates 
ia cal. dec.-1 3 molee _0-qui:aol • 
tOX J'r10tioa of qayiUep fU1ei 
o.46Q Q.,26 Q.LlS1 o.e1o 
15 ).20 ).140 J.SO 3.65 
20 ?•17 7.5~ 7.79 7.90 
25 10.82 11.'Y/ 11.5' 11.96 
30 1).91 14 • .5' 15.17 15.)2111 
35 16.94 17.76 18.110 18.65111 
40 19.75 20.68 21.41 21.70* 
45 22.2? 2).,0 24.41 24.42111 
50 24 • .5) 25~" 26.55 26.87 
S5 26.6) 2?.8) 28.70 29.05 
6o 28.55 29. 7'+ )0.78 3]..1.5 
65 )0.)1 31.59 )2.70 )).10 
70 )1.90 )).25 )4.:35 )4.80 
15 3).48 34.e2 )5.,4 )6.)0 
80 :35.15 )6.)8 )7.52 37.89 
90 )?.,S )9.4) llo.6) 41.06 
100 40.?2 42.20 4).52 44.08 
110 4).49 45.12 ~.'+2 47.00 
120 ~.52 48.02 49.)) 49.88 
1)0 49.39 50.91 52.27 52.68 
lito 52.14 53.7.3 55~14 55.52 
lSO 55.02 ;6.66 58.18 58.44 
• Iaterpolate4 Values. 
!a~le III-:Z (gg;aUall84). 
!oX Fraction ot ccritiee fillej. 
0.460 0.626 o.:zs:z o.81Q 
160 sa.os 59.74 61.08 61.:38 
170 61.06 62.74 64.12 64.)8 
180 64.26 65.73 67.:37 6?.53 
190 67.)0 68.80 70.40 70.6) 
200 70.42 72.04 73.45 74.00 
210 73.,2 75.24 76.58 77.14 
220 ?6.90 78.114 ?9.76 80.26 
230 80.19 81.71 83.04 8).50 
240 83.51 84.94 e6.S9 86.73 
250 86.132 88.30 89.78 90.23 
26o 90.08 91.63 93.10 93.75 
270 9).44 95.03 96.42 96.91 
280 96.88 98.lf0 99.86 100.-
290 100.24 101.88 10).22 103.e6 
298.15 11).20 104~84 10&.21 106.72 
)00 103.86 105.48 106.84 107.)7 
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deviated from a smooth curve by less than + 1°/o. The 15-60°K 
range was remarkably tree from any scatter. The largest devi-
ations occurred forT • 65°, 70°, 260° and 280°, amounting to 
about ± 2.,5°/o. The partial molal heat capacity is given in 
Table III-8 together with the heat capacity of the "empty" 
~-quinol lattice. The latter was determined from the y • 0 
intercept of the Cp, y plots. A deviation plot representing 
the percentage difference between these values and the values 
obtained from other clathrate systems is shown in Fig. III-4. 
From the deviation plot of the heat capacity of the "empty" 
-~-quinol lattice determined from the co, CH~, and Kr clathrates, 
(Fig. III-4) it is seen that above 50°K, the average deviations 
between the various measurements is about± 0.2-0.3°/o. Below 
30°K1 the deviations become considerably larger than any normal 
experimental errors would allow, and are probably an indication 
of the influence of the clathrated species on the fundamental 
low frequency lattice vibrations at very low temperatures. 
The partial molal heat capacity of clathrated carbon 
monoxide is shown in Fig. III·5· The heat capacity rises ra-
pidly with temperature to a·maximum of about 10.2 cal. deg.-1 
m.ole·l near 200°K and then gradually slopes to 9.8 cal. deg.-1 
mole-1 at room temperature. The observed value at 298.15°K is 
·1 -1 found to be 9.76 ± o.oB cal. deg. mole • This unusually 
large heat capacity for a diato~c molecule clearly indicates 
a high degree of restricted motion in the ~-quinol cavity. 
The interpretation of this restricted motion will become clear 
88 
in the subsequent treatment ot the cell model. However- at 
this point, it is seen that the tree translation ot the CO 
moleculshas Tirtually been transformed into a three dimen-
sional oscillation ot the center ot mass with a classically 
excited heat capacity ot 3R while the rotational degrees of 
freedom of the tree molecules have, upon clathration_ become 
virtually 2 dimensional librations with a limiting value of 
2R, givlng a total heat capacity ot 5R or 9.9 cal. deg.-l 
mole-1 • This crude example indicates the degree ot restric-
tion of the enclosed CO molecules • 
• 
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Taltlt UX...I. 
Partial Molal Beat Capacit7 of Clathratecl. 00 aDi. Keat Capacity of 3 Mo1ea j-
.• , Qninol ld :leftlal !wt~aturt Iajja1"Yall • 
,.lt Ogo(olDe.) _1 c00 ( •oothed) CQ, cal. dec•-1 ~ 
cal. tee· !hie Work J'roa CI4 1 Frea l.r 2 JD01e• 
15 1.28 1.20 2.64 2.91 ).1) 
20 2.15 2.15 6.11 5.es 5·93 
25 :3.11 3.11 
'·'' 
e.ea 9.00 
30 4.04 4.04 12.06 11.87 11.90 
35 4.90 4.90 14.69 14.59 14.59 
40 5.61 5.a 1?.16 16.93 16.86 
45 6.23 6.2) 19.1.a0 19.19 19.19 
50 6.72 6.?2 21.44 21.33 21.146 
55 ?.10 ?.1) 2).)4 2).)4 2).56 
60 7.48 7.48 25.01 25.15 25.31 
65 s.o1 7.79 26.61. 26.84 26.8:3 
70 8.16 8.06 28.18 28.)1 28.20 
75 8.22 8.:39 29." 29.61 
so B.S2 8.52 :n.o6 31.02 31.03 
,0: 8.90 8.90 :33.90 ,,.79 J).BJ 
100 9.23 9.20 )6.47 )6.55 36.53 
110 9.43 9.44 39.21 :39.18 39.)2 
120 9.65 
'·'1 42.0) 42.02 42.10 
1:30 9.8? 9.86 44.?6 44.19 45.00 
litO 9.90 10.01 47.58 47.~ 47.94 
150 10.06 10.12 so.JtO so.59 51.00 
16o 10.15 10.18 53.:39 53.~ 54.02 
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Table III-8. (oentinuecl) 
T°K c00 (ebe.) c;o(smoGthei) c ~ e1 -1 p , o • cieg. 
cal. deg.-1 
Thie Work Frea CHl Frta Kr2 mo1e-l 
170 10.23 10.22 56.36 56.78 57.06 
180 10.05 10.23 59.58 59.80 60.15 
190 10.26 10.22 62.52 62.85 63.25 
200 10.17 10.17 65.76 65.99 66.32 
210 10.04 10.12 69.00 69.18 69.44 
220 10.01 10.03 72.24 72.33 72.57 
2~ 9.85 9.97 75.58 75.65 75.75 
21.40 9.89 9.92 78.85 78.99 79.05 
250 9.89 9.86 82.21 82.)0 82.)4 
200 10.09 9.84 85.41 85.64 85.64 
2?0 9.93 9.80 88.86 89.00 88.w 
280 9.98 9.79 92.22 92.46 92.41 
290 9.74 9.78 95.79 95.97 95.81 
298.15 9.78 9.76 98.72 98.90 98.57 
300 9.75 9.76 99.42 99.55 99.23 
1. N. G. Parsonage aiUi. L. A. X. Stavelq, J,. Moleo. Peys., 3. 59 (1960). 
2. N. R. Grq, N. G. Parsonage ani L. A. K. Staveley, J. ~reo. P~e., 
~. 153 (1961). 
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c. Experimental Results of the Heat Capacity Study of the 
HBr Clathrate. 
The heat capacity of the HBr clathrate with 81.1°/o ca-
vities filled was determined from 15·300°K in the manner des-
cribed previously. No anomaly or discontinuity was observed 
in this temperature range, indicating that a negligible amount 
or HBr escaped from the crystals and that no first order 
changes occurred in the clathrate strt-ucture. Several point•· 
were repeated 1n the vicinity or the triple point or HBr 
(186°K) to confirm this observation. However, as with one ot 
the CO clathrates described previously, some unusual scatter 
was observed in the 220-260°K temperature range Which amounted 
to about~ 0.2-0.3°/o deviation from a smooth curve. Again it 
is stated that the origin of this scatter is uncertain and may 
indeed be due to slow thermal equilibration arising from a 
hysteresis effect ot the ~-quinol lattice or with the relieving 
of lattice strains in the crystals. The scattered region was 
repeated several times to define better the heat ~apacity curve 
through this temperature range. The experimental heat capaci-
ties are given in Table III-9. Smooth values obtained from 
large scale plots or CP vs. T°K are given in Table III-10. 
As only one HBr clathrate was studied, it was necessary 
to use the heat capacity or the "empty lattice" determined from 
the other clathrate systems whose heat capacities have been 
studied as a function of Y• For experimental continuity it was 
decided to use the heat capacity of the "empty" lattice obtained 
from the CO clathrate system. From the deviation pJ.ot of the 
"empty" lattice heat capacities in Fig. III-4, it is seen that 
above jo°K, the overall agreement between the various values 
is within experimental error. Below 30°K, the increased de-
viations limit the interpretation or the low temperature heat 
capacity or clathrated HBr to a tentative status. Additional 
studies on samples with various tractions ot cavities tilled 
are needed to characterize this system completely. 
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·I 
!aJlll III- ~··· 
:lzperiMn~al J:ea~ Capacit;y ef Dr Olatlarate, 3C~4(0H) 2 • O.BUDr ia cal. iec. -1 3 •1•• fo--qu.ino1-1 
Moles ef Clathrate in Caloriaeter: 0.1227 
l~till I ~ld!l I l.:ill III Ser;l.e1 Y · 
,•~, coatinued.) .. ,-x (continua) c:P !'K OJ» 0 !0:1: 0:, :p 
55.11 2?.84 1~.?5 ~.54 1?6.43 65.65 12?.?1 SO·" 
59.10 28.96 145.90 56.04 180.1f8 ''·14 133·30 52.33 
62.41 JQ.26 1.50.94 57.65 186.03 68.34 
65.82 31.54 156.12 59.54 191.73 70.35 ll£i!l VI 
&9.43 32.15 161.47 60.71 IIIi!l IV ,-x: c 
:p 
73.20 34.02 !OX ott 185.51 68.lt0 
?6.98 35.21 leriea II 111.15 45.67 191.24 ?0.2? 
80.72 )6.56 ~ c, 116.04 4?.20 197.20 72.29 
84.1+7 37.84 156.2? .59.30 121.02 1+8.58 20).02 ?4.04 
88.42 39.04 161.68 &6.97 Seri11 f 209.04 ?5.?1. 
92.62 40.23 16?.05 62.56 !Ox c, 215.56 ?7.?2 
9?.03 41.59 1?2.~ 64.1, 85.88 38.31 221.?6 ?9.?5 
101.52 42.?4 1?7.61 65.99 69.84 39.49 22?.56 81.50 
106.13 44.18 18).22 &7.6? 94.05 ~.&4 233.S8 8).01 
110.80 45.,6 188.97 69.)8 96.46 '+1.62 239.65 85.59 
115.51 4?.02 193.7? 11.21 103.01 43.~ 24.5.?6 8?.83 
12.0.,50 148.45 199.01 ?2.98 10?.?3 44.6) 252.14 89.?9 
125.46 49.96 112.5' 46.1) 257.36 91.50 
1)0.35 51.50 11?.49 4?.57 26).19 9).84 
135.~ 5).02 122.53 49.14 
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Dr Clathrate (cgtinu.ecl) 
iKill VII l!l:ill YIU Se&:ill II 111:111 X 
,.1: c !~ 0 ,.1: c !'J: c 
~ ~ p p 
12.70 3.24 12.84 :3-38 2),.7, 84.54 243.52 86.,, 
14.0) 4.25 14.)1 Jt..).5 242.78 ee.62 249.42 88.70 
1.5.22 5.03 16.)' .5.88 21f8.84 88~70 255.?1 91.18 
16.J4 5.8.5 18.83 7.10 2.51+.es 90.66 262.12 93.'Zl 
18.0.5 7.13 21.05 9.3' 26o.~ 92.8) 268.64 9.5~72 
2!J.?:l 8.77 23.22 10.82 26?.01 95.09 ?!1.5.38 9?.58 
22.140 10.3() 2.5.4.5 1~24 'Zl2.93 9?.7.5 282.13 99.9.5 
24.J18 11.61 27.89 13.62 278.99 99.1.5 288.78 102.09 
~.82 13.~ )O.Jt9 1.5.0) 28.5.10 100.90 295.36 104.2' 
29.)9 1'+.4.5 33.1.5 16.,2 291.29 10).15 
)1.92 15.93 36.15 18.41 21'/ • .54 10.5.14 
34.)8 1?.40 39.)4 20.12 
36.82 18.?9 42.56 21.77 
)9.1+8 20.18 46.olt 2).4) 
42.60 21.80 At-9.71 2.5.08 
45.93 23./.t() 
49.48 2.5.03 
5).19 26.69 
56.85 28.1) 
60.5.5 29.5, 
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Table Ill-l,O 
Slloota Taluee of C, for 30,1.4(0.)2 ~· 0.811 Dr 1a cal. tec.'•1 3 aolee 
• fl- quinol-1 
aM. !'artial Molal leat Oapaci t7 ot Clathratecl Dr. · 
f~ oP o0 r (cal~ teg.•l aole""1) 
15 4.88 ~?3 
20 8.61 3.00 
25 11.,5 3.16 
:30 14.79 ).3? 
35 17.76 3.?8 
40 20.45 4.0, 
45 22.93 4.)6 
50 25.26 4.?2 
55 27.44 .s.o6 
60 29.)4 5.26 
65 31.24 5.71 
7G 33.05 6.00 
75 34.59 6.08 
80 36.:31 6.47 
90 39.53 6.94 
100 42.:31 ?.20 
110 45.:31 ?.52 
120 48.)8 ?.83 
130 51.)9 8.1? 
140 54.35 8.35 
• lle1at1Te to !teat Capaci't7 ot ,-- \Uno1 froa the CO 01athrates 
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Ta'Q1e III-l!Ja (col}tinue;,) 
T~ ~ Ctmr 
150 5?.:;5 8.5? 
160 6o.LIO 8.64 
170 6:;.52 8.82 
180 66.?5 8.84 
190 69.85 9.04 
200 7:3.20 9.1? 
210 76.o:; 8.6? 
220 ?9 .. 12 8.48 
2:30 82.:;o 8.28 
24o 85.?0 8.45 
250 89.10 8.50 
260 92.54 8.?9 
270 96.00 8.80 
280 99.:;o 8.?:; 
290 102.58 a.:;? 
298.1.5 105.20 ?.99 
:;oo 105.82 ?.89 
D. Discussion of Low Temperature Heat Capacity of Cla-
thra ted co. 
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The heat capacity, composition isotherm (Fig. III-3) 
clearly show that, within experimental error, th9 partial 
molal heat capacity of clathrated CO is independent of 
composition in the 45 to 80°/o range of cavities filled. 
It is therefore assumed that the linear dependence of the 
heat capacity of 3C6H4 (oH)2 • yCO on y also holds in the 
extrapolated regions from 45°/o to 0°/o (~-quinol) and 
from 80°/o to l00°/o. 1 
While the statistical model assumes a negligible 
amount of cage-cage interaction between neighboring cla~hrated 
molecules., in· view 6f tne caleula tions of Fonerf 'et• .al, on the 
1. From a practical viewpoint, it is difficult to prepare 
samples with more than 858 /o cavities filled because 
of the free energy increase of the lattice at high P, 
while the low percentage samples are limited b,y the 
theoretical value of the three phase point at a given 
temperature. At 25°C, as previously noted, this 
value is 34°/o. While the three phase value decreases 
somewhat with increased temperatures, a practical diffi-
culty arises in the preparation of the clathrates at 
higher temperatures. After the solvent has been se-
parated from the crystals at the prevailing equilibrium 
pressure, during the time it takes to remove the product 
from the reaction vessel, the ~-lattice is broken down 
by the high temperatures. Experimentally, one could 
quickly quench the vessel in ice after drying the 
sample but it was not feasible to do this with the ap-
paratus which was employed in this work. 
2. s. Foner, H. Meyer and w. H. Kleiner, J. Phys. Chem. 
Solids, ~, 273 (1961). 
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e~fect of the nearest neighbor distribution of a given cla-
thrated molecule on the cavity potential field, the linear de-
pendence of the CO clathrates on yin the 45 to 80°/o range 
can best be interpreted as an indication o~ a constant inter~ 
action between CO molecules in a given column. As was men-
tioned earlier in Chapter I, since the cavities occur in a 
columnar arrangement, the filling o~ these cavities could 
occur in such a way that the heat capacity would still show a 
linear dependence on yin spite o~ cage-cage interactions. 
Evans and Richards1calculated that the energy of interaction 
between molecules in neighboring cavities amounted to less 
than 3°/o of the total binding energy of the clathrate (the 
energy of formation). However, the cage-cage interactions 
for CO molecules will certainly be greater than this since 
CO has a small dipole moment as well as a substantial quadru-
pole moment. The cage-cage contribution to the heat capacity 
or enclosed gas could conceivably be greatly magnified since 
the latter quantity is the difference of large numbers. 
Two possible descriptions o~ the low temperature heat 
eapacity ot clathrated CO have been attempted in this research. 
The first model treats the hindered rotational degrees of free-
dom in terms of a two dimensional harmonic oscillator Which 
presumably represents the librational (torsional) oscillations 
of the molecular axis in the potential field iV0 (l-cos29). 
The harmonic oscillator model, however, should be expected to 
break down as soon as an appreciable number of molecules begin 
1. D.F. Evans and R.E. Richards, Proc. Roy. Soc., A223, 
238 ( 1954). 
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to rotate in the cavities. Then, the heat capacity curve 
should go through a characteristic maximum and behave as the 
partially restricted rotator, in~ dimensions. Thus, the 
second modil treats the motion rrom the viewpoint of the par-
tially restricted rotator which, for moderate barriers, and 
low temperatures can"rlip" back and forth between its two 
-possible positions or minimum potential energy. As T in-
creases, this motion goes over to an "almost classical" rota-
tion in the potential field of the cavity. Strictly speaking 
the second model is an extension of the first and should 
asympotically approach the latter as the temperature decreases, 
(as Ve/kT increases). For both models, it is assumed that the 
rattling contributions of the center of mass are separable 
from the hindered rotational contributions and that the former 
are capable of description in terms of an isotropic three di-
mensional harmonic oscillator.1 The harmonic oscillator 
approximation to the Lennard-Jones and Devonshire potential 
1 function has been reviewed in detail by Prigogine. For cell 
sizes comparable to the ~-quinol clathrate cavities, he has 
shown that the curvature of the parabolic well is a good 
approximation to the average potential field. 
1. I. Pr~goglrte,,~~he MQlecular Theory of Solutions,~ Inter-
science, 1957; PP• 121 and 130. 
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1. The Harmonic Oscillator Model for the Librational Motion 
of Clathrated CO. 
A complete treatment of the hindered rotational motion 
of clathrated diatomic molecules would necessitate the quantum 
statistical formulation of the eigenvalues of the "spheroidal 
osc1llator"1 ' 2 as originally investigated by Sterne3 and by 
Nielsen.4 .Such a task would be a formidable problem even tor 
present day electronic computers as the relations needed to 
obtain the higher order eigen values are exceedingly compli-
cated. However, in the limiting cases ot high and low fields, 
Sterne3 and Nielsen4 showed that the eigen values of the 
spheroidal wave equation approach those of the Hermite and 
associated Legendre equations, respectively. Thus, for small 
V0 , the eigen valuesapproach the tree rotator levels while tor 
large V , they become essentially harmonic oscillator levels. 0 . 
For intermediate fields there is a probability that a 
certain traction of the molecules will possess enough energy 
to surmount the barrier and undergo rotation, this probability 
being approximately given by the Boltzmann factor exp(-V
0
/RT).3 
When the low temperature harmonic oscillator approximations 
are applied to clathrated CO, it is found empirically that the 
1. c. Flammer, "Spheroidal Wave Functions," Stanford University 
Press, Stanford, California, 1957• 
2. J.A. Stratton, P.M. Morse, L.J. Chu, D.C. Little and 
F.J. Corbato, Technology Press, MIT, Cambridge, 1956. 
3• T.E. Sterne, Proo. Roy. Soc. (London) !13~~ 551 (1931). 
4-• H .H. Nielsen, J. Chem. Phys ., .J., 189 ( 93 J. · 
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combination of a two dimensional harmonic oscillator for the 
librational motion with w = 43 .1 em. ·l and a 3 dimensional 
harmonic oscillator for the rattling motion with w = 97 ·3 em. -l 
accounts for the observed heat capacity1 from 15-75°K to w.lthin 
~ 1°/o, which is well within the range of the experimental un-
certainty associated with the partial molal heat capacity at 
these temperatures. Above 80°K the harmonic oscillator model 
falls about 10°/o below the observed curve but coincides again 
with the experimental value at 300°K. The total fit to the 
low temperature heat capacity is shown in Fig. III-6 for the 
15-l00°K range. In Fig. III-7, the "rotational" heat capacity 
ot clathrated CO, obtained by subtracting the three dimensional 
rattling contribution from the observed values, is represented 
by the open circles. Curve 1 represents the heat capacity of 
a two dimensional harmonic oscillator with w = 43.1 em. -l. 
As is to be expected, the harmonic oscillator model does not 
predict the characteristic maximum in the heat capacity as 
libration goes over to rotation.2 The average barrier to ro-
tation, as calculated from the relation:3 
V
0 
= 2w 2 c2 w2I (III.l) 
-1 is found to be 691 cal. mole • (The moment of inertia of CO 
is 14.55 x lo-4° cgs.~). Thus, it is not surprising that the 
1. L.V. Coulter, G.L. Stepakoff and G.C. Roper, J. Phys. Chem. 
Solids, In press, 1963. 
2. ~.A.K. Staveley, Annual Review of Physical Chemistry, 
Vol. 13, 358, 1962. 
3• K.S. Pitzer, "~uantum Chemistry," Prentice-Hall, New York, 
1953· 
4. G.E. Ewing and G.C. Pimentel, J. Chem. Phys., JS, 925 
( 1961) • 
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harmonic oscillator model holds as well as it does since a 
calculation of the Boltzmann factor at 100°K shows that at 
this temperature only about 1°/o of the molecules are 
rotating.· 
It has also been found that the harmonic oscillator model 
works equally well for the heat capacity of clathrated nitrogen 
obtained by Roper. 1 From 15-70°K,the total heat capacity can 
be accounted for within experimental error by a combination 
of a rattling contribution with w • 83.4 em. •l and a libra-
tional contribution with w • 37.9 -1 em. • This fit is also 
represented in Fig. III-6 as indicated by curve 1. The barrier 
-1 calculated from Eq. III.l above is 511 cal. mole • Although 
this is considerably less than that calculated from the data 
of Meyer and Scott,2 960 cal. mole-1, it is more reasonable 
to expect the barrier to rotation for clathrated nitrogen to 
be less than that for clathrated CO since CO has larger force 
constants and also has a small dipole moment as well as a 
larger quadrupole moment.3 These facts are pursued more fully 
in Chapter IV. 
A further test of the low temperature harmonic oscillator 
model has been performed4 on the heat capacity data of Parsonage 
and Staveley5 for clathrated methane. For this system, a rat-
tling contribution of 159.9 cm.-l together with a three 
1. G.c. Roper, this labora-ory; private communication. 
2. E. Meyer and T.A. Scott, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 11, 215 (1959). 
)•. L. Jansen and F.w. deWette, Physics, 21, 83 (19~. 4 L.V. Coulter, G.L. Stepakoff and G.C.~oper, J. Phys. Cham. 
Solids, In Press, 196a. 
5· N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. Phys., 1, 59 
(1959). 
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dimensional oscillator1 for the liorational degrees of freedom 
-1 
with w • 5be5 em. accounted for the low temperature heat 
capcity from 15-50°K. The barrier was calculated to be 193 
-1 2 
cal. mole • Fig. III-6 shows .a· comparison between the rota-
tional heat capacity of gasesous (curves 1 and 2) and clathra-
ted methane {circles). Curve 3 is a 3° harmonic oscillator 
with w • 56•5 cm.-1 • From Fig. III-8, it is seen that the 
harmonic oscillator model rises well above the observed rota• 
tional heat capacity of clathrated cH4 for T > 50°K, indica-
ting that an appreciable fraction of the cH4 molecules begin 
to rotate above this temperature. This is consistent with 
the low barrier to rotation. 
It is thus seen that the harmonic oscillator model pro-
vides an adequate description of the hindered rotational mo-
tion of clathrated molecules at low temperatures and affords 
barriers to rotation which are qualitatively reasonable when 
compared to those found for these and similar molecules by 
the other physical methods of investigation. The librational 
and rattling frequencies are summarized in Table III-11. The 
harmonic oscillator model however, does not ~edict the shape 
of the rotational heat capacity curve at higher temperatures 
when some of the molecules begin rotating. If V0 were really 
independent of temperature, then the rotational heat capac!~ 
should rapidly fall toR cal. deg.-l mole-l when V0 /kT becomes 
1. It is assumed that the librational motion is isotropic. 
2. Based on the potential V = !V0 (1-cos39) since the cavity has trigonal symmetry. 
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small; so that the ha:r:aonio oscillator function which, for 
two dimensions, is approaeairlg 2R1 should rise well avove the 
obaerfed "rotational heat c~Jtta~itJ• at higher teaperatves. 
The fact that the reverse behavior· is found for clatb.rated 
CO intiieates that V0 is ~;ot,~independent of temperature but 
actually increases faster· ~n H. This effect is pursued 
more tully after a discussion of the second model of tbe 
hindered rotational motion of clathrated CO, the two dimen-
sional hindered rotator. 
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Ttc. llt-i3. C.11!par1a•a ef \ae R.\a\t.aal ll•\ O~~pacl\7 tf ~ ...... Ulll 
01atVa\M Mtti•t. 
vurvee 1 ana z, Equilibri~ AAi ~frez~n" methane (MAcDeug~ll) 
ep .. circles, Cret ef clathrRt•a CH4 ~ith rAttlin« fraqu•ncT = 159.9 ca.-l 
(Ceulter, Stepakeff 8n& Ro~er)a VurTe J, 3e H. o. ( =56 5 ca.-1~ 
Cleeea circlee, Cret ef clathrate& CH4 with rAttling ef ~.2 cm.-
(PareeRage ana StaTeley) 
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Table III-11 
summary or the rattling and librational frequencies tor 
dlathrated N2, CO, and CH4 based on the harmonic oscillator 
approximations. 
Molecule Rattling Librationa1 Barrier 
Frequeno7 Frequency 
834 37·9 $11 cal/mo1e 
97·3 43·1 691 ca1/mole 
1$9 ·9 $6.$ 193 oa1/mole 
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2. The Two Dimensional Hindered Rotator; A Model for the 
Rotttion of Clathrated Diatomic Molecules. 
The alternative model for the hindered rotational heat 
capacity of clathrated diatomic molecules is based upon an 
approximation technique for the construction of a partition 
function for hindered rotation which was first developed by 
Fitzer and Gwinn1 for the analogous problem of restricted 
internal rotation of co-axial tops and has also been used by 
Hill2 for the problem of localized adsorption2 and hindered 
rotation on an adsorbing surface.3 
At the time that this work was first initiated, it was 
thought that the hindered rotational thermodynamic properties 
of clathrated molecules could be described bytiae extensive re-
stricted rotator tables of Pitzer and Gwinn. 1 These tables 
were originally designed for the problem of restricted internal 
rotation of co-axial tops about fixed axes and are found to be 
identical with the one dimensional Pauling model4 of a diatomic 
molecule in a crystal, which arises from the solution of the 
Mathieu wave equation. In the classical limit these functions 
can be expressed in terms of the so-called hyperbolic Bessel 
functions, I 0 (V0 /kT). 115 
1. K.s. Pitzer. and. w .• D •. Gwinn,; J]. Ch~m., Pny:.:~., !Q, 428 ( 19~2). 
2. T.L. Hill, "Introduction to Statistical Thermodynamics, 
Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1960; P• 172-173• 
J•. T.L. Hill, J. Chem. Phys., 16, 181 (1948). 4 L. Pauling, Phys. ReY., ~~~30 (1930). 5· These functions are also referred to as ~modified Bessel 
functions of the first kind.,. 
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The belief that one could multiply the one dimensional 
functions by N where N is the number of axes of rotation, was 
based upon the contention of Pitzer1•2 that the heat capacity 
curve for the rotation of polyatomic molecules in crystals 
would probably be similar to the curve defined by the one di-
mensional functions. In fact, Pitzer2 at one time used the one 
dimensional tables to calculate the restricted rotational pro-
perties of diatomic molecules in the liquid state in order to 
test a theory of corresponding states for apherical and non-
spherical molecules, where it was assumed that the deviations 
of non-spherical molecules from corresponding state models was 
due to hindered rotation in the liquid.2 
However, there has recently arisen some question as to the 
appropriateness of these tables in deacribing the two dimen-
sional hindered rotation of clathrated diatomic molecules. 
The question arises from the peculiar entropy paradox, mani-
fested in the non-additivity of rotational entropy, which re-
sults from the transition from one degree of rotational freedom 
to N degrees of rotational freedom. The explanation for this 
paradox is given by Rushbrooke.3 While the explanation is 
difficult to give in strictly classical language, it essen-
tially involves the introduction of an error in the volume of 
•phase space• available to the molecule by using an integral 
1. K.s. Pitzer, •Quantum Chemistry," Prentice-Hall, New York, 
1953; p. 329. 
2. K.s. Pitzer, J. Chem. Phys., 1, 583 (1939). 
3· G.s. Rushbrooke, "Introduction to Statistical Mechanics,• 
Oxford, 1949; p. 135. 
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instead of a sum over states to evaluate the momentum contri-
butions to the partition function for rotation. 1• 2 Thus, for 
example, it is found that the partition function for the one 
dimensional rotator is given by: 
while the partition function for the rigid rotator (the di-
atomic molecule) is: 
Since the entropy is proportional to the log of Q, it is 
readily seen that twice the entropy of the one dimensional 
rotator does not equal the entropy of the rigid rotator. In 
fact, 2Sld - s2d • Rln x. 
However, it is known that the entropy for the N dimensional 
harmonic oscillator is in fact equal to Hx the entropy of the 
one dimensional oacillator. Thus, the question arises: Is 
there a discrepancy between the entropy for 2x the hindered 
rotator in one dimension as compared with two (or N) dimen-
V 
sions, and if so, is this discrepancy a function of ~ ? 
1. G.s. Rushbrooke, "Introduction to Statistical Mechanics,• 
Oxford, 1949. 
2. The density of ~tates in an element of phase space is dif-
ferent for the one dimensional case as compared with the two 
dimensional case. It has been recently pointed out by Prot. 
K.s. Pitzer (private communication) that this difference 
leads to a larger corresponding entropy decrease from free 
rotation for a two dimensional hindered rotator than for 2x a 
one dimensional hindered rotator. 
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It is obvious that if there is a temperature dependent 
discrepancy between the respective methods of calculating the 
entropy for the hindered rotator, the heat capacity curve de• 
fined by Pitzer's tables could become significantly altered. 
A recent communication of this problem to Prof. Pitzer has 
indeed revealed that there is no simple correlation between 
the one and two dimensional hindered rotators and thus each 
case must be solved separately. 
Accordingly, it was decided to try to obtain the proper 
expression for the two dimensional hindered rotator partition 
function to determine the difference~ if anyf between the two 
models. As mentioned previously, one really needs to sum 
over the eigenvalues of the spheroidal wave equation1 ' 2 to 
solve the problem rigorously. However, for the present, it 
was considered adequate to use the Pitzer-Gwinn approximation 
for the calculation of the hindered rotational partition func-
tion. 
The approximation consists in writing the partition func-
tion for the hindered rotator in the following manner: 
Qhr -
qqmo ~ 9co (III.2) 
where Qf is the classical configuration integral,3 and 9qmo 
and qco are the partition func tiona for the quantum mechanical 
1. c. Flammer, ~Spheroidal Wave Functions,~ Stanford University 
Press, Stanford, California, 1957· 
2. J.A. Stratton, P.M. Morse, L.J. Chu, D.C. Little and 
F.J. Corbato, ~Spheroidal Wave Functions,~ Technology Press, 
MIT, Cambridge, 1956. 
3• R.H. Fowler, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) ~~ 1 (1935). 
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oscillator and a classical oscillator respectively. The con-
ditions for expressing Eq. III-2 in this manner, as noted by 
Hill, 1 are as follow: 
In the limit as V0 /kT-+ t'P1 ~ must approach qco which is the 
classical oscillator for two dimensions; {kT/hY )2 • Thus, 
Qhr simply becomes qqmo• On the other hand, when V0/kT-+ o, 
then qqmo -+ qco' so that ~r becomes the classical field in-
tegral, ~· 
Thus, the problem reduces to the formulation of the pro-
per expression for the classical integr•l ~· Since the cla• 
thrate cavity is reasonably syliDletrical, it is a good approxi-
mation to take the potential field in which the angular motion 
occurs as the axially symmetrical function tv0 {1-cos 29) as 
was done by Meyer, O'Brien and Van Vleck for the model of the 
magnetic susceptibility of clatnrated o2•2 As these workers 
have stated, while this potential is probably not correct in 
detail, nevertheless, it is a reasonable approximation since 
any expansion of the crystalline potential about the equili-
brium position is bound to agree to terms in e2 if there is 
symmetry a bout the axis of minimum potentia 1 energy. Thus, 
the above potential admits that Q = 0 and 9 = ~ are positions 
of equal minimum potential energy. 
The complete derivation of the model is given in Appendix 2. 
1. T. Hill, "Statistical Thermodynamics,~ 
2. H. Meyer, M. O'Brien and J.H. van Vleck, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(London), ~~ 414. { 1957) • 
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From the proper relations for the hindered rotational partition 
function ~~ it i.s possible to express the heat capacity of 
the hindered rotator in the following form: 
C • lRGt~J -~- ~ FtxJ~ + Ftt~ + (III.J) 
where: X = (V0/kT)t 
1 
T F(X)
1 
• exp(-x2 ) Jxexp(y2 ) dy 
0 
A s~ort table of the function F(X) 1 is given in Table 1 
of Appendix 2. A table of the heat capacity function defined 
by the first two terms in Eq. III.J together with the analo-
gous relation for the entropy is given in TaDle 2 of Appendix 
2. It is seen that in Eq. III.J, the last term is just the 
heat capacity of an isotropic 2° harmonic oscillator with a 
frequency w • (1/~ri) (V0 /2I)i. Since the first two terms in 
X approach •R as X approaches o, the total heat capacity of 
the hindered rotator approaches R, the value for free rota-
tion. On .the other hand, when X approaches ~ , the F(X} 
terms vanish and Chr approaches a 2° harmonic oscillator. It 
is also found that for proper values of V0 , T and I, the hindered 
rotational heat capacity can actually rise above the limiting 
value for the classical 2° oscillator, 2R. 
It is noted with interest that the heat capacity curve 
defined by Eq. III.J is identical with that obtained by taking 
1. W.L. Miller and A.R. Gordon, J. Phys. Chem., ~~ 2788 (1931). 
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2x the heat capacity of a one dimensional hindered rotator as 
defined by the heat capacity functions of Pitzer and Gwinn. 112 
for values of I of the order of lo-39 gm. cm2 and for V
0 
> P•4kT 
However, when V0 <<5~4lcT.;;.Ji;q.III.3 approaches R faster than the 
functions of Pitzer and Gwinn. For the values of I, V
0 
and T 
relevant to the clathrated CO molecule, the heat capacity curve 
defined by Eq. III.3 has a maximum of about 4·(.3 cal. deg. -l 
mole-1 at V0 /RT == 5.7-6. Thus it is concluded that the hindered 
rotational heat capacity for rotation about 2 axes is indeed 
~similar" to that defined by taking 2X C for rotation about 1 
axis as was predicted by Pitzer. 21 ~·~ The agreement between the 
two models for V0 > kT can be explained by the fact that for 
large V0 , the hindered rotator is essentially a harmonic os-
cillator and provided that the anharmonicity is small, the 
motion about each axis is separable. However when V0/RT de-
creases, the anharmonicity of the oscillation in the l•cos29 
potential wells becomes significant and splits the degeneracy 
of the 2{I~2) degenerate vibrational levels below the barrier. 
Thus, as Pitzer has noted2 with degenerate vibrations, the com-
plicating features of anharmonicity arise from the separation 
of the excited degenerate levels to slightly different energies. 
The hindered rotational heat capacity from Eq. III.3 is 
shown in Fig. III-7 for a barrier of 745 cal. mole-l by curve 2. 
1. K.S. Pitzer and W.D. Gwinn, J. Chem. Phys., 10, 428 (1942). 
2. K.S. Pitzer,· "Quantum Chemistry," Prentice-Hill, New York, 
1953, P• 
3· K.s. Pitzer, J. Chem. Phys., z, 583 (1939). 
4• See Fig. A2-l, Appendix 2. 
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The "observed" points, indicated by the solid circles, were ob-
.. 
tained by subtracting the Wrattling" heat capacity with 
w • 104.3 e ... -l from the observed values. The failure of 
Eq. III.3 to pass smoothly over to curve 1 without the need 
for slight adjustments in the.rattling and in v0 is probably 
a reflection or the approximation of the limiting behavior 
of Qr as V0 /RT ~ =· It is noted that above 50°K the calcu-
lated curve defined by Eq. III ·3 rises above On rot" by about 
10-12°/0 and goes through a maximum of about 4.3 cal. deg.-1 
mole-1 at 65°K. The curve then rapidly ralls to 2.2 cal. 
deg.-l mole-l at 300°K indicating the approach to the free 
rotator. By comparison, curve 1 fits the low temperature 
curve from 15-80°K and then ralls below C"rot" until room 
temperature where the observed and calculated-values again 
coincide. Since the Boltzmann tactor, exp(-V0/RT) indicates 
that 35°/o ot the molecules are "rotating" at 300°K, :one is 
- . 
again forced to the conclusion that V0 increases taster than 
k'1' in the clathrate ca.vity. ~is effect is corroborated by 
the infrared spectrum of the CO clathrate obtained by Rock,1 
Ball and McKean2 and in this research.-· The intraped spectrum 
or the CO clathrate in the region of the CO fundamental i• 
shown in Fig. III-9. The lack of rotational fine strticture.3,4 
and the persistence of the strong central ~ band at about 
1·. P. Rock, Undergraduate National Science Foundation Research 
Fellow, Boston University Chemistry Dept., 1960-61. 
2. D.F. Ball and D.C. McKean, Spectrochim. Acta., ];.a, 933 
(1962). . 
3·.· Fine structure was not observed with high resolution spectra. 
4• ~pectra shown in Fig. III-9 were recorded on an Infra cord 
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Fig. III-9. Infrared fpectrum of the CO Clathrate from 2500-
1500 em.-
The spectrum of a nitrogen clathrate is shown f•r 
comparison. 
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-1 0 2130 em. indicate that. even at 300 K, most of the CO mole-
cules are in the vibrational ground state below the barrier. 
This fact is inconsistent with a low barrier to rotation at 
room temperature. 
The increase 1n V0 with increase in T can be understood 
on the basis of probability distribution functions 1 for the 
''rattling'1 oscillation of the center of mass. The function 
for the ground state has a maximum at the center of the po-
tential well in complete·contradiction to the classical os-
cillator. However as the higher levels are excited, the 
probability distribution maxima for the quantum mechanical 
oscillator are shifted to the ends of the potential well, 
thereby approaching classical limiting behavior. This would 
imply that at very low temperatures the probability of 
"finding" the clathrated molecule 1n the cavity is greatest 
at the center of the three-dimensional well, whereas at 
higher temperatures the increased amplitude of motion brings 
the molecule in closer proximity to the cavity wall. If the 
molecule is slightly unsymmetrical it will be forced to ori• 
ent itself parallel to the cavity wa11, 2 thereby seriously 
hindering its rotational motion. Thus, when the molecill.le is 
close to the cavity wall, the barrier V0 may actually be in-
creasing more rapidly than kT. 
1:. L. Pauling and E.B. Wilson, Jr., "Introduction to Quantum 
Mechanics," McGraw-Hill, New York, 1935· 
2. J.H. van der Waals .and J.C. Platteeuw, "Advances 1ri. 
Chemical Physics," II, 1, (1959). 
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The analysis of the heat capacity at higher temperatures 
is complicated by the tact that the rattling frequency is 
also changing with temperature, as is indicated from the po-
sition of the combination bands observed by Ball and McKean1 
in the low temperature difference spectra of the CO clathrate. 
In Chapter I, it was mentioned that the bands at 2195 cm.-1 
and 2180 em.-1 observed in the difference spectra of the CO 
clathrate at -~o0c might be due to combinations of the 
"rattling" and vibrational modes with the fundamental vibra-
tional band of the enclosed molecule. The theoretical inter-
pretation of the spectra was given by Ball and McKean as 
tollows: 1 
It the ~ cavities were truly spherical, then one would find 
the same selection rules that prevail tor the tree gas but 
with some broadening of the P and R branches due to collisions 
with the cavity wall. No ~ branch would be observed, however, 
even though the frequency of the collisions of the co mole-
cules with the wall are comparable to a gas under a pressure 
ot 100 atm. However, the cavity is not truly spherical and 
the van der Waals length of CO is only slightly less than the 
effective diameter of the cavity. Thus, one would expect 
hindered rotation leading to a breakdown in the normal selec-
tion rules.1 It the rotation were completely hindered ("frozen") 
the spectrum would consist of a single line corresponding to the 
~v .,•=;:!:1~ transitions where v is the vibrational quantum number 
1. D.F. Ball and D.C. McKean, Speotrochim. Acta., !§, 933 
(1962). 
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Which represents the vibrational transitions below the barrier. 
This frequency could then combine with the two modes ot mole-
cular motion of the enclosed molecules, the pseudo-transla-
tional motion of the center of mass or rattling 1 and the 
torsional or librational motion of the molecular axis.2 Thus, 
the spectrum is expected to contain these combination (or 
difference) bands similar to those recently observed in the 
spectrum of solid co.3 For the partially restricted rotator, 
the torsional levels below the barrier2 are essentially those 
of the "spheroidal oscillator"2 While above v
0
,4,5 they ap-
proach the free rigid rotator levels. 
On the basis of a preltatnary communication from Staveley6 
of a librational frequency of 54 cm.-1 for clathrated CO, Ball 
and McKean1 assigned the 219.5 cm.-1 band as a combination of 
the librations with the fundamental vibrational bepld. This 
gave a· value of 62 em. ·l for the libra.tional frequency of the 
CO molecule 1n the clathrate. At the same time, the 2180 band 
was assigned as a combination of the rattling with the funda-
mental vibrational mode since the calculation of the rattling 
1. D.F. Ball and D.C.McKean, Spectrochim. Acta., 181 933 (1962). 2. T.E. Sterne, Ppoc. Roy. Soc. (London), A~30, 5sr-ll931). . 
.) • G .E. Ewing and G .c. Pimentel, J. Chem. P ys., .J.S, 925 { 1961) • 
~. Physicists usually follow the convention of defining the po-
tential in the form l-cos2i so that the barrier height is 2V • 
However, the convention followed here defines the barrier 0 
height as V so that V = iV (l-cos29). . · 
.5• From this p8int on, the rea&er is cautioned not to confuse 
the symbol V as used to represent a potential energy bar-
rier with thi symbol v0 as used 1n the definition of the cell volume on p. 25. 
6. Unpublished heat capacity data for one CO clathrate. 
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frequency from Eq. I.21 with van der waals parameter assign• 
ments of z~~/k)i = 283 and o = 3.30 ~.1 give a value of 4o 
-1 . 
om. • However, this research has shown that these p quinol 
lattice parameters do not account for the thermodynamic pro-
perties of the CO clathrate (see Chapter V). Thus, it is con-
cluded that a more consistent interpretation of the spectrum 
is obtained if the combination band at 2180 cm.-1 is assigned 
as a torsional:' (11brational) combination giving a librational 
frequenc~ of 47 om.-1 at ab~ut ~0°K. This is to be compared 
with the 45 cm.-1 value from the low temperature heat capacity 
analysis. The other combination band at 2195 cm.-1 is then to 
be identified with the "rattling motion giving a frequency of 
62 cm.-1 • While this value is not in quantitative agreement 
with the 104 om.-1 value from the heat capacity analysis, it 
must be remembered that the latter frequency only holds to 
60°K Whereas the lowest temperature at which the spectrum 
. 0 
was recorded was 133 K. However, it is noted that the calcu-
lation of the rattling frequency from Eq. I.21 with the cell 
parameters needed to give the best agreement between the ob-
served and calculated properties at 25°C affords a value of 
66 om. - 1 • Since Ball and McKean report that the 2195 cm.-1 
band is still observable in the room temperature spectrum, it 
must be concluded that both the 'rattling and librational 
frequency are dependent on temperature. 
In view of these complicating fe~tures, it is necessary 
to approach the interpretation of the heat capacity at higher 
1~ 
temperatures on a compromising basis. After trial and error 
calculations it has been found that a consistent interpreta-
tion of the total heat capacity at intermediate temperatures 
can be obtained by reducing the rattling frequency from 97 
to 74 cm.-1 and ~ accounting for the rotational degrees of 
freedom with a two dimensional hindered rotator function with 
-1 -1 V0 = 2027 cal. deg. mole • This is shown in Fig. III-7. 
Here, the crosses represent the observed rotational heat ca-
pacity relative to the decreased rattling frequency and curve 
three represents Eq. III-3 with a barrier of 2027 cal. deg.-l 
• 
mole-1 • The partial molal heat capacity end entropy1 at 298° 
can be virtually exactly reproduced if V0 = 2027 cal. mole-l 
-1 
and wratt. = 73~8 em. • These results ere summarized in 
Table III-12. 
In conclusion, it is seen that clathrated carbon monoxide 
behaves as a highly restricted rotator in the ~-quinol cavi-
ties with a barrier to rotation at room temperatures of 
2 Kcal. mole-1• 1 The shape of the potential field inside the 
enclosure appears to be changing in such a way that the ori-
entational and positional energy of the molecule are dependent 
on temperature. 
1. See Section F, p. 136 for calculation of entropy of 
clathrated co. 
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Comparison ot Observed and Calculated Thermodynamic Properties 
of Clathrated Carbon Monoxide Based on Harmonic oscillator 
Approximation for "Rattling." 
Property Rotational Rattling Total Observed 
C , Cfl• l deg.- mole· 
3.8821 5.8983 9.78 9·76 
S , cal. 1 deg.-1 mole-
8.8192 12.149 20.97 20.94-
1. Eq • III •3 • 
2. Appendix :'2', Eq. 15: ~r • -R(J+i Ffx) - X2) + R(lnXF(X)+ln2) 
Librational Frequency 
X= (Vo/RT)i v = 0 
. w 
u = 1.4.387 \F w = 
2. Rattling Frequency: 
and vo 
2027 cal. 
73 ·9 cm.-1 
-1 73.8 om. 
mole-1 
u •u G -+ 2R - - ln( 1-e ) I u_l j 
w = l:... ( V
0
/2I)i 
ne 
·.;_.,.' 
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·The partial llloi~i·h;At-~.-;aJ,"~~i~T- ot clat}lrated l!Br calou-· 
. '-":·.· .. ·;i-'.''\\)' -
lated on the basis ot the eDIP)J:lla,ttioe heat oapacit7 trom the· 
- ' ~.. '· .~ 
CO clathrate s,.stemunder,the.aealt.ption that this isnot 
signiticaatl,- different trom the lattice heat capacit7 tor 
the HBr clathrate a ,.stem, ~ia;·)hown in Fig. III-S together 
. .. · .. :.>.. -
with the curve tor clathrate4 co·. !he bottom temperature 
scale refers to HBr. 
1'he heat capacity rises from a value ot 2.73 cal. dag·.~l 
mole ·l at 1S0 lt to a maxinm. ot about 9 cal. deg. -l mole·-l ·near 
200°It and then graduall,- talls to about 7•9 cal. cleg·. ·l mole -l 
at room temperature. The general shape ot the heat oapacit,- . 
curve indicates that HBr is. also a hindered rotator in the J-
q~inol cavities. With the success achieved in fitting the low 
. 1 
temperature heat capacities ot olathrated co, H2, and CHq. w1~ 
the har.mon!c oscillator model tor libration, a atailar approach 
was emp1o,.ed tor HBr. In order. to obtain a rotational heat 
capacity curve which can be·fitted to a harmonic oscillator at 
low temperatures, a rattling tz-eC~uenc,- ot 184 cm.·l ia nee4ed. 
However, this rattling frequ8l'1e:r predicts J-quinol lattice 
" . ,. . . ·, 
I t 
!he rotational heat oapao.~l1 ot clat;hrated HBr r•lati'Ye to 
,_. ·~· .. 'tb.• 1. om. •1 rattling trequen~;···_is shown in n8'.- III-to b7 the 
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1.4? 
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solid circles. Curve 1 represents the neat capacity of a two 
dimensional harmonic oscillator with a frequency of 26.8 cm.-1 • 
This curve represents the rotational heat capacity to within 
~ 5°/o from 15-150°K. However, when the rotational barrier v0 
is calculated from Eq. III.l {p. 103) a value of only 60 cal. 
mole·l is obtained. {The moment of inertia of HBr is 3.31 x 
lo-4° gm. cm.2). A calculation of the Boltzmann factor, 
exp(-V0 /RT) shows that for this low barrier, 50°/o of the 
molecules ought to be rotating past the barrier at 44°K thereby 
causing the rotational heat capacity curve to tall rapidly to 
2 cal. deg .-l mole -l. This is illustrated by curve 2 in Fig. 
III-'~0. This curve is a rough empirical representation of the 
general shape of a hindered rotational heat capacity curve. 
This curve was calculated by assuming that the hindered rotator 
could be interpreted as a sum of free rotators with a moTe 
fraction exp(-V0 /RT) and librators with a mole traction 
l-exp(-V0 /RT). Curve 3 shows the same model with the barrier 
arbitrarily raised to 200 cal. mole-1 •1 It is seen that the 
initial heat capacity of this curve is much too low to account 
for the observed values. One is thus forced to the conclusion 
that for HBr, the harmonic oscillator curve above 50°K does 
not have a simple interpretation. Although the use of the 
empty lattice heat capacity of the CO clathrates may not be a 
reasonable representation of the lattice which an HBr molecule 
1. calculations made with Eq. III.J, P• 116 , do not give 
agreement with the observed rotational heat capacity rela-
tive to the 1~ cm.-1 rattling frequency. 
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feels at lowest temperatures, the use of the lattice heat capa-
oit~ based on either the methane or krypton elathrates (Table 
III-8) does not significantly alter the rotational heat oapaoit~ 
for T°K > JO,wnile for T°K < 30, it is still found that libra-
tiona! frequencies in the range of 22-27 om.-1 give heat capa-
cities which fit the low temperature portion of the curve, again 
contradicting the behavior of a normal Boltzmann distribution 
of rotational and osoillational states. ,It is therefore con• 
eluded that for olathrated HBr, the harmonic oscillator fit is 
probably fortuitous in that at higher temperatures, both the 
librational and rattling frequency may be changing with tem-
perat~re in such a way that the resultant total heat capacity 
just happens to be repres.ented by the sum of the 26 .8 om. -l 
and 1~ om.-1 functions. 
The question is then raised; If the fit to the heat 
capacity is fortuitous for these frequencies, how does the 
rotational heat capacity change if the rattling frequency is 
reduced? In this case it is found that reduction of the rat-
tling frequency to a value for Which the rattling heat capacity 
0 ' begins to have significant magnitude at 15 K produces an anomaly 
in the rotational heat capacity at low temperatures. If the 
rattling frequency is calculated from Eq. I.21 with the cell 
parameters needed to account for the room temperature thermo-
dynamic properties of clathrated HBr (Chapter V), assuming 
free rotation at room temperature, the rattling frequency is 
found to be 90 cm.-1 • The rotational heat capacity relative 
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to this rattling frequency is shown in Fig. III-10 by the 
closed circles. This low temperature anomaly suggests the 
possib~ity of a splitting of the energy levels for a double 
minimum potential. It is difficult at this time to determine 
the precise nature of this effect without corroborating evi-
denoe (e.g., spectra, NMR s·tudies, etc.). However, some gen-
eral observations can still be made. 
The heat capacity of a system in a double minimum poten-
tial field was first discussed in detail by Pitzer1 for the one 
dimensional case. It is found that if the barrier separating 
the two minima · is high enough, each vibrational level is 
doubly degenerate and the heat capacity is essentially unchanged 
from that of a harmonic oscillator. The entropy is, however, 
increased by Rln2. When the barrier separating the two minima 
is not too high, the particle can tunnel back and forth between 
the two minima leading to a splitting of the doubly degenerate 
low lying vibrational levels. If this splitting is of the 
correct order of magnitude, an anomaly in the heat capacity 
can occur. 
However, it must be remembered that for the restricted 
rotation of a diatomic molecule in the clathrate, the libra-
tiona! motion subject to the double minimum field occurs in 
~ dimensions. In this case, as Pitzer has noted, 2 in addition 
1. K.s. Pitzer, J. Chem. Phys., ], 251 (1939). 
2. K.s. Pitzer, "Quantum Chemistry," Prentice-Hall, New York, 
1953; P• 327 •. 
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to the double degeneracy of the groUnd state, the excited 
oscillational states have additional degeneracy due to the 
equivalence of the x and y directions of oscillation. It is 
found that the degeneracy of the Nth vibrational level for the 
two dimensional double minimum is 2(N + 1). Again, if the bar-
rier is of the proper height, the splitting of these levels can 
occur but in much more complicated fashion than for the one di-
mensional case. 
When the rattling frequency is reduced still further so as 
to bring the low temperature lattice parameters (Chapter IV) 
into coincidence with those for the non-polar gases, a value 
of 61 cm.·l is found and this then affords a rotational curve 
Which still has the anomaly but now, the heat capacity actually 
goes to zero (within experimental error) at about ~0°K and then 
rises to a second maximum at about 200°K. This curve is repre-
sented by the open circles in Fig. III-11. This curve raises 
a very interesting question about an alternative description 
of the state of clathrated HBr. It is known, for example that 
in NH~Cl, 1 the librational frequency of the ammonium ions is 
virtually unaltered below and above a second order or A type 
transition which occurs for this compound in the solid at about 
-30°c.1 As is now known, this observation precluded the ex-
planation for this anomaly as the onset of free rotation2 but is 
rather to be explained as an order-disorder effect3 in which 
1. E.L. Wagner and D.F. Hornig, J. Chem. Phys., 18, 296 (1950). 
2. L. Pauling, Phys. Rev., ~~ 430 ( 1930). 
3• J. Frenkel, Acta•. Physicochlmica, J, 23 (1935). 
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there are two possible positions for the tetrahedral ammonium 
ions in the body-centered lattice and the transition results 
from the switching of one configuration to the other. Above 
the A transition the ammonium ions must still librate and if 
it were not for the cooperative interactions in the lattice, 
the ammonium ions at some temperature T above the second order 
transition ought to start rotating. However, in a crystal, 
once an appreciable fraction of the ions start to rotate, a 
phase change ensues. However, in the clathrate an interesting 
possibility is raised. If, at the absolute zero, all the HBr 
dipoles were pointing in the same direction, at some tempera-
ture T•, some of the orientations could be reversed by tunneling 
to the alternative equilibrium position in the lattice. Thus, 
this effect might account for the first maximum in the rotational 
heat capacity curve. However, after this process is completed, 
further increase in temperature simply leads to the partially 
restricted rotation of clathrated HBr molecules in their respec-
tive cavities since the magnitudes of the cage-cage interactions 
are not large enough to produce strong cooperative effects as in 
the solid. However, this model implies an unusually large bar-
rier for HBr, which is physically unrealistic in terms of ex-
isting evidence. While there is evidence to indicate that 
clathrated HCl also has an anomalous rotational heat capacity 
in which a low temperature -.bui.Q> in Crot • has been observed1 for a 
1. L.V. Coulter, G.C. Roper and G.L. Stepakoff, Boston University 
Chemistry Dept., Unpublished Calculations. Original C data 
for 3 ChH1,(0H}2 •• 727 HCl obtained by M. Donlon and ~c. Roper. This LaY>o'!Satory, 1956-57• 
wide range of rattling frequencies and ~-quinol lattice para-
meters, there is at the same time evidence that indicates a 
relatively low barrier to rotation for clathrated HCl as com-
pared to the non-polar diatomic molecules. Grot. near room 
temperature is within experimental error of free rotation1 
and dipole moment studies of Dryden and Meakins2 indicate that 
the HCl molecule is freely rotating at room temperature. 
It is also noted that Schoen, et. al.3 have recently esti-
mated a barrier of 60 cal. mole-1 for the hindered rotation of 
HCl trapped in an argon matrix from infra-red spectra observed 
for this system.at 4°K and 20°K. Argon crystallizes in the 
face centered cubic lattice with a nearest neighbor distance of 
).83 A .4 If the HCl molecules are trapped in cages in the argon 
lattice, the centers of 12 argon atoms can be thought of as dis-
tributed over a sphere with an average radius or 3.83 A. Cor-
rection for the van der waals radii or the argon atoms affords 
a cavity with approximately the same effective diameter as the 
~-quinol cavity. However, this cavity is more spherical than 
the ~-quinol cavity. 
Since HBr has a smaller dipole moment and is more spherical 
than HCl, it is thus concluded that clathrated HBr should also 
experience a low barrier to rotation in the clathrate if the 
.nature of this molecule in the clathrated state is similar to 
1. G.L. Stepakoff and G.c. Roper, Private Communication. 
2. J.S. Dryden and R.J. Meakins, Nature, 169, 324 (1952). 
)•. L.J. Schoen, D.E. Man, et. al., J. Chem. Phys., li' 1147 4 Hirschfe1der, Curtiss and Bird, "Molecular Theory of 
Gases and Liquids." 
(1962). 
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that or HCl, but the explanation or the rotational properties 
or olathrated HBr cannot be given· in terms or the simplified 
hindered rotator model. 
F. The Partial Molal Entropi of Clathrated carbon Monoxide 
and Hydrogen Bromide. 
1. Carbon Monoxide. 
The partial molal entropy of clathrated CO was obtained 
by constructing an entropy isotherm at 298.15°K from the en-
tropies of the four clathrates. The entropies of the CO cla-
thrates are summarized 1n Table III-9. They were evaluated by 
numerical integration of Cp vs. log T plots from 14.79°-
298.150K and by extrapolation from 14.79°K to the absolute zero 
with the tunction: 1 
Q = 3 ~(~O/T)0 + 3(81.7/T)EJ + y ~(140/T)E + 2(62/T)~ 
·--.o. 
Which represented the heat capacity of the clathrate 3 c6H4(0H) 2 • 
y CO from 15-60°K to within~ 1.0°/o. The first two terms were 
used to fit the heat capacity of the empty lattice and this was 
combined with the low temperature fit for the partial molal 
heat capacity of clathrated CO as described previously. The 
extrapolation procedure, of course, assumes the validity or 
the Third Law of Thermodynamics. The entropy of each clathrate 
was thus calculated from the absolute zero to l4.79°K from 
appropriate entropy tables of Debye and Einstein functions.2 
1. The subscript D represents a Debye heat capacity function 
while the subscript E represents an Einstein harmonic 
oscillator function. The characteristic temperature 
9 • 1_.4387w• 
Thus lJ4o-j.r is associated with the 97 ·3 em. -l rattling fre-
quency and 62/T is identified with the 43.1 em.-~ libra-
tiona! frequency of clathrated co. 
2. K.S. Pitzer, "~uantum Chemistry," Prentice-Hall, New York, 
1953. 
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These values, when combined with the entropies from l4.e79-
298.150K, afforded the entropy of each clathrate at 298.15°K. 
These calculations are summarized in Table III-13. The en-
tropies were then plotted against the fraction of cavities 
filled and the partial molal entropy was calculated from the 
slope of the entropy isotherm. The average deviation of the 
entropies of the clathrates from a straight line on the S,y 
plot was 0.15°/o. The partial molal entropy of clathrated CO 
-1 ·!· 
was thus found to be 20.94 .± 0.20 cal. deg. mole""' at 298el5°K. 
The entropy of three moles of ~-quinol was found to be 100.28 
1 -1 t I. ca • deg. in good agreemen with the value of 100.~7 obtained 
by Parsonage and Staveley1 from the studies of methane clathrate. 
Since the entropy of CO gas in its stattdard state of 
25°C, 1 atm. is 47.20 e. u. it is seen that some 26 entropy 
units are lost upon the clathration of gaseous CO from its 
ideal gaseeus state. 
Thus, upon clathration of CO molecules, translational 
and rotational entropy is converted into vibrational entropy. 
1. N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. Phys., J., 
59 (1960). 
Table III-13 
a. Entropies of the ~uinol Clat~~!tes of Carbon Monoxide in 
cal, des. -1 3 moles @-r"ql.U.Dol. • 
1 2 
y (Sl4,19-298.1~) (So-l4.79) (So-l4.79)3CO 8a98.15°K 
o.46o 109.22 o .569 o .14-a 109.94 
o.626 112 • .50 
0. 7.57 115 .1-t-5 
o.Blo 116.Jio 
0.202 
o.244 
0.261 
113.27 
116.26 
117.23 ____ _,_, _________ _ 
1. Numerical Integration J Cp dlog'f 
2. Extrapolation 3 [3<240/'r) 0 + 3($1.7/T)E] 
3• Extrapolation 7~3(140/T)E + 2(62.0/T)~ 
b. Partial Molal Entropy of Clathrated CO and Entropy of 3 
moles •.,@"-Quinol at 298.1$oK. 
-1 -1 s00 in cal. deg. mole 
20 ·94- + 0 .20 
-
SQ in cal. deg.-l 
100.28 (This Work) 
100.47 (Parsonage and 
Staveley, from CHI+ clathrate)l 
1·. N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. St"veley, J. Molec. Phys, ,l, 
.59 (1960). 
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2. Partial Molal Entropy of Clathrated HBr. 
The partial molal heat capacity of clathrated HBr based 
upon the entropy of the empty lattice of the CO clathrates 
(Table III-9) was evaluated at 298.15°K in a manner similar 
to that described previously. The entropy of the clathrate 
3C6H4(0H) 2 • 0.811 HBr was evaluated from 12.59° to 298°K by 
numerical integration of Cp dln T. From 12.59°K to the abso-
lute zero, the total heat capacity curve for the clathrate was 
empirically extrapolated1 with a combination of a 6° Debye 
function with 9D • 290° and a 3° Einstein function with 
9E • 65.5°. This function reproduced the heat capacity from 
12-60°K to within experimental error. The entropy of the 
clathrate was found to be 115.59 cal. deg.·l mole clathrate•1 
at '298.15°K. The partial molal entropy or clathrated HBr re-
lative to the empty lattice for the CO clathrate is thus found 
to be 18.87 cal. deg.-l mole HBr-1 • These calculations are 
summarized in Table III-~. 
1. Until more extensive experimental data are available, it 
is assumed that the Third Law of Thermodynamics is appli-
cable to this system although the existence of a double 
minimum vibration could lead to a third law discrepancy. 
140 
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Table III-ll. 
Entropy of 3C6H~(OH) 2 • 0.811 HBr and Partial Molal Entropy 
of Clathrated HBr at 298.15°K. 
-1 . -1 s0 • 12 •59o = 1.23 cal. deg. mole (Extrapolation with 6(290/T)D clathrate + 3(¥)E ) • . 
298.15 
Jcp dlog T = 114.36 " " 
12.59 
s0_298 •15o • 115.59 n " 
Saar (298.15) = 18.87 cal. deg.-l mole HBr·l (Relative to 
SQ • 100.28) 
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Chapter IV. 
Correlation of the Low Temperature Heat Capacities of Clathrated 
Molecules with Molecular Properties of the Guest Species 
A. Correlation of the Rattling Frequencies with the Harmonic 
Oscillator Approximation to the Cell Model. 
In Chapter III, the use of the harmonic oscillator func-
tions to describe the rattling and librational degrees of 
freedom ot clathrated molecules gave results Which were in 
agreement with the observed behavior of the low temperature 
heat capacities of clathrated molecules. In this chapter, an 
attempt is made to remove some of the empiricism of the low 
temperature heat capacity analysis by correlating the observed 
rattling frequencies and rotational barriers with molecular 
models. 
From Eq. I.21 on P• 39 , a force constant can be defined 
for the three dimensional rattling of the center of mass of 
the clathrated molecule Whien depends upon the two characteristic 
cell parameters, /\*/~ and v*/v0·• Thus, a force constant con-
tour can be constructed from all acceptable pairs of cell para-
meters which afford the observed rattling frequency. The low 
temperature force constant contours for several olathrated 
molecules are shown in Fig. IV-1. The contour has been calcu-
lated in terms of the ~-quinol lattice p•~ameters from Eqs. I.l2 
and I.l) on P• 26 • The gas parameters are summarized in Table 
IV-1 together with other relevant data. It is seen that while 
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Table IV-1. 
Summary o:f the Low Temperature Properties o:f Clathrated Mole-
cules and Correlation o:f the Barriers to Rotation. 
a. Clathrated Rattying Frequency Librational Moment o:f 4-
Molecule em.- (observed) .(1) Frequency, Ine:rtia x 10 ° 
cm.-1 gm• cm.2 (9). (observed). 
:Methane 159·9 56 ·5 ( 2) 5·33 
Carbon Monoxide 97·3 43.1 (3) 14·55 
Nitrogen 83.4- 37·9 <4> 13.99 
Nitric Oxide 
------
(31.~)(5) 16.40 
Oxygen 
_ .. ___ 
17.0 (6) 19.50 
RBr ( 184.3) ( 26 .8)( 7) 3·31 
HCl ( 163 ·3) (34.4>< 8) 2.65 
(1). Calculated :from :fit to low temperature heat capacity o:f 
clathrated gas • 
(2). Coulter, L.V., Stepakot:f, G.L., and Roper, G.c., J. Phys. 
Chem. Solids, In Press, 1962. 
(.)). This Research. 
(4). Roper, G.C., Thesis, Boston University Chemistry Dept. 
1962. Note: Librational :frequency from quadrupole re-
sonance studies o:f Meyer and Scott, 52.cm.-l. Meyer,H., 
and Scott,T.A., J •. Phys. Chem. Solids,.!!, 215 (1959). 
(5}. Van Vleck, J.H., J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 20, ~1 (1961). 
. Note: Value is uncertain. - . 
(9). Foner, S.,_ Meyer, H., and Kleiner, W.H., J. Phys. Chem • 
. Solids, 1~, 273 (1961). See also; Meyer, H.~ 0'Brient M., 
and van l!eck, J.a., Proc. Roy. Soc., A~1, ~14 (19571• ( 7). Low temperature h.eat capacity data basecron empty . 
~-lattice :for the CO clathrate system,value is uncertain. 
(8). Original low temperature data :for the HCl clathrate 
3 c6H4-(0H) 2 • .727 HCl obtained by Donlan, M., and 
Roper, G.~ Boston University Chemistry Dept., 1956-57• 
Partial molal heat capacity o:f clathrated HCl based on 
empty lattice :for CO clathrate. 
(9). Hertzberg, G., "Spectra o:f Diatomic Molecules." 
Table ry-1 (Continued) 
Molecule v0 ,cal. mole-
1 0 Q,uadrupole Moment Rowlinson 
-
x lo26esu. pa:rameter( 6) • (1) ( 2) 
(3) <4> (5) 
CH4 193 3e817 0 0 0.005 
co 691 3 ·763 1.71 1.62 1.58 o.o24 
Nz 511 3·698 1.27 1.29 1.45 0.020 
NO <411) 3·599 
----
1.25 le39 
------
oz 127 3·520 0.50 0.52 0.34 0.012 
HB:r (60) 3-41* * 0.012** 
---- ---- ----
HCl ( 80) 3·305 ---.. 0 .024~.} 
u2,.2c22I ( 1) • Calculated .f:rom Table IV-l.a (above) with V 0 • . 2 · n 
(2). Hi:rsch.felde:r,J.o., Curtiss,C.F., and Bi:rd, R.B., 
"Molecula:r Theo:ry o.f Gases and Liquids," Wiley and Sons, 
*-New Yo:rk, 1954; P• 1111 
HB:r pa:ramete:r .from Monchick, L. and Mason,E.A., J. Chem. 
Phys ., 35, 1676 ( 1961). 
(,3). Jansen,~., and Wette, F.W.,de, Physica, 21, 83 (195.5). 
(~).Smith, w.v., and Howard, R., Phys. Rev., ]2, 132 (1950); 
See also Hill, R.M., and Smith, w.v., Phys. Rev.,~~ 
451 ( 1951). (5). Gordy, W. 1 Smith, W. V., and Tr:ambarulo,R.,.,"Microwave 
Spectroscopy," Wiley and Sons, New Yo:rk, 19.53, P• 345. (6). Cook~.o. and Rowlinsonf J.s., P:roc. Roy. Soc • 
. (London), A21£, 405 (1953J; See also, Rowlinson, J.S., 
"Liquids and !quid Mixtures," Butterwo:rths (London), 
1959· -
**For polar molecules only. 
no unique intersection point is indicated.or that the contours 
are superimposable, a fairly narrow range tor the lattice 
collision diameter a is found tor nitrogen, carbon monoxide 
and methane. This is 3.6-3.7 A tor lattice energy parameters 
in the 300 to ~00 range. These contours can be made to coin-
cide by slight adjustments (1-2°/o) in the cell radius. The 
argon force constant contour is shifted to lower a values by 
about 0.2 A relative to the positions of the polyatomic species. 
It is noted that the contours for the non-polar polyatomic 
guests 1 are shifted from the position of the monatomic species 
in the order of increasing size (collision diameter) of the 
molecule. The dotted line in Fig. IV-1 indicates the position 
of the CO contour if the rattling frequency of 104.3 cm.-1 is 
used instead of the 97·3 cm.-1 value, the former being needed 
in conjunction with the two dimensional hindered rotator model 
to give the best fit to the low temperature heat capacity. 
The shift in the relative position of the CO contour for these 
two frequencies is only about 0.05 A. 
It is also found that the position of the HBr contour can 
be made to coincide with those for the non-polar molecules by 
taking the rattling frequency to-be 60.8 om.·l This is the 
rattling frequency which affords the anomalous rotational heat 
capacity of clathrated HBr indicated by the open circles in 
Fig. III-11, as mentioned previously. If the rattling 
1. CO is classified as a non-polar molecule in this connection 
(see Section B, Chapter IV). 
£requencies which give the best empirical fit to the heat 
capacity (in conjunction with the 26.5 cm.-1 librational ~re­
quency) areused £or the construction o£ the HBr force constant 
contour, it is found that this contour will pass through the 
same a region as the non-polar molecules, 3.6-3.7 A only at 
extremely high values or zJi/k: Thi~ is indicated by the 
insert in Fig. IV-1 which shows the relative positions for 
HBr and also HCl, with respect to the contours ~or the non-
polar molecules when the force constants are calculated from 
the frequencies which arford the best fit to the low tempera-
ture heat capacity curve. Thus, it would appear that for HBr 
and HCl, one is faced with the following dilemma: if the 
large rattling frequencies are to have a physical or molecular 
basis, then the relative positions of the contours for the 
polar molecules may be a reflection of the inadequacy of the 
Lennard-Jones interaction potential to describe the interac-
tions of the polar molecules with the cavity wall. On the 
other hand, if one seeks agreement for the positions of the 
contours for the polar and non-polar molecules, then one must 
explain the anomalous rotational heat capacity which results 
~rom the subtraction of this rattling heat capacity from the 
observed values. 
On the basis of the low temperature force constant 
contours for nitrogen, carbon monoxide and methane, it is 
concluded that the lattice collision parameter or wall thick-
ness is about 3·.6 A. This is considerably larger than the 
values reported previously in order to account for the room 
temperature properties of argon, 1 nitrogen2 and methane-~3. 
The correlation of the low temperature heat c~pacities of 
clathrated molecules with the wall thickness of the enclosure 
is reasonable if, as Van der waals has noted, the cavity is 
likened to a deep square well in which the lowest energy le-
vels and thus the heat capacity only depend on the thickness 
of the well.4 
1. J~. van der waals, Trans. Far. Soc.,~~ 1~ (1956). 
2. J.H. van der Waals and J.C. Platteeuw, Advances in 
Chemical Physics," Vol. II, p. 1, 1959 •. 
3• N.R. Grey, N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. 
Phys., ~~ 153 (1960). 
~. J .H. van der waals, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 18, 82 ( 1961}. 
B. Correlation of the Rotational Barriers for Clathrated 
Molecules in the @=iuinol Clathrates. 
In Chapter III, the use of the simplified harmonic oscil-
lator model afforded barriers to rotation which indicate the 
extent of rotational freedom of clathrated molecules in the 
~-quinol cavities. While in some cases, there is additional 
evidence to corroborate the values of these barriers in a 
qualitative manner, a correlation of the observed barriers to 
rotation obtained from the various investigations was also felt 
to be of value in removing some of the empiricism of the low 
temperature heat capacity analysis. 
In this section, an attempt is made to correlate the ob-
served barriers to rotation of clathrated molecules with three 
simplified molecular properties of the enclosed species: the 
collision diameter a, the Rowlinson 5 parameter~ and the mole-
cular quadrupole moment.213 These parameters are consistent 
with Pitzer's contention~ that the major factors which cause 
hindered rotation in liquids (or solids) are size and shape of 
the molecule (i.e. the deviation of the interaction law from 
spherical symmetry) and orientational forces which may or may 
not be of electrostatic origin.5,6 Obviously, in the case of 
the cl&thrates, a contributing factor to the restricted rotation 
1. D. Cook and J.S. Rowlinson, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A219, 
405 (1953). 
2. L. Jansen, and F.w. de Wette, Physica, 21,_ 83 {1955). 
,;. A.D. Buokingh8.lll, _Quarterly Rev., .!J, 19'3 {1959). -
~. K.S. Pitzer, J. Cham. Phys., 1 1 583 (1939). 5· E.B. Wilson, Jr., "Advances in Chemical Physics," Vol. II, 
367 (1959). ' 
6. H.G. Dehmelt, Dis. Far. Soc., ]a, 263 (1955). 
of all the molecules is the fact that the cavities are not truly 
spherical. However, as a probe of the cavity environment, 
certain molecules may have quite different orientational pro-
perties in the cavities as a result of characteristic molecular 
properties. Thus, the relative variation of the rotational 
barriers with characteristic molecular properties may be indi-
cative of the nature of the interactions between the guest and 
host lattice. 
The clathrated molecules which have been investigated tall 
into three groups according to the molecular classifiCJ.ation 
system discussed by Pitzer.112 The first group are called 
s1W>le fluids and a.re characterized by their spherical shape. 
Methane is the only polyatomic molecule which belongs to this 
group. The second group of molecules include the homonuclear 
and slightly polar species and thus include o2 , N2 , CO and NO. 
The third gl'oup include the polar molecules of HBr and HCl. 
As van der waals noted,3'~ those molecules which fit 
more tightly in the cavities and which have nonspherical shapes 
will have the largest barriers to rotation in the clathrate. 
As an approximation to the size of the clathrated molecule, 
it first seemed reasonable ~.here to use the Lennard-Jones 
1. K.s. Pitzer, J. Chem. Phys.,~, 583 (1939). 
2. G.N. Lewis and M. Randall, Thermodynamics," Revised by 
K.S. Pitzer and L. Brewer, Second Ed., McGraw-Hill, New 
York, 1961; Appendix 1. 
J•. J .H. van der waals, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, .!§, 82 ( 1961). 4 J.H. van der waals and J.C. Platteeuw, "Advances in Chemical 
Physics," Vol. II, 1, 1959· 
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6-12 collision diameters.l Cook and Rowlinson2 have shown 
that for the slightly non-spherical diatomic molecules the 
Lennard-Jones 6-12 collision diameters are roughly proportional 
to the ellipticity. The collision diameters of the clathrated 
molecules are listed in Table IV-1 and are taken from the exten-
sive compilation of Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird.3 For o2 
and NO, the average of two reported values has been used. 
Fig. IV-2 is a plot of the barrier V0 calculated from the har-
monic oscillator approximation~ vs. the collision diameter a. 
It is found that the variation of V0 with a for the group two 
molecules of o2, NO, N2 and CO is almost linear. It is also 
found that the polar molecules, HCl and HBr tall on the low 
barrier side indicating the importance of the molecular size 
in determining the barriers to rotation in the clathrate. 
However, in view of insufficient experimental data for the 
HBr and HCl olathrates, the relative positions of these mole-
cules on the v0 , a plot is tentative.5 The position of methane 
on the V0 , a plot is a reflection of the spherical nature of 
this molecule. Also, the small mass of CH~ enables this mole-
cule to tunnel through rotational barriers with relative ease.6 
It is of interest to note that methane in a solid krypton matrix 
has been observed to eXhibit the rotational heat capacity of 
1. J.o. Hirschfelder, C.F. Curtiss and R.B. Bird, "Molecular 
Theory of Gases and Liquids," Wiley and Sons, New York, 195~· 
2. D.Cook and J.S. Rawlinson, Proo. Roy. Soc. (London) A219, 
4o5 < 1953 >. 3·. "Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids," p. 1111. 4 Eq. III.l, Chapter III. 
5• However, HCl has a larger dipole moment than HBr. 
6. E.B. Wilson, Jr., "Advances in Chemical Physics,'' Vol. II, 
367 ( 1959). 
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gaseous normal methane. 1 Also, Hexter has observed a great 
deal of rotational fine structure in the infra-red spectra of 
solid solutions of cH4 , GeH4 and NH3 ,
2 in rare gas matrices. 
In view of the deviation of methane from the diatomic 
molecules on the V0 , a plot, a correlation was also sought 
between the Rowlinson d parameter3,4 which measures the de-
viations between the properties of elliptical and spherical 
molecules. Cook and Rowlinson3 have found that the interaction 
parameters for elliptical molecules can be approximately related 
to an ttequivalent spherical molecule' by the relations: 
( cr /cr )3 == 1 - r , c /e == 1 + 2 d 
e • 0 e • 
where the parameter J is defined as a2g2c*/kTo Here, g2 is the 
. 
angle average of the potential function, a is a constant for each 
molecule and c* is the minimum value of the potential energy. 
The value of d at the critical point is used as a convenient 
index to measure the deviations of the interaction law from 
spherical symmetry. Methods of calculating d parameters from 
vapor pressure data are given in detail by Cook and Rowlinson.3 
The ~ parameters listed in Table IV-1 for several non-spherical 
molecules, are plotted agains V0 in Fig. IV-3. Again, methane 
deviates from the linear relation found for o2 ,N2 and co. Thus V0 
1. A. Eucken and Ho Veith, Zo Phys. Chern.,~~ 275 (1936); 
m, 393 (1937). 
2. R.M. Hexter and D.E. Milligan, Fourth International Symposium 
on Free Radical Stabilization, Washington, D.C., Sept. 1959· 
3• D. Cook and J.s. Rowlinson, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), A219, 
405 (1953). is equivalent to Pitzer's acentric factor-w. 
4o G.N. Lewis and M. Randall, 'Thermodynam.ics,u Second Ed., 
Revised by K.s. Pitzer and L. Brewer, McGraw-Hill, New York, 
1961; Appendix 1. 
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of clathrated CH4 arises from more complicated effects than 
molecular shape. 
Rowlinson has also defined a parameter which measures 
the non-spherical nature of polar molecules. It is noted 
that this parameter for HCl is more than double the value 
of that for HBr, thereby indicating the more spherical nature 
of HBr. This would indicate that bhe barrier to rotation for 
clathrated HBr should be relatively low. 
Finally, as an indication of the electrostatic nature of 
the orientational forces in the ~-quinol cavities, a correlation 
has been made between the rotational barriers and the molecular 
quadrupole moment of the electron distribution of the guest 
molecule. 1 ' 2 As Pople has noted,3 certain axially symmetrical 
molecules which have no significant resultant dipole moment 
can have strong directional interactions due to the molecular 
quadrupole moments which •rise from finite dipole separations 
within the electronic centers of the molecule. Staveley4 haa 
recently noted that in the condensed state, the tendency for 
homopolar or slightly polar molecule a to adopt preferred ori-
entations is influenced mainly by the quadrupole-quadrupole 
interactions. Calculations of Jansen and de Wette5 on lattice 
1. w.v. Smith and R. Howard, Phys. Rev., 121 132 (1950). 
2. A.D. Buckingham, Quatr. Rev., !}, 183 TI959). 
J•. J.A. Pople, Proc. Roy. Soc. A22I, 498, 508 (1954). 4 L.A.K. Staveley, J. Phys. Chem:-Solids, ~~ 46 (1961). 
5· L. Jansen and F.w. de Wette, Physica, 21, 83 (1955). 
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energies for solid co, N2 and o2 have shown that for the 
slightly polar CO molecule, the dipole moment is too small 
to have a major influence on the orientational properties of 
the CO molecules in the solid. 1 
The molecular quadrupole moments of N2 , o2 , CO and NO 
are given in Table IV-1. The values based on the lattice 
energy calculations are in good agreement with the microwave 
broadening data of Hill and Smith2 and Smith and Howard.3 
Another set of data has been reported by Gordy and Trambarule4 
from microwave collision broadening spectra. These values 
are calculated for the rotating molecule. In Fig. IV-4, the 
barriers are plotted vs. the quadrupole.moments of the guest 
molecules. A linear relation is found between V0 and H for 
o2 , N2 and CO according to the data of Jansen and de Wette 
and of Hill and Smith and Smith and Howard. It is noted that 
the barrier for .,NO· interpolated from this plot is 480 cal. 
mole-1, which corresponds to a librational frequency of 
33·3 cm.-1• This is to be compared with the 31.3 cm.-1 value 
arbitrarily chosen by Van Vleck5 to explain the magnetic sus-
ceptibility of the NO clathrate. 
It is thus concluded that the barriers to rotation in the 
~-quinol clathrates of homopolar or slightly non-polar diatomic 
1. A.D. Buckingham, Quatr. Rev., lj, 183 (1959). 
2. R.M. Hill and w.v. Smith, Phys. Rev., 82, 451 (1951). 
3· However, Buckingham has recently pointed out that the values 
from microwave spectra are not reliable. viz. Ref. 1. 
~. W. Gordy, . w. .• v. Smi t.h and R ~- TramDa.rulo,. ~ M1~c:Pcbwa:ve Spec tr os-
copy.,~ W~ley, 1953; P• 345. $ ... J.H. van Vleck, J. Phys. Cham. Solids, 20, 241 (1961). 
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molecules are related to the relative magnitudes of the mole-
cular quadrupole moments of these molecules and also to the 
effective size or snugness of fit of the molecule: into the 
~-quinol cavity. It remains to be seen if analagous correla-
tions exist for polar molecules, although for these, the di-
pole-induced dipole interactions between the enclosed molecule 
and the cavity may overshadow any quadrupole effects. Again, 
it is seen that methane, with its virtually negligible quadru-
pole moment, 1 does not fit into the correlation for the diatomic 
series, indicating that the barrier to rotation of this mole-
cule arises from more complies ted interactions. More· the ore-
tical and experimental work is needed before any precise theory 
can be proposed to explain the origin of this barrier. 
1. See.Ref. l, P• 155. 
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Chapter V 
Systematic Application of the Lennard-Jones and Devonshire 
Cell Model to @:Suinol Clathrates. 
A. The .@-9,uinol Lattice Parameter Contour Diagram. 
This chapter summarizes the correlation of the thermody-
namic properties of ~-quinol clathrates with the cell model. 
In Chapter III and IV it was seen that at low temperatures the 
three dimensional motion of the center of mass of clathrated 
molecules could be described by a harmonic oscillator referred 
to as the rattling. However, at higher temperatures, the an-
harmonicity arising from increased displacements of the guest 
molecules from their equilibrium position may be enough to 
significantly alter the rattling motion from that of an iso-
tropic harmonic oscillator. In that case it is more appropriate 
to use the Lennard-Jones and Devonshire functions (Eqs. I.l7-
20, p. 28) to describe ·this motion. To distinguish these ef-
fects, the term pseudo-translation has been used to mean the 
anharmonic three dimensional motion of the center of mass of 
the clathrated molecules. It should be kept in mind that the 
LJD1 functions are based on classical statistics and therefore 
do not take into account the quantization of energy in the 
cell. 
In order to apply the cell model to clathrates of poly-
atomic molecules, the rotational degrees of freedom must first 
be taken into account. For HCl, HBr and CH4, it is a good 
1. Lennard-Jones and Devonshire. 
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enough approximation to assume free rotation at room tempera-
ture. For CO, the hindered rotation must be taken into ac-
count. 'l'h4l ro'battbnal:.contr1bu.t1ona -nave· been calcitla~ed· tP.om 
the :model deso:rlibed in:A;pendi.x .2;. 
The systematic application of the LJD model essentially 
involves the simultaneous solution of several thermodynamic 
functions, for the unique pair of cell parameters 1\*/kT and 
v*/v01which account for the observed properties. Since each 
thermodynamic function can be expressed in terms of these two 
J parameters (Eqs. 1.17-20, p. 28) it is possible to search for 
the unique pair by constructing contour diagrams which repre-
sent the loci of points defined by all sets of 1\*/kT and 
v*/v0 which give agreement with the observed property. Ideally, 
the various loci should intersect at one point if a unique pair 
of cell parameters exists. From this pair, the lattice parame-
ters can then be calculated by use of the combining laws defined 
in Eqs. I.l2 and I.l) on P• 26 • Alternatively, the contours 
can be directly expressed in terms of the lattice parameters 
z(c/k)l and o by calculating these parameters from each ac-
ceptable pair of cell parameters. The true test of the LJD 
model then is its ability to predict a unique set of ~-quinol 
lattice parameters which are independent of the molecular na-
ture of the guest species. The numerical calculations for 
some representative examples are given in Appendix 1 after 
the discussion of the computer calculations of the cell func-
tiona. 
1. See footnote 4, P• 22. 
I 
16C) 
Figs. V-1 and 2 show some representative contour diagrams 
for the argon and carbon monoxide clathrates. It is found 
that no unique intersection of all the contours exists. The 
same situation is found for the other clathrate systems which 
were investigated. However it is found that the regions of 
convergence for most of the contours can be obtained from the 
diagrams. From these, it is possible to calculate by an itera-
tive process an average set of lattice parameters for each 
clathrate. The interation is continued until the best overall 
agreement is obtained between the calculated and observed values. 
In most cases, it has thus been possible to account for at 
least three thermodynamic properties with two parameters for 
individual clathrate systems. In this sense, the simultaneous 
solution or contour method has proved to be of value in the 
theoretical prediction of the thermodynamic behavior of the 
~-quinol clathrates. One significant observation which has 
arisen from the systematic calculation of the cell model is 
the existence of a minimum in the energy of formation and 
equilibrium pressure contours. Thus, it is clear how good 
agreement can be obtained for either of these ;properties plus 
one other property [e.g., entropy] for widely differing values 
of the lattice collision diameter ~-
The comparisons of the observed and calculated thermody-
namic properties of several clat~ates are summari~ed in Tables 
V-1 through 6. The properties listed in these tables are as 
follows:. 
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1o Three phase equilibrium pressure, P in atm. 
(see pps. 19 and 28 • ) 
or alternatively, the 25°C isotherm constant, P{l•y)/y. 
2. The energy of formation of clathrate at constant volume. 
(see ppso 28 and . ) 
AU in Keel. mole-1. 
3o The partial molal heat capacity of clathrated gas, C, 
in calo deg.-1 mole-1. 
4o The partial molal entropy of clathrated gas, s, in 
cal. deg:-1 mole-1. 
5o Low temperature force constant {for argon, methane, 
and CO). 
It should be noted that the equilibrium pressures and the 
energy of formation data employed in these comparisons ere 
based on independent experimental methods. 1 ' 2 On the other 
hand, any error in the partial molal heat capacity end entropy 
are both dependent on the error in the observed heat capacity 
date for the clathreted compounds since S = J Cp dln T. It 
is also noted that all the theoretical calculations assume the 
validity of the Lennerd-Jones 6-12 intermolecular potential 
function for the interactions of the guest and the host. 
1 See P• 21 and P• 47, this dissertation. 
2o D.F. Evans and R.E. Richards, Pr c. Roy. Soc., A223, 238 
{1954);. energies of formation are based on heat of solution 
data. 
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Table V-1. 
Comparison of the Observed and Calculated Thermodynamic 
Properties of the Argon Clathrate at 25°C. 
Calculated 
a. b. c. d. 
("i/k)i 283 294 283 283 
a 3·30 2.90 ).0 3·64 
I\* I~ 10.39 10.79 10.39 10.39 
( v* /v >2 0 0.748 0.517 0.754 0.975 
Observed 
p1 34 atm. 3·30 3·~0 ( -3~) (0 ) 2.95 ( -13~) 3·36 ( -.6~) 
~ u2 -.54 Kcal. mole -l -.5.1 -4-.s -.5.6 
-.5 .J~ ( 5 .6~) ( 17~) (3 ·7~) (0 ) 
c3 4.4-o cal. ~eg.·l 4·~9 4.28 4.38 .5·17 
mole- (9 ) (-3%) {- ·.5%) (18%) 
s3 12.80 cal. deg. -1 14.61 16.3~ 16.1~ 1).17 
mole-1 { 13%) {28 ) f26 ) {3%) 
1·. J.H. van der Waals and J.c. Platteeuw, Rec. Trav. Chim. 
1.2, 912 { 19.56) • 
2. D.F. Evans and R.E. Richards, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 
A223, 238 (1954). 
3• N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Stave1ey, J. Molec. Phys., 
1, 21.5 { 19.59). 
•• J.H. van der waals, Trans. Far. Soc.,~~ 184 (19.56). 
b. J.H. van der Waals and J.C. Platteeuw, Advances in 
Chemical Physics," Vol. II, P• 1, 19.59 •. 
c. N.R. Grey, N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. 
Phys., ~' 1.53 {1961). 
d. Contour method. 
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Table V-2. 
Comparison of the Observed and Calculated Thermodynamic Pro-
perties of the Krypton Clathrate at 25oc. 
a •. b. o. d. 
z(i/k)t 283 283 283 283 
- 2.90 3 .o 3·30 3·78 0 
A*/-rr 12.44 12 Jt-4 12 .4J+ 12.44 
( v* /V >2 0 o.62o 0.680 o.887 le335 
Observed 
pl OJ+ atm. o-46 o.~ J~ 3·9 (15~) (25 ) ~10 ) 
A 2 . -1 -sri~> -$.98 -6.5~ -5·7~ U -5·7 Koal. mole (5~) (l3 ) (0 ) 
c2 4.72 cal. deg. 4·5i 4.71 5.11 5·~ mole-1 ( o.6 > ( 0 ·3~) ( 8~) ( 1? ) 
s2 13 .05 cal. deg. 16 -~4. 15.~3 J4.6o 13.~5 
mole-1 (30 ) (29 ) (11~) ( 0 ) 
1. J .H. van der waals and J .c. Platteeuw, "Advances in Chemical 
Physics," Vol. II, p. 1, 1959. . 
2. N.H. Gre7, N~G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. 
Phys., lt, 153 ( 1961) • 
---~-----------
a. N.R. Grey, et. al. 
b. ibid. 
c. ibid. 
d. Contour method. 
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Table V-3. 
Comparison of the Observed and Calculated Thermodynamic 
Properties of the HCl Clathrate at 25°C. 
z(i/k)l 
Observed 
P1 • .o ~01 · atm. 
6 u2 -8.6 Kcal. niole-1 
c3 6.88 cal~ deg.-1 
mole-1 
s3 17 Jl-2 cal. deg. -l 
mole-1 
Calculated for Free Rotation 
a. 
283 
3.30 
18.00 
o.684 
0.005 
-8.9~ 
( -1411') 
r~~ 
22.h.8 ( 214.~) 
b. 
294-
2.90 
18.70 
oJ~70 
0.02 
·1'~56 (12%) 
6.2~' 
( -6%) 
'24•25. 
(3011') 
c. 
252 
3·58 
16.00 
0.880 
o.o18 
-8.~0 (011') 
7e20 (9%) 
20.10 
(17~) 
d. 
262 
3·403 
16.$0 
0-750 
o.oJ.4. 
(~if7 
6 .9.0 (0~) 
19 .h.7 (10~) 
1. J~. van der waals, Trans. Far. Soc.,~~ 1~ (1956}. 
2. D.F. Evans and R.E. Richards, Proc. Roy. Soc. {London} 
~. 238 { 1954> • 
3• 'Tiiii Research, calculated value relative to ~-quinol 
lattice for CO clathrate. Original heat capacity data of 
an HCl clathrate with 72.7~ cavities filled was obtained 
by M. Donlon, G.C. Roper and L.V. Coulter, Boston Univer-
sity Chemistry Dept., 1956-57• _____________ ......._._ 
a. Same as 1. above. 
b. J.H. van der waals and J.C. Platteeuw, "Advances in 
Chemical Physics," Vol. II, P• 1, 1959 •.. 
c. This work. Contour map ror the HCl clathrate prepared 
for National Science Foundation Interim Report, G. 15743, 
by L.v. Coulter. 
d. Contour methods calculated ror lattice parameters which 
gave rotational heat capacity within experimental error 
of R from 180-300oK. 
'!'able v-4. 
Comparison of the Observed and Calculated Thermodynamic 
Properties of the HBr Clathrate at 25°C. 
Property Observed 
-o.l atm. 
-9 .6 Kcal. mole -l 
9 '1 i -1 1• ca • eg. 
mole 5 
-1 18.87 cal. deg. 
mole-1 
Calculated fo~ 
Free Rotation 
o.o4 
-9,6 
(Oi") 
7.68 (-3~) 
18.84 {-0.15~) 
1. Unpublished observation ot M. Hart, Post Doctoral Research 
Fellow, Boston University Chemistry Dept., 1961-62. 
2. D.F. Evans and R.E. Richards, Proc. Roy. Soc. {London), 
A2I3, 238 (1954>· 
3• '1' Research. Values are based on the empty lattice of 
the CO clathrate. 4. Gas parameters for HBr based on the Stockmeyer Potential. 
L. Mohchiok and E. Mason, J. Chem. Phys., .J..2, 1676 ( 1961) • 
( c/k)HBr = 4170 aHBr • 3".41 A • 
Qu1nol Lattice Parameters 
z('i/k)i = 329 
a = 4.o9 A. 
Cell Parameters 
. (\~ /k!r = 22 ·5 
( v*/vo> 2 • 1.467 
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Table V-2· 
Comparison of the Observed and Calculated Properties of the 
Methane Clathrate at 25oc. 
Proi!ert1 Observed Calculated for Free Rotation 
a. b. c. 
1 . I K = P(l•y) y 1.1+8 atm. 1.68 
(10~) 
1.6 
(9~) ·358 
A u2 ~6.63 Kcal. 1 -1. ~ 
-5·9 -7~ mo e -7· ( 10 } (10~) (- %) 
c2 7•85 cal. deg.-1 <).21 8.~6 9.0~ 
mole-1 (15~) (10~) ( 12 } 
s2 17.42 cal. ieg.-117·3~· 19~2 18.~4-
mole• (0.6 ) ( 10 ) (5 ) 
Rattlingy-3 5 -1 151 1 9·9 em. 
---Frequenc 
1. Unpublished observation ot M. Hart, Post Doctoral Research 
Fellow, Boston University Chemistry Dept., 1961-62. 
25oc isotherm constant for "two phase" equilibrium. 
2. N.G. Parsonage and L.A.K. Staveley, J. Molec. Phys., 
3, 59 ( 1960). 
3• L.V. Coulter, G.L. Stepakott, and G.C. Roper, J. Phys. 
Chem. Solids, In Press, 1962. . 
a. L.V. Coulter, Interim Report to National Science Foundation 
NSF Gl5743, 1960-61, based on the "contour" method. 
Lattice Parameters 
zCi/k}l = 392 
i = 3.62 A. 
Cell Parameters 
~ /k!r = 16 .oo 
(v*/v0 >2 = 1.35l+ 
b. Calculated tor lattice parameters reported by van der 
Waals and Platteeuw, Adv. Chem. Phys., II, 1, 1959. 
z(i/k}l = 294 
tr = 2.90 A • 
c. Calculated for lattice parameters, z(i/k) l • 283, o = 3·.30 A. 
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Table V-6. 
Comparison ot the Observed and Calculated Thermod~amic 
Properties of the Carbon Monoxide Clathrate at 25 C tor 
tor v0 • 2867 cal. mole·l. 
A. LJD Model 
Property 
~ = P(l-y)/y 
rattling 
frequency 
Observed 
8.89 atm. 
-5·5 Kcal. mole -1 
-1 9.76 cal. deg. 
mo1e-l 
J -1 20.94- cal. deg. 
mole-1 
. -1 73.8 em. 
a·~ Harmonic Oscillator Model tor Rattling 
Property 
s 
c 
1. This Research 
Observed 
Calculated tor 
Hindered Rotation3 
8.89 
( 0~) 
-6.14 { 10%) 
9.64-
( 1~) 
19.83 ( -5"} 
66 
Calcu1ated4-
20.97 
9.78 
2. Interpolated from a plot of AU vs. the po1arizability of 
the guest species for non-polar molecules. 
D.F. Evans and R.E. Richards, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London}, 
~~. 238 (1954>· -1 
3. 'IPP'indix 3. V 0 . = 2867 cal. mole • 
Lattice Parameters 
zCi/k) i = 390 
a = 3.22 A. 
4-. Librational frequenc! = 73·9 cm.-1 
v9 = 2027 cal. mole-
8 -1 Rattling frequency= 73• em. • 
Cell Parameters 
/\* /ler = 13 .1 
< v*/v0 ) = o .95 
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B. Discussion of the Cell Model. 
The "best seta" of parameters obtained by iterative pro-
cedures so as to produce reasonable agreement between the ob-
served and calculated thermodynamic properties are summarized 
in Table V-7· The following systems have been used in the 
correlation: Argon, Krypton, Methane, HBr, HCl, and cO. With 
the exception of co, the assumption of free rotation at 300°K 
has been made for the polyatomic guests. It is found that 
normal experimental errors associated with the various measure-
menta, with the possible exception of the room temperature heat 
capacity of clathrated gas, are not enough to cause significant 
shifts in the relative positions of the contours, The latter 
quantity, however, is quite sensitive to the cr parameter as is 
seen from Tables V-1 through 6. More likely causes of the dis-
crepancies in the model are the breakdown of the assumed form 
for the combining rules (Eqs. I.l2 and 13) for the interaction 
parameters of unlike systems as well as the failure of the 
LJD potential to accurately represent the true field in the ca-
vities. The calculated z(c/k)i parameters are found to generally 
increase with increasing size of the guest molecule, ranging from 
262 for HCl (cr • 3.305 A) to 283 for argon (cr = 3·408 A) to 
392 for cH
4
.(cr = 3.817 A). The lattice collision parameters 
for the monatomic species are 3·o4 for A and 3.78 for Kr. 
For the polyatomic species, (free rotation) the values are 
3•63 for HCl, 4.09 for HBr and 3.62 for CH4. For CO, a = 3.22 A 
with V0 = 2867 cal. mole-l to account for Ceo at 298°K while 
o = 3.62 A is found if V0 = 745 cal. mole-l (low temperature) is 
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Table V-7. 
Summary or the Best Sets or ~uinol Lattice Parameters ror 
Several Clathrates Based on the Contour Method. 
Guest Parameters Lattice Parameters 
Guest c/lc a zCi/k)i a 
Argon 119.8 3 .4o8 283 3"·64. 
Krypton 166.1 3·652 283 3·78 
Hcl1 3t:JO 3·305 262 3.4-o 
HBr1 417 3.4-l 329 4..09 
Methane1 '-148.2 3.817 392 ).62 
co2 100.2 3·763 390 3.22 
co3 315 3·65 
1. Assumption of Free rotation. _1 2. Hindered rotation, V0 • 2867 cal. mol_!'1 • 3• " " n = 745 cal. mole .• 
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used. The average cavity wall thickness calculated as the 
J mean of all the o values for the various clathrate systems is 
3•6.5 ,! .2A. 
, . .i 
For argon, krypton, HCl and HBr, the agreement 'between 
the calculated and o'bserved energies of formation is excellent 
{to less than 1°/o) while the average percentage deviation be-
tween the calculated and observed entropy of enclosed gas is 
about .5°/o for methane, -.5°/o for co, 0°/o for Krypton, ) 0 /o 
for argon, 0°/o for HBr and 10°/o for HCl. For the heat ca-. 
pacity of enclosed gas, the percentage deviation between the 
calculated and observed values is found to be 18°/o for argon, 
17°/o for krypton, 0.3°/o for HCl, 3°/o for HBr, 12°/o for 
methane and~0/o for CO {V0 • 2867 cal. mole-1 ). With the ex-
ception of argon and CO, the agreement between the calculated 
and observed equilibrium pressures is not quantitative. Equi-
librium pressure data for the pol.ar molecules are less accur-
ately known and are subject to some uncertainties, however, 
as·these values are less than 0.1 atm. For HBr, it is found 
that the introduction of a barrier to rotation into the LJD 
model shifts the entropy and heat capacity contours to lower 
- g 
'· values of o of about 3.6 A. Thus a barrier of about 200 cal. 
deg.-l mole-1 for HBr at room temperature will bring the pres-
sure, entropy and heat capacity contours into better agreement 
with the other clathrates. The energy of formation contour is 
relatively insensitive to the introduction of small barriers 
to rotation. 
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For the methane clathrate, Coulter1 has found that agree-
ment between the observed and calculated entropy of enclosed gas 
is only achieved for values of o in the 3·5-3·6 A range with a 
substantial increase in the lattice energy parameter. It is 
noted that the lattice energy parameters for the cH
4 
and CO 
clathrates are in very good agreement. However, the indicated 
parameters for the cH4 clathrate do not account for the heat 
capacity or the energy of formation in a quantitative manner. 
Some experimental uncertainty also remains far the equilibrium 
pressure of the methane clathrate so that this value is tents-
tive. 
1. L.V. Coulter, G.c. Roper and G.L. Stepakoff, NSF Progress 
Report, Boston University Chemistry Dept., Gl5743, 1962. 
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c. Application of the LJD Model to the CO Clathrate. 
In order to use the cell model for the CO clathrate, it 
is first necessary to correct for the effect of hindered rota-
tlon. The modification of the Van der Waals relations for 
the effect of hindered rotation is discussed in Appendix 3• 
Since the calculation of the restricted rotational properties 
depend upon' a posteriori" knowledge of the barrier height, it 
is necessary to use iterative procedures to determine first an 
approximate value of V0 from the heat c•pacity data and than 
vary this V0 until the most consistent set of lattice para-
meters is obtained. In order to simpl!fy this procedure, the 
barrier was first assigned by use of the rattling model for 
the harmonic oscillation of the center of mass. This model 
was then used in conjunction with the semi-classical hindered 
rotator model (Appendix 2) to obtain a value of V0 whiCh gave 
the most consistent agreement between the calculated and ob-
served entropy and heat capacity of clathrated CO from 120-
JOO•K. The results of.these calculations are summarized in 
Table V-6. The calculated barrier was then used to determine 
pseudo-translational contributions by an iteration technique. 
Fig. III-7 in Chapter III shows this observed and calculated 
rotational heat capacity of clathrated CO from 150° to J00°K 
(squares) obtained by subtracting the pseudo-translational 
contributions for the parameters indicated in Table V-6 from 
the observed heat capacity values. It is seen that the calcu-
lated curve (curve 4) for the 2.8 Kcal. mole-l barrier falls 
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about 2 8 /o below the observed values at room temperature. It 
should be noted that while this barrier is unusually large 
when considered in .the light of similar clathrates, the high 
barrier is substantiated again by the infra-red spectra. As 
mentioned previously, it appears that a large number of the 
clathrated CO molecules are in the ground libration states 
even at )00°K. 
In conclusion it is seen that the LJD model does quite 
well in predicting the thermodynamic properties of the CO 
clathrate if the hindered rotator model is used. Nevertheless, 
the simplified harmonic oscillator model also gives an excellent 
description of the clathrated CO molecule. This implies that 
the curvature of the LJD cell potential and the harmonic os-
cillator potential at the bottom of the potential well are so 
similar as to make the effect of anharmonicity small. Again, 
it should be remembered that the effect of anharmonicity on 
the rattling energy levels is completely analogous to that of 
the two dimensional hindered rotator levels in that the energy 
levels for the former are degenerate because of the equivalence 
1 
of the x, y and z directions of oscillation. The effect of 
anharmonicity is therefore to break the degeneracy of the 
three dimensional harmonic oscillator levels as well as shifting 
1 the multiplet higher levels to slightly different energies. 
If one considers the Boltzmann distribution for the fraction 
1. K. s. Pitzer, ._Quantum Chemistry, t\ Prentice-He 11, New York, 
1953, P• 470. 
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of molecules above the ground rattling level, this is found 
to be exp(-~0/T) or about 10°/o at room temperature. Thus, 
it is understandable how the harmonic oscillator model can 
hold to room temperature. For example, with argon, the rat-
tling frequency .:is only 44 em. -l so that the effect of an-
harmonicity would be felt at lower temperatures. This is in 
fact observed in the departure of the heat capacity of cla-
thrated argon from a harmonic oscillator curve at low tem-
peratures. 
One puzzling feature of the hindered rotat~r model is 
that the large barrier needed to produce agreement for the 
heat capacity results in a ro value of 3.22 A which is consi-
derably less than the 3.6 A value indicated from the low tem-
perature contours. It is observed that a decrease in .the 
barrier from 3 Kcal. moie·l to 1 Kcal. mole-l at 298.15°K 
" shifts ~ to higher values while at the same time preservi~g 
the good agreement for the equilibrium pressure, entropy and 
energy of formation. However, the calculated heat capacity 
is then 20°/o less than the observed value. The co contours 
for the low barrier (7~5 cal. mole-1 ) are indicated in Fig. 
V-2, B. 
There is the possibility that the abnormally large heat 
capacity is due to other effects in addition to the hindered 
rotation. For example, a slight amount of cage-cage inter-
action could cause the heat capacity to climb to a large value1 
1. K.s. Pitzer, ~Quantum Chemistry," Prentice-Hall, New York, 
1953, P• 329. 
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as would the effect of non-central forces on the pseudo-
translational degrees of freedom. It is of interest to note 
that Rowlinson1 has cited calculations of Pople2 which show 
that non-central forces lead to increased heat capacity rela-
tive to that tor a spherical force field. It remains to be 
seen whether the magnitude of this effect would be sufficient 
to account for the dev.iations observed for the heat capacity 
of clathrated CO if one uses a low barrier to .rotation. 
However, the introduction of more complicated potential func-
tiona into the theory only increases the complexity of the 
model by requiring additional parameters. 1 It is noted that 
the mathematical treatments for more complicated potential 
functions are with little hope of numerical solution without 
the use of high speed computers. 
1. J.s. Rowlinson, ~'Liquids and Liquid Mixtures,~~ Butterworths 
(London), (1959); Chaps. 7 and 8. Chapter 7 contains an 
excellent discussion of intermolecular forces. 
2. J.A. Pople, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), A221, 498 (1954); 
ibid, 508. 
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D. Conclusions and Final Summary. 
It is concluded that the unmodified cell model, based upon 
the Lennad-Jones 6-12 potential function, and based upon the 
inherent assumptions outlined in Chapter I, gives, at best, 
a semi-quantitative description of the thermodynamic behavior 
of quinol clathrates at J00°K. A unique set of ft-quinol lattice, 
parameters which are independent of the molecular properties 
of the guest species is not found, however, and it appears 
that in some manner, the enclosed molecules influence the 
lattice vibrational energy thereby causing large deviations 
for the lattice energy parameters from one clathrate system 
to another. It does appear, however, that a larger cavity 
wall thickness of about 3·~ A is to be favored over the 3.0 A 
value used by Staveley and co-workers. 
It is further concluded that clathrated carbon monoxide is 
a highly restricted rotator with a barrier to rotation comparable 
to that for the pure solid state •1 The barrier is dependent on ,, 
temperature and increases from 745 cal. mole-1 at low tempera-
-1 tures to 2-3 Kcal. mole at room temperature. The increased 
barrier is corroborated by the infra-red spectra of the cla-
thrated CO molecule. The rattling frequency is also a func-
tion of temperature and decreases from 104 em.·l at low 
temperatures to 74 em.-1 at room temperature. The calculated 
rattling frequency, based on the harmonic oscillator approxi-
-1 
mation to the LJD potential is 66 em. • 
1. G.E. Ewing and G.C. Pimentel, J. Chem. Phys., JS, 925 (1961). 
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In Chapter VI, several suggestions for continuation of 
the research in the area of low temperature properties of cla-
thrated molecules are indicated. It is felt that the use of 
other physical chemical methods will lead to improved under-
standing of the low temperature properties of clathrated mole-
cules. The application of physicai chemical methods and theo-
retical methods to clathrate compounds is still in its infancy 
when one considers that the quinol clathrates are but one of 
innumerable systems which may be capable of clathrate forma-
tion. Some of the problems which can arise include: internal 
rotation of complex molecules, multiple occupancy of cavities, 
multiple potential minima motion in external fields, magnetic 
resonance and related phenomena, to name but a few. The con-
tinued studies of these effects can add significantly to the 
fundamental problems of separability of energy far interacting 
- systems and deviations from the Third.Law of Thermodynamics. 
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Chapter VI 
Suggestions and Proposals for Future Investigations of the 
Dow' !fempera ture Properties of Cla thra ted MoJ.ecules. 
In the previous chapters of this work it has been shown 
that clathrated molecules are not free to rotate in the ~­
quinol cavities at low temperatures and models have been pro-
posed which account for the restricted rotational heat capa-
city and thermodynamic properties of the guest molecules. 
However, several important questions remain to be answered 
concerning the precise mechanism of the rotational motion of 
clathrated molecules. The values of the barriers calculated 
from heat capacity data where the fundamental assumption of 
separability of orientational and positional energy has been 
made also need to be corroborated by other physical methods. 
A more thorough understanding of any order-disorder effects 
is also needed before a complete attack on the Third Law 
problem can be made. Consequently, it is the purpose of this 
chapter to: 1) propose additional methods for the investiga-
tion of rotational motion of the clathrated molecules which 
may provide the answers to some of these questions, and 2) 
suggest extensions of the work initiated in this research. 
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A. Extension of the heat capacity measurements to l°K. 
The extens~on of the heat capacity measurements t~ liquid 
helium temperatures is needed to determine whether or n·ot any 
split.ting of the low lying vibrational levels is occurring for 
any possible tunneling processes associated with the guest 
molecules. This particularly applies to the HCl and HBr cla-
thrate&, for which the heat capacity data suggest that such a 
process may be occurring. Thus, for example, in Fig. III-10, 
data below l5°K would clearly establish the low side of the 
anomaly, which, at the present time appears to be the tail of 
a hump with a maximum in the liquid helium temperature range. 
Also, it should be determined if, in general, the harmonic 
oscillator fit to the low temperature heat capacity follows 
the observed points below l5°K. Westrum et. al., 112 have 
described a cryostat for use at liquid helium temperatures 
which makes use of a novel device for cooling the calorimeter. 
A thermal switch is used to make thermal contact between the 
cold pot and the calorimeter. The contact device consists of a 
copper rod which can be manipulated externally and thus eli-
min~tes the need for cooling with helium exchange gas and thus 
eliminates the long de-gassing.periods which are experienced 
prior to a run. A more recent cryostat for liquid helium cal-
orimetry is to be published in J. Chem. Phys. by Westrum and 
Beale.3 
l. E.F. Westrum, J.B. Hatcher and D.W. Osborne, J. Cham. Phys., 
21, 419 ( 1953). 
2. J.H. Burner, D.W. Osborne and E.F. Westrum, J. Cham. Phys., 
,ll, 387 (1960). 
3• E.F. Westrum and Beale, to be published in J. Cham. Phys., 
1962-6). 
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Westrum's group1 at Michigan have used platinum resistance 
thermometers at the boiling point of helium ( 4°K) by use of 
an empirical temperature seale for the 4-14°K range. Usually,· 
one calibrates the thermometer at the boiling point of liquid 
helium and at the triple point or hydrogen and uses a relation 
of the form R • alog T + b/T to interpolate between the1twQ. regions. 
Below 4°K, the moat commonly used thermometric substances 
2 for resistance thermometry are phosphor-bronze wires and car-
bon resistors .3 A calorimeter designed for use with a pho-phor-
bronze thermometer has been described by Walcott. 2 The use of 
carbon thermometers for resistance thermometry has been reviewed 
in detail by Clement and Quinnell.) The chief difficulty with 
carbon thermometers are their loss of calibration with thermal 
cycling. Thus, they must be periodically recalibrated. The 
thermometers are normally calibrated against the vapor pressure 
of liquid helium below 4°K and by gas thermometry above 4°K. 
Accurate temperature scales based upon the vapor pressure of 
liquid helium, the heat of vaporization and heat capacity, 
have been summarized by Pitzer.4 Westrum5 and co-workers 
have also described.procedures for calibration of a carbon 
thermometer. 
1. E.F. Westrum, H.G. Carlson, F. Gronvolt, and A. Kjekshus, 
J. Chem. Phys., Ji, 1679 (1961). 
2. P.L. Smith and N.M. Wolcott, Phil. Mag., 1, 854 (1956). 
3• J.R. Clement and E.H •. Quinnell, Rev. Sci. Instr., £1, 
213 (1952). 4• G.N. Lewis and M. Randa 11, "Thermodynamics, •• Revised by 
K.s. Pitzer and L. Brewer, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1961, 
P• 602. 
5• J.H. Burner, D.W. Osborne and E.F. Westrum, J. Chern. Phys., 
n, 387 (1960). 
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B. Extension of the Equilibrium Studies and Heat CaEacitl, 
Composition Studies. 
One of the serious drawbacks to the application of the 
Third Law of Thermodynamics to the clathrates is the experi-
mental difficul~ encountered in obtaining accurate and repro-
ducible equilibri~m pressure data for the clathration process: 
yG (free gas) • G (yG • JC6H4(0H}2 ). In some cases, it has 
been observed that clathrate will not form under predicted con-
di tiona of pressure and temp_era ture stability unless special 
inducements are utilized, e.g., seeding, overpresaurization, 
or rapid thermal cycling. 1 The reasons for this apparent hys-
terisis behavior even in the presence of intert solvents is not 
well understood, and considerable work remains to be done con-
cerning the accurate determination of these pressures. Experi-
menta should be carried out using different methods of sample 
agitation, e.g., rocking, stirring, etc. as well as different 
solvents to determine what effect these have on clathrate for-
mation. Some work has already been initiated in this laboratory 
on the effect of crystal size on clathrate formation. Additional 
experiments should be carried out to determine the reversibility 
of the equilibrium, i.e., does one obtain the same y at a given 
temperature if the equilibrium pressure is approached from both 
' 
the low and high side. 
Once accurate equilibrium pressure data are obtained, these 
may be used to calculate the free energy change for the 
1. M. Hart, Post Doctoral Research Fellow, Boston University, 
Chemistry Dept. 1962; private communications. 
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equilibrium process which can be combined with enthalpy data 
obtained either from direct calorimetric measurement or from 
temperature dependence studies of the vapor pressure of gas 
over the clathrate. This will enable the non-suspect entropy 
of c la thra ted CO and HBr to be calculated which can then be 
compared with the calorimetric values. 
The other obvious extension of the experimental work in-
volves the continued study of the HBr clathrates for different 
y values. The Cp' y isotherms for this system will then pro-
vide a more reliable basis from which to obtain the partial 
molal thermodynamic properties of clathrated HBr. The same 
situation also applies to the HCl clathrate for which Cp for 
only one sample has been measured to date. 
Additional heat capacity experiments which may be useful 
in the theoretical interpretation of the low temperature pro-
perties of the clathrated molecules concern the measurements 
of isotopically substituted guest systems. Thus, if the rat-
tling and librations are properly described by harmonic os-
cillator functions, then, the rattling frequencies for an iso-
topic system should vary inversely as the respective square 
roots of the masses assuming that the cell parameters do not 
change significantly. Thus for example if one uses a cn4 cla-
thrate, the rattling frequency should be about (4/2 V5) x 
160 cm.-l or about 143 cm.-l as compared with the 160 em. -1 
value found for enclosed cH4. An analogous reduction should 
be found for the librational frequency which is governed by the 
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increased moment of inertia of the heavier isotope. This 
assumes that V0 does not change significantly upon substitu-
tion of D for H. 
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c. The Use of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy for 
the Study of Rotational Properties of Clathrated Molecules. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance techniques are extremely useful 
for the determination· of barriers to rotation of molecules and 
molecular groups in the solid state. The extensive use of NMR 
to investigate t~ transitions in solid methane1 and the hydro-
gen halides, 2 for example, have provided important information 
about the nat\ire of the rotational mechanisms which govern the 
peculiar anomalies observed for these compounds in the solid 
state. Andrew) and Powles4 ha·ve recently· reviewed the applica-
tions of broad line NMR spectroscopy to molecular motion in 
solids. 
Experimentally, an NMR investigation of the solid usually 
consists of the determination of the line width5 and spin-lattice 
relaxation time, 6 T1 , as functions of temperature. From this 
information it is often possible to determine whether the mole-
cule or group can rotate in the sense that it can switch rapidly 
from one orientation to another7 and if this motion is about one 
or more axes. It is also possible to estimate a barrier or ac-
tivation energy associated with this motion. 
With the onset of rotation or increased :crieiltational 
1. J.T. Thomas, N.L. Alpert and H.c. Torrey, J. Chem. Phys., 
18, 1511 ( 1950). 
2. N:L. Alpert, Phys. Rev., 12, 398 (1949). 
J.· E.R. Andrew, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 18, 9 (1961). 4 J.G. Powles, J. Phys. Chem. Solids, JH, 17 (1961). 
5· G.E. Pake and E.M. Purcell, Phys. ReV:, ~~ 1184 (1948). 
6. N. Bloember~en, E.M. Purcell and R.V. Pound, Phys. Rev., 
u, 679 ( 194-8). 
7• E.R. Andrew, J. Chem. Phys., 18, 607 (1950). 
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freedom, there is a reduction in the average interaction be-
tween the magnetic dipoles in the solid which causes consi-
derable motional narrowing of the resonance line. 1 
The rotation or reorientation of a group displaces the 
.magnetic ~uclei more than the ordinary lattice vibrations. The 
oscillations of the local nuclear fields are proportionally larger 
and the spin lattice relaxation times are shorter when reorienta-
tion occurs. The significance of the spin lattice relaxation 
time to the rotational properties of solids has been reviewed by 
Bloembergen. Purcell and Pound, 2 Gutowsky and Pak&l and by 
Andrew.J,!f: 
The second relaxation mechanism in a solid is the spin-spin 
relaxation which involves the exchange of energy between neigh-
boring spins with no energy entering or leaving the spin system. 
For most solids, the spin-spin relaxation time, T2 , is much 
shorter than.the spin-lattice relaxation time and therefore, 
the former governs the width of the resonance line. When ex-
cessive motional freedom occurs, the line width is narrowed 
considerably. 
If the rotational process involves normal passage over a 
potential energy hump V0 , a barrier can be calculated from the 
slope of a plot of the spin lattice relaxation time T1 , versus 
1. H.s. Gutowsky and G.E. Pake, J. Cham. Phys., 18, 162 (1950). 
2. N. Bloember~en, E.M. Purcell and R.V. Pound, Phys. Rev., 
ll· 679 ( 1948). 
3• E.R. Andrew, J. Chem. Phys., 18, 607 (1950). 4• E.R. Andrew, J. Phys. Cham. Solids, 18, 9 {1961). 
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v· the recip:oocal of T°K. However, if the plot is not linear or 
~ 
is discontinuous, this usually implies that more complex pro-
cesses are occurring. These processes which include tunneling 
or switching and rotational oscillation have been reviewed by 
Andrew. 1 
In such cases other information is used in conjunction with 
T1 to determine the mechanism of the rotational process. Usually 
one then ·investigates the second moment < A ~> as a function 
ave 
of temperature. 2 The second moment of the resonance line, which 
is related to the line width through fourier transform theory, 
undergoes a narrowing if the frequency of the rotational process 
is greater than a characteristic quantity defined as l/2x c' 
which is the average rate at whi~ significant changes occur in 
the atomic arrangement about a given nucleus.3 is the so 
c 
called correlation time. While second moment data are unable 
to distinguish between tunneling or rotation about 3, 4 and 6 
fold axes, a distinction can usually be made between these two 
processes if they occur about a two-fold axis. However, the 
· difference in the expected reduction of < A H2> from higher 
ave 
symmetry tunneling is not very large. 
It is thus suggested that the application .of broad line 
NMR to the quinol clathrates may enable one to obtain corro-
borating values for V0 and to determine if appreciable 
1. E.R. Andrew, J. Chem. Phys., 18, 607 (1950). 
2. J.A.S. Smith, Quarterly Rev.,-z, 288 (1953)• 
3· H.s. Gutowsky and G.E~ Pake, J. Chem. Phys;, ~~ 162 (1950). 
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tunneling of clathrated molecules is occurring. For example, 
if tunneling is responsible for the anomaly in C t for HBr, 
ro 
then one may find a reduction in < A H2> and an anomalous 
ave 
behavior of T1 as a function of temperature. 
Thus, the following experiments are proposed for the 
study of the rotational motion of clathrated molecules: 
a. Measurement and comparis6n of the proton signal in 
transparent rare gas clathrates with the hydrogen 
halide clathrates if the proton resonance is observable 
(see below) or observation of the resonance frequency 
for other isotopic species which are capable of forming 
clathrates. 
b. Determination of the spin-lattice relaxation time and 
second moment as a function of temperature by use 
the ~Torrey• pulse method.l 
of 
The use of the proton resonance may be difficult due to 
the large number of hydrogens in the cage structure. The 
ability to detect the resonance signal from the oscillating 
or tunneling proton in the halide clathrates will depend on 
the sensitivity or signal to noise ratio and the spin-lattice 
and spin-spin relaxation times. These, in turn, will dep&nd 
on the freedom of motion allowed to the .nuclei in the lattice 
itself as well as the intercavity coupling between magnetic 
nuclei of the guest molecules. If the proton signal should 
prove unsatisfactory for study, other nuclei which have a nu-
clear spin can be used instead. Some of these are summarized 
in Table VI-1. Usually, transitions between proton zeeman 
levels occur in the 4-40 me. region in fields or 1000-10000 
gauss. At comparable frequencies, the Deuterium (2) resonance 
1. H.C. Torrey, Phys. Rev., ~, 1059 (1949). 
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occurs at about 15000 gauss. From the data in Table VI-1, 
one can calculate the expected resonance frequency for a 
given field strength or conversely, for a fixed frequency, 
the field can be calculated which is needed to split the 
zeeman levels.. It should be kept in mind that nuclei with 
I > t have a quadrupole moment which complicates the relaxa-
tion process. 
The observation of the resonance frequency and the spin-
lattice relaxation time can be facilitated by use of the so-
called "pulse method" developed by Torrey. 1 . In this method, 
transient nutations2 of the resultant nuclear magnetic moment 
vector are set up by applying radiofrequency power in the form 
of pulses in the vicinity of resonance. The nutations have an 
initial amplitude which depends on the state of magnetization 
at the start of a pulse and on the proximity to resonance and 
are damped by spin-spin and spin-lattice interactions. With 
the pulse method, T1 can be directly observed from the time 
dependence of the initial nutation amplitude between pulses. 
T2 can also be found from the decay rate even in the presence 
of normally disturbing inhomogeneity in the· magnetic field. 
The sensitivity (the signal to noise ratio at the detector) 
is comparable to the "steady state• methods and has the ad-
vantage of fast response due to relatively wide band widths 
which aid in a rapid search for unknown resonances. This 
method can therefore be of use in the event that some rather 
1. H.c. Torrey, Phys. Rev., 12, 1059 (1949). 
2. Precessional oscillations. 
i /'{ I 'I 
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rare isotopic species have to be used to prepare guest mole-
cules for the clathrate. 
The instrumentation and the theory of the pulse method 
is described in detail by Torrey. 1 The theory can be con-, 
veniently given on the basis of the Bloch'2 differential equa-
tions which describe the resonance phenomenon by means of 
classical electro-magnetic field relations. 
1. H.c. Torrey, Phys. Rev., 12, 1059 (1949). 
2. F. Bloch, Phys. Rev., lQ,--460 (1946). 
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Table VI-1. 
Stable Nuclei for Use in NMR Spectroscopy1 of @:Quinol Clathrates 
Nucleus ~Natural Abundance2 Spin 15 
Hl 99.98 i 2.792 
D2 0.01.56 1 0.8.574-
013 1.108 i 0.1023 
Nl4. 99.64 1 0.4036 
Nl5 0.36 i 0.2830 
018 0.20 1 
cl3.5 7.5·4 3/2 0.8219 
cl37 2}+.6 3/2 0.6841 
Br79 ,50.,5 3/2 2.10.58 
Br81 49·3 3/2 2.2696 
1. J.E. Mack, Rev. Modern Phys., ~~ 6~ (19.50). 
2. Handbook of Physics and Chemistry, ~2nd ed., 1961. 
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A'ppendix 1. 
Computer Calculations of the Lennard-Jones and Devonshire 
Cell Functions and Construction of the Contour Diagrams. 
A. Ca lcula ti on of the Ce 11 Functions. 
As discussed on P• in Chapter I, a rigorous systems-
tic calculation of the functional dependence of the thermody-
namic functions upon the reduced cell parameters 1\*/kT and 
(v*/v0 )2 was made with the aid of the IBM 709/7090 computer 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Computation 
Center. The cell contributions to the thermodynamic functions, 
together with the corresponding ~one shell"1 g functions were 
calculated for a wide range of the reduced cell parameters at 
closely spaced intervals so as to minimize the need for 
graphical interpolation, as the g functions have a marked ex-
ponential dependence on /\~T and v*/v0 • 
The parameter range was chosen so as to encompass all 
orders of magnitude of the thermodynamic properties of the 
p-quinol clathrates. The statistical thermodynamic relations 
summarized in Eqs. I.l7 through I.20 (p. 28) were first ex-
pressed in terms of the dimensionless cell parameters 1\*/kT 
and (v*/v0 )2 by re-arranging these equations to the following 
form: 
Pressure function: 
p 2 lta
3 (l•y)/y • 1/g exp [a(-2P2+ p4)] eq --,a_;- ( 1}. 
1. R.H. Wentorf, Jr., R.J. Buehler, J.O. Hirschfelder, and 
C.F. Curtiss, J. Chem. Phys., 18, 1494 (1950). 
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Energy of formation function: 
~U/RT = a[•2 ~2 {1+~/g) + ~4(l+g1/g)] ( 2) 
Entropy function: 
S/R - 1.5 - 1.5 ln2~~T - ln 2x a3 • a[~~g1/g - 2~2~/g] h 
+ [ln g] {3)• 
In these expressions a • 1\*/kT and ~2 • (V*/v0 )2 
The right hand side of Eqs. 1M4 was evaluated as a 
function of a and ~2 for the following parameter ranges: 
Parameter 
,earameter 
a 
~2 
a 
~2 
a 
Ranges 
Table.Al.-1 
for 
Cell 
the Calculation 
Functions 
range 
l0.0-25.0 
0.50-1.50 
25.0-50.0 
0.50-1.50 
2.o-1o.o 
of the LJD 
ste,e size 
o.1 
0.05 
1.0 
o.1 
_____________ .._._,_..__ 
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The computer program was written in the "J:l,ortran'' 
system1 and was run on the computer using the Fortran Moni-
tor Control System (FMS). The following is a schematic 
description of the computer program: 
The initial values and range of a and ~2 are read 
into the computer together with a stepping instruction. 
The computer proceeds to evaluate the g integrals by a 
Simpson's 1/3 rule2 •3 sub-routine with halving of the 
interval. Iteration is continued until desired convergence 
is obtained. Some preliminary computions showed that 4oo-
800 non-negligible strips in the x = o.l/4 interval were 
needed to produce convergence of g functions to one part 
in 106 for the large values of a; the convergence is slower 
for the free volume integral for large a since the inte-
.l. grand varies as x 2 near the origin and is concave toward 
the axis. 2 The remaining integrals, g1 , ~· g11 , gmm and 
glm converged more rapidly. 
1. 
2. 
IBM Fortran Programming Manual for 7090 Electronic 
Computer, # 
International Business Machine Corporation. 
R.H. Wentorf, Jr., R.J. Buehler, J.O. Hirschfelder, 
and C.F. Curtiss, J. Chem. Phys~, ~. 1488 {1950). 
W.E. Milne, "Numerical Calculus," Princeton Universi-
ty Press, Princeton, N.J., 1949; P• 120. 
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Arter the six integrals were evaluated ror the initial 
values or a and ~ 2 , control was transrerred to a sub-routine 
which evaluated the rour thermodynamic runctions as derined 
previously. Then the ~ 2 parameter was "stepped" in the com-
puter by 0.05 and the entire process was repeated until the 
range on ~2 , 1.50, was terminated; whereupon a was stepped 
by 0.1 and the calculation repeated again over the ~ 2 range, 
etc. In this manner, a table suitable ror linear interpo-
lation ror the construction of the contour diagram was pro-
duced. 
Table I-2 gives a brier comparison or the "one-ahell" 
g runctions ror a set or reduced cell parameters calculated 
by various workers. 
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Table Al-2. 
Comparison of "one-shell" g integrals Calculated by Various 
Workers. 
LJDl p G2 Wentorf et. al. This Work 
- -
g .478( ·2) .453( -2) .4765( -2) .47846( •2) 
gl .441(-2) .457( -2) ·4455(-2) -44553( -2) 
Sm ·762(-3) .762( -3) .7688(-3) ·77215(-3) 
gll .670( •2) .66082( -2) 
Smm .182( ""3) .17474(•3) 
glm .107(•2) .10669(-2) 
cell parameters: ~/lrr • 10.0 <v*/v0 >2 • o.5o 
Table Al-3 is a brief table of the g fUnctions as a 
function of a and ~.2 This table is an abridgement of the 
extensive computer compilation. A brief listing of the re-
duced thermodynamic functions tor the cell model as defined 
by Eqs. 1-4 is given in Table Al-l~. 
1. J.E. Lennard-Jones and A.F. Devonshire, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
Al63, 53 (1937); 16$, 1 (1938). 
2. I. Prigogine and G. Garikian, J. Chim. Phys., ~~' 273 (1948). 
3• R.H. Wentorf, Jr., R.J. Buehler! J.o. Hirschfe!der, and 
C.F. Curtiss, J. Chem. Phys., ~, 1494 (1950). 
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B. Construction or the Contour Diagram. 
In order to construct the contour diagrams, each 
observed thermodynamic property is rirst expressed in the 
form of the right hand side of Eqs. 1-4 by proper manipu-
lation of constants. This automatically sets the lert 
hand side of each of these relations. The "observed" cell 
value is then matched to computer function for each pair 
of reduced cell parameters 1\*/kT and (v*/v0 )2 for which 
the equality condition defined in Eqs. 1-4 holds. From 
each acceptable pair of reduced cell parameters, the corres-
-; .!. -ponding set or ~-quinol lattice parameters, z(C k) 2 and cr, 
are calculated by means of the 11 combining" relations derined 
by Eqs. 1.12 and 1.13 on p. 26. Then, for each thermodynamic 
property, the locus or all these acceptable pairs of lattice 
-; .!. parameters is plotted on a z(c k) 2 1 cr scale. The point 
or region of mutual intersection of these "contours" thus 
derines the best set of lattice interaction parameters that 
will account for the observed thermodynamic properties of 
the ~-quinol clathrates. 
A numerical example of this procedure is described below 
for the argon and CO clathrates. For the latter (as ror all 
clathrates of polyatomic guests), the rotational degrees of 
rreedom must rirst be subtracted from the observed thermodynamic 
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property to afford the pseudo-translational contribution. 
1. Argon contours. 
The observed energy of formation of the argon clathrate 
is -5·4 Kcal. mole-1• The cell function then sought in the 
table is -5400/1.987 x 298.15 • -9.116. Thus from all the 
sets of parameters, /\*/kT and (V*/v0 )
2 for which the tabular 
value of the energy of formation function (Eq. 2) is -9.116, 
the corresponding lattice parameters can be calculated from 
the combining rules (Eqs. !.12 and 13). For convenience in 
numerical computation, these can 
cr = 7·0382 (v*/vo>l/3 
z(i/k)i .A{~T 2.8.15 
( c/k)argon 
be expressed as: 
- a argon 
In a similar manner, the observed three phase pressure, 
3·4 atm., is converted to the form of Eq. 1 by multiplying 
the observed value by the factor: 
2x a3 /kT (1-y)/y = 0.0185 atm.-1 
The tabular pressure is thus: 0.06290. 
The partial molal heatcapacity is converted to the 
tabular form by the relation: 
Ctable = Cobserved/R - 1 •5 
while the entropy function becomes: 
I ln2mnkT 4 5table = 5observed R -l.5 - 1•5 h2 + 9·31 
The lattice contour diagram representing the loci of the 
calculated sets of lattice parameters for each function is 
shown in Fig. V-1. 
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2. CO contours. 
In order to construct the CO contours, the hindered ro-
tational contributions to the observed property must first 
be calculated. As noted in Chapter V, since one cannot know 
the value of the barrier ••a priori" 1 an i tera ti ve procedure 
must be used. The modification of the cell functions to in-
clude the effects of hindered rotation are given in detail 
in Appendix 3 after the derivation of the model for the two 
dimensional hindered rotator which is treated in Appendix 2. 
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Table Al-3 
"One Shell" g Junctions for Select eel V aluee of Ai"d encl (V*/V0) 2 
g 
132\a 10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so .4?846(-2) .41943(-2) .3?435(-2~ .33864( ... 2) .30955( ... 2) .28533(-2) 
.?0 .16336( ... 2) .13510(-2) .11457(-2 .98999(-3) .86820(-3) • ??050(-3) 
.90 • ?0053(-3) .56115( .... 3) .46329(.(.3) .39129(-3) .33~1(-3) .29339{-3) 
1.10 .352?5{-3) .~?45(-3) • 225?2{-J) .188)1(-3) .16o23{-3) .13848(-3) 
1.)0 .1991 ?(-3) .15490{ ... 3) .12489(-3) .10342(-3) .8?438{-4) .?5154{-4) 
1 • .50 .12226(-3) .94358(-4) .?56o1(...4) .622?3(...4) .52401{-4) .~45{....4) 
gl 
132\a 10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so .44553( ... 2) .3501?( .... 2) • 28050{-2) • 23805(-2) .20281{-2) .1?553(-2) 
.?0 • ?6339~-3) .55322(-3) .41895{-3) .32?88(-3) .26325( ... 3) .215?3(-3) 
.90 .1906? ..t3) .131?3( ... 3) .95809{~) .?2408(-4) .56383(-4) .~969(-4) 
1.10 .61?98( ... 4) .41509~-4) .29505(-4) .218?6(4) .16?61(-4) .1~8~(-4) 
1.)0 .24141~4) .15939 .... 4) .111??(-4) .819?1(-5) .6223?(-5) ;48519<-5> 
1.50 .10826 -4) .?0?06( .... 5) .491?2(-5) .35825(-5) .2?05?(-5) .ZJ.028(-5) 
'm 
-
132\a 10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so .??215( ... 3) .62009(-3) .51343(-3) .43490(-3) .3?492(-3) .32??9(-3) 
.?O .14?44(-3) .10864(-3) .83356(-4) .65930~-4) .5)401(-4) .44089(4) 
.90 .39010(-4) .2?294(-4) .20044(-4) .15266 -4) .11963(.-J.t.) .95918(-5) 
1.10 .l)()?0(-4) .88627( ... 5) .634J2(-5) .4?314(-5) .3641 ?< ... 5> .28?52C.~5> 
1.)0 .52100(-5) .34651(-5) .24432( ... 5) .17994( .... 5) .13709('""'5) .10?)0( ... 5) 
1.50 .23671( ... 5) .15549(-5) .10859(-5) .?9372( ... 6) .60102(-6) .46809(-6) 
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Table Al-3. (continued.) 
~1 
132\a. 10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so .. 660)2( ... 2) .46128(-2) .3)989(-2) .260S7(-2) .20S90(-2) .1666S{-2) 
.70 .S7J87(-3) .)6311(-3) .24So8(-J) .17339(-J) .12731(-3) .96274(...4) 
.90 .84299(-4) .S0179(-4) .321)0(-4) .21?22(4) .1SJ18(-4) .11712{-4) 
1.10 .1?694(-4) .10143(-4) .62960(-S) .41466(-S) .2)S92( ... 5) .204S1(-S) 
1.)0 .4?943(-S) .26840(-S) .16348(-S) .10601( ... S) .?21S6( .. 6) .S1044(-6) 
1.,50 .1S69?<~s> .86S41(-6) .S2084(-6) .)34S1(-6) .22588(.-.6) .1S873(-6) 
'-
-
132\a. 10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so .17474(-3) .12861 (-3) .98837(-4) .784)4(-4) .6)806(-4) .S294J(-4) 
.?0 .19S77(-4) .12910(-4) .89982(-S) .6SJ80(-S) -~0'1~~~s> .J7805( ... S) 
.90 .3)088(-S) .203)4(-S) .1334S{ ... 5) .92019( .... 6) .6S951(-6) .48760( .... 6) 
1.10 .7S472( ... 6) .44341(-6) .28045(-6) .18746(..-6) .1)082(-6) .94Sll(-7) 
1.30 .21S44(-6) .12294(-6) .7S971(-?) .49822(-7) .34220(-7) .24)88(-?) 
1.50 .7299S(-6) .40BS7( ... 7) .24866(-7) .16111(-?) .109S5( ... ?) .?742S(-8) 
ii.. 
132\a. -10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so .10669(-2) .76546(-J) .S7643{-J) .44986(-3) .)6o86{-J) .29583{-3) 
.?0 .10S63(-3) .68269(-4) .46838(-4) .33S97(-4) .24948(-4) .19046{-4) 
.90 .16671{-4) .10087(-4) ·'5403(-5) .44664{-S) .31757<-s> .23322(-S) 
1.10 .36S08(-S) .21192(-S) .13280(-S) .88121(-6) .61133(-6) .43948{-6) 
1.)0 .10157(-5) .S7420(-6) .352)){-6) .22976(-6) .15710(-6~ .111S5{..-6) 
1.SO .33839{-6) .18799{-6) .113?9{-6) • 73406(-7) .49739(-7 .35053(-7) 
2P3 
Table Al-4. 
The Reduced Thermoc1ynamic Functions for the van der Waale Model of 
j3 ~uinol Clathratee. 
U/RT 
~2\a. 10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so -6.786 - 8.270 - 9.7SS -11.243 -12.?32 -14.222 
.70 -8.074 - 9.863 -11.6S7 -13.45S -1S.2S6 -17.0S8 
.90 -8.698 -10.649 -12.6oS -14.S6S -16.S29 -18.494 
1.10 -8.S9S -10.SS1 -12.S11 -14.475 -16.442 -18.410 
1.30 -7.732 - 9.S31 -11.33S -13.141 -14.948 ... 16.758 
l.SO -6.088 - 7-S70 - 9.0S4 -10.S41 .... 12.028 ... 1).S16 
S/R - 1.S - 1.S ln 2lmkT- ln 21a3 
h2 
~2\a. 10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so --4.6282 -4.743S -4.8431 -4 .. 9310 -S.0097 -S.0811 
.70 
-S-3907 -S.SS01 -S.6892 -S.8130 -S.9248 -6.0267 
.90 -6.0614 -6.2S43 ...6.4223 -6.S714 .-.6.70S7 -6.8279 
1.10 -6.64Sl -6.8698 ... 7.0477 ... 7.2128 ··-7 .3606 -7.4946 
1.3(> P<7.1S31 -7.3839 -7.S827 -7.7S73 ... 7.9131 ....S.OS36 
l.SO -7.S979 -7.8384 ....a.o44S ...S.2247 -8.3847 -8.S28S 
C/R ... l.S 
~2\a. 10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so .62SO .6398 .6S24 .6634 .6731 .6819 
.70 .8S90 .8892 .91SS .9386 .9S93 .9779 
.90 1.0L!OS l.07S3 1.104S 1.1293 1.1S07 1.1694 
1.10 1.1672 1.1994 1.22S3 1.246S 1.2641 1.2790 
1.3(> 1.2S23 1.2791 1.?1}97 1.3~9 1.3286 1.3387 l.SO 1.3086 1.3293 1.)441 1.3 7 1.3619 1.3664 
Table Al.-4. (centinueci) 
(ila'J/'d)P eq 1-y/y 
(32\a 10 12 14 16 18 20 
.so .11560 .02942 .00736 :~~~~t-3) .4429(-3) ,1072(-'J) .70 .068')6 .01339 ,00256 .8864(-4) .1618(-4) 
.90 .07162 .01235 .OQ206 .3375(-'J) .5420(-4) .8581(-5) 
1,10 .14224 .02497 .00424 .7013{-3) ,11)8(-3) ,1818(-4) 
1.90 .56067 .11680 .02347 .4593(-2) .8802(-3) .1659{-3) 
1,.')0 4.5239 1.')079 ·36424 .986?{-1) ,2616{-1) .6821(-2) 
Appendix 2. 
The Two Dimensional Hindered Rotator; a Model for the Hindered 
Rotation of Clathrated Diatomic Molecules. 
The approximate partition function for the hindered ro-
tator is defined as: 
= Q qqmo 
f qco ( 1). 
where ~ is the classical integral for the hindered rotator 
partition function and qqmo and qco are the partition func-
tions for a quantum mechanical and a classical harmonic os-
cillator respectively, (for two dimensions in this case). 
As noted by Hill, 1 Eq.l has the correct limiting properties 
of a hindered rotator for large and small vofkT. Thus, in 
the limit as V0 /kT ~ ~, ~ approaches the classical oscillator, 
(kT/hv)2 • Thus, the hindered rotator partition function Qhr 
behaves as a two dimensional harmonic oscillator. On the 
other hand, when V0 /kT approaches zero, the quantum mechanical 
oscillator approaches the classical oscillator, qco where 
qco = (kT/hv)2 • Then Qhr approaches the classical integral 
~· 
Although these asymptotic conditions may be correct for 
the two dimensional hindered rotator, the correctness of the 
model for intermediate values of V /kT can only be judged by 
' 0 
•a posteriori~ analysis of actual results. The rigorous 
justification for Eq. 1 will not be possible until a complete 
1. T.L. Hill, ''Introduction to Statistical Thermodynamics, .. 
Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1960. 
quantum statistical treatment of the spheroidal oscillator 
is made. 
The primary task in the construction of the model is the 
evaluation of the classical integral for the hindered rotator 
in the field. The method used for the formulation of this 
integral is essentially due to Fowler. 1 However, instead of 
using the "single minimumtt potential function V 0 cos 9, as 
was done by Fowler for his model of hindered rotation of di-
atomic molecules in crystals, it is physically more meaningful 
to take the potentia 1 field in which the angular motion of the 
clathrated molecule occurs as the axially symmetrical function: 
(2). 
as was done by Meyer, 0 1 Brien and van Vleck2 in the construc-
tion of the hamiltonian for the model of the magnetic suscep-
tibility of the o2 clathrate. Because of the symmetry of the 
cavi~, this potential function is reasonable since it admits 
that 9 = o and 9 = ~ are equal positions of minimum potential 
energy. As noted by Meyer et. al. 2 , while this potential func-
tion is probably not correct in every detail, it is a good 
approximation since any expansion of the crystalline field 
about the equilibrium position is bound to agree with Eq. 2 
to terms in 92 • 
Thus it is assumed that the classical hamiltonian for the 
rotation of the clathrated diatomic molecule can be written as: 
1. R.H. Fowler, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), ~~ 1 (1935). 
2. H. Meyer, M. O'Brien and J.H. van Vleck, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(London),~, 414 (1957)• 
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( 3). 
If Eq. 3 is substituted into the classical •\phase integral" 
for the rigid rotator, 1 ' 2 then the field integral~ becomes: 
+co , 2X 1t 
exp(-H/kT) dpe dp~ de d¢ <4). 
The factor of 2 in the denominatorcf Eq. 4 results from the 
fact that there are ~ positions of minimum potential en-
ergy in the cavity. After integrating over the moments and 
¢ as described by Rushbrooke3 and Fowler2 for the evaluation 
of the classical integral for a rigid rota tor, ~ can be 
written as: 
1[ 
_ 2x2IkT J Qf - h2 0 exp - V0 /2kT (1 - cos29) sine de ( 5). 
The integral in Eq. 5 can be reduced to a more convenient form 
by the following transformations: 
i(l-cos2e) = 1 - cos2e 
z = cose 
dz = sine de 
v /kT = x2 0 
2lt2IkT 
= B h2 
With these definitions, Eq. 5 becomes: 
( 6). 
( 7 .a ) • 
(7.b). 
( 8). 
( 9). 
= B exp (-X2 ) J 1 exp(X2z2 ) dz (10). ~ -1 
1. T.L. Hill, ''Introdtictibn to Statistical Thermodynamics," 
Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1960; p. 154· 
2. R.H. Fowler, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), ~~ 1 (1935). 
3• G.S. Rushbrooke, nrntroduction to Statistical Mechanics,•• 
Oxford, 1949. P• 87 • 
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EquatiOn 10 can be simplified further by defining a new variable: 
y = Xz 
and by noting that the integrand is an even function of y. 
Thus, Qf can be written as: 
Q = 2B exp(-X2) rX exp(y2) dy (11) 
f x J0 
In order to use the approximation for Qhr as defined b,y Eq. l, 
the following condition must hold: 
lim ~f = qco where qco is defined as (kT/hv)2 
X-+OO 
In order to evaluate this limit, use is made of the relation 
between the barrier V0 and the librational frequency of the 
molecular axis: 
v = l (V /2I)t 
'Jt 0 ( 12) 
However, from the definition of B in Eq. 9, one can write: 
V /kT = B (hv/kT)2 0 
Thus, the factor B can be defined as: 
( 13) 
B = x2 q ( 14> co 
If Eq. l4 is substituted into Eq. 11, the classical integral 
~ becomes: 
Qf = 2XF(X) qco 
where the function F(X) is defined 
F(X) = exp{-X2 ) ~ exp{y2 ) dy 
0 
1 
as: 
( 15) 
( 16) 
It is indeed fortunate that the function F(X) has been 
studied previously by mathematicians and in particular by 
Miller and Gordon1 in a paper which these workers wrote in 1931 
which deals with numerical approximations to infinite series. 
1. W.L. Miller and A.R. Gordon, J. Phys. Cham., J2, 2788-2878, 
(1931}. 
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The function defined by F(X) is closely relsted to a class of 
mathematical functions called the probabili~ integrals. 1 
Miller and Gordon2 computed an extensive table of the 
F(X) function and gave relations for the series expansions of 
F(X) for large and small X. They also gave a relation for 
dF(X)/dX. The results of immediate interest here are as 
follows: 2 
dF(X) = 1 - 2XF(X) dX 
lim XF(X) = i 
X-+OO 
( 17) 
( 18) 
Thus, if the limiting condition defined by Eq. 18 is substi-
tuted into Eq. 15, one has the result: 
lim ~ = qco 
x...w 
which is precisely the requirement demanded by the limiting 
condition on Qf in the definition of Eq. 1. If Eq. 15 is thus 
substituted into Eq.l, one has finally: 
Qhr = 2XF(X) qqmo ( 19) 
Since the thermodynamic functions depend upon the log of 
Qhr' it is seen that all of the thermodynamic functions for the 
hindered rotator can be expressed as the sum of two contribu-
tiona; the first contribution will depend upon the function 
XF(X) and its derivatives while the second contributions will 
be that of a two dimensional harmonic oscillator with a fre-
quency given by Eq. 12. In order to obtain the thermodynamic 
1. J.H. van Vleck, J. Phys. Chern. Solids, 20, 241 (1961). 
2. W.L. Miller and A.R. Gordon, J. Phys. Chem., )2, 2878 (1931). 
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functions from Eq. 19, use is made of the relation in Eq. 17 
for dF(X)/dX. Thus, one can write: 
dF(X) 1 dln F(X) (20) F(X) dX • 'FtXT • 2X = dX 
Also, it is noted that X= (V0 /kT)i so that the temperature 
derivatives of ~r can be evaluated by use of the "chain rule":: 
d d dX ]._X d dT = dX dT = - 2 T dx (21) 
1 Thus, from the usual statistical thermodynamic relations: 
A = -NkT ln Q 
E = NkT2 d ln Q dT 
dF s =- dT 
dU 
c =CiT 
one finds the following relations for the thermodynamic func-
tions for the hindered rotator: 
-u 
A • -RT [ln2XF(X)] • 2RT ln _!__ 
1 -u •e 
E = •RT [ !+i X • X2 ] + 2RT _.!!... Fro eu-1 
S • -R[~+t X/F(X)-X2]+R[ln2XF(X}]+2R 
+ RTu 
l-eu:l -
2Ru2 
+ u (e -
1 
T 
(22) 
( 23) 
1n (1-e-u~ 
<24> 
( 25) 
1·. T .L. Hill, "Introduction to Statistical Thermodynamics," 
Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1960. 
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A brief table of the F(X) function taken from the exten-
sive listing of Miller and Gordon is given in Table Al-l. 
Some of the values were checked for computational accuracy 
on the IBM 1620 computer at the Boston University Computation 
Center. A table of the heat capacity and entropy contributions 
exclusive of the harmonic oscillator terms, is given in Table 
Al-2. 
In practice the tables can be employed as follows: for 
an arbitrarily chosen value of the barrier height v0 one cal-
.1.. 
culates the parameters, X • (V0 /kT) 2 and u = 1.4387w;T, where 
w is defined by Eq. 12 (after dividing the left hand side of 
Eq. 12 by the speed of light). Then at each temperature T, 
by adding the appropriate factor in Table 2 to the heat capa-
city of a two dimensional harmonic oscillator which can be 
obtained from harmonic oscillator tables1 one can find the 
best fit to the low temperature heat capacity curve by an 
iterative procedure. Then, the other thermodynamic functions 
of interest can be calculated once the value of V0 is fixed 
from the heat capacity measurements. 
Fig. A2-l shows the comparison between the heat capacity 
of the two dimensional hindered rotator (Eq. 25} and 2x Pitzer's 
function for V = 745 cal. mole-l and I = 14.55 x 10-4° gm. 
0 
2 em •• 
1. K.S. Pitzer, "Quantum Chemistry," Prentice-Hall, New York, 
1953} Appendix 13. 
X 
.oo 
.20 
·40 
.60 
.80 
1.00 
1.20 
1.40 
1.60 
1.80 
2.00 
2.20 
2.40 
2.60 
2.80 
3e00 
3·20 
3.L.o 
3.60 
3.8o 
4·00 
ij..20 
4·1+0 4.60 
4.80 
5.00 
5·50 
6 • .oo 
6.50 
7·00 
8.oo 
10.00 
Table A2-l 
The Function F(X) for Selected Values of x. 1 
.oooooo 
.1947~1 
·3599 3 
·4747 3 
·532101 
.538o8o 
·507273 
·456507 
·399940 
·346773 
·301340 
.264511 
.235313 
.212165 
.193551 
.178271 
.16.5462 
.1,54524 
·145042 
.136721 
.1293U.8 
.122761 
.116835 
.111472 
.106593 
.102134 
.092493 
.084543 
;077868 
.072181 
.063000 
·050254 
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1. W.L. Miller and A.R. Gordon, J. Phys. Chem., ]2, 2878 (1931). 
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Table A2-2. 
The Hindered Rotator Heat Capacity and Entropy Functions, 
C(X) and S(X}. 
1. C(X} = 0.9935 [X3/F(X} • 1] - 0.49675 [X/F(X}](l + X/F(X}] 
2. S(X) =-0.9935 [1 + X/F(X) - 2X2]+ 4•576[1og10 XF(X)+ •3010] 
Where Chr = Cad osc. + C(X} X= (V /RT)t ~r = S2d osc. + S(X) w = 1/~c (Vo/2I)! 
0 
.ao 
.~.0 
.60 
.80 
1.00 
1.20 
1.ho. 1.6o 
1.80 
2.00 
2.20 
2.L.o ' 
a.6o 
2.80 
3e00 
3.20 3.L.o 
3 .6o 
.3 .eo 
~·.oo 
4.20 4.L.o 4.6o 
J.i-.80 
5.·00 
5-50 6.oo 
6.50 
7.00 
e.oo 
10.00 
Qi.& 2i&. 
-1.987 - 00 
-1.987 -7.006 
-1.982 -4.254 
-1.963 -2.652 
-1.907 -1.536 
-1.786 -0.6799 
-1.564 -0.0916 
-1.217 0.3420 
-0.7~62 .6086 -Oo2~80 o7280 
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Appendix 3· 
Modification of the Contour Functions for Hindered Rotation 
The formulation of the partition function and thermody-
namic properties of the two dimensional hindered rotator in 
Appendix ? enables one to modify van der Waals statistical 
thermodynamic equations so that contour diagrams for the CO 
clathrate may be calculated.' These modifications are 
summarized below: 
1. EQullibrinm Pressure Contour. 
From Eq. 1-4, the general form of the equilibrium pres-
sure relation: 
p = kT¢(T) y/l-y 
eq ~
can be modified by substitution of Eq. 19 (Appendix 2), the 
partition function for the hindered rotator, for J(T) in 
Eq. I.14, the partition function for free rotation. Since 
¢(T) is, by definition: 
2xmkT 3/2 J(T) 
h2 
one has: 
' 
Peq = 4Bk~ exp(W(O)/kT) y/1•7 {2XF(X)qqmo)-l (1). 
21ta g 
However, from Eq. 14, in Appendix 2, B = X2q00 • Thu~ Peq 
becomes: 
kT · ·X p. =~-----
1ta3 F(X) 
q /q exp(W{O)/kT) 
co qmo g y/1-y (2). 
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At 300°K, the ratio of qc 0 /qqmo is almost unity since the 
quantum mechanical oscillator is virtually classically excited 
so that one can write: 
= _lf!_ X exp(W( 0 )/kT) v/1-v 
P eq 21t&. 3 F\YJ' g " " 
( 3). 
However, the coefficient of y/1-y in Eq. 3 is just the slope 
of the P
8
q vs. y/1-y plot (Fig. III-1). Thus, to convert 
Eq. 3 to the tabular from as in Eq. 1 of Appendix 1, one has 
finally: 
P(/\*/kT, (v*/Vo)) = 0.042~ F(X) <4). 
where: 
2. Energy ot Formation. 
Since the energy of formation is by definition, the 
energy required to bind one mole of gas in three moles of 
cavities under a constant total volume, the observed energy 
of formation for the case of hindered rotation can be expressed 
as: 
where 
u 
R'T = U(/\*/kT, (v*lvo> •(Ehin. rot. _ RT (5). 
U(/\*/kT, <v*/v0)) is given by Eq. 2 of Appendix 1 and' 
Ehin. rot. is given by Eq. 23 of Appendix 2. 
Thus in order to find the tabular energy function, one 
simply subtracts the difference between the energy of the 
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hindered and free rotator from the observed energy of forma-
tion, with all energy terms in reduced units. 
3• The Heat Capacity and Entropy Contours. 
To evaluate the contour functions for the partial molal 
entropy and heat c~pacity one stmply subtracts the hindered 
rotational contributions given by Eqs. 24 and 25, respectively 
in Appendix 2, from the observed value. Then, b,y dividing 
through by the gas constant R and by proper manipulation of 
constants, one can obtain the relations in the form of Eqs. 
3 and 4 in Appendix 1. 
Table A3-l is a brief summary of the behavior of the cell 
contour functions as a function of the barrier height for the 
CO clathrate. The barrier height V0 is taken in the approxi-
mate range defined by the harmonic oscillator to pseudo-
translation. (.Chapter III). 
---------------Table AJ-1 
Variation of the LJD Cell Functions with V0 for the CO Clathrate 
at 298.12°K. 
X=(V /RT)i 
0 
x2 vo 
-
P(a,l3} U(a,j3) S(a,j3) C(a,j3) a=/\*/kT 
1.80 3·24 1919 .oo684 -9.98 -6.391 1.521 13=v*/v0 
2.00 4.oo 2370 .00639 -9.87 -6.183 1.334 
2.20 4-84 2867 .00510 -9.83 -5.590 1.187 
2.40 5.76 3412 .00416 -9.82 
-5·743 1.129 
It is thus seen that for the range of barriers appropriate 
to the co clathrate, the entropy and energy of formation are 
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the least sensitive to the choice of V0 whereas the pressure 
and the heat capacity are quite sensitive to V0 • In fact 
for V0 < 1.95, it is found that the heat capacity contour 
function is beyond the range of the tables (see Table Al-4). 
Thus, it is primarily the heat capacity which serves to 
determine the value of the barrier to rotation in the cla-
thra te. 
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0 The Low Temperature Heat Capacities (15-300 K) and Thermodynamic 
Properties of the @-Quinol Clatbrates of Carbon Monoxide and 
Hydrogen Bromide. 
by G. L. Stepakoff 
Boston University Graduate School 
DISSERTATION ABSTRACT 
The heat capacity (Cp) of four ~~quinol clathrates of 
carbon monoxide with y = .460, .o26, .752 and .810, and of one 
HBr clathrate with y • .811 have been measured from 15 to 
300°K. Cp for 3C6H4(0H)2 • yCO is found to be a linear func• 
tion of y. The partial molal heat capacity and entropy of 
clathrated CO and the heat capacity and entropy of 3 moles 
of ~-quinol have been calculated. The respective values at 
0 -1 -1 298.15 K are: c00 = 9.76! .o8 cal. deg. mole ; s00 • 
-1 -1 ° -1 20.94! .20 cal. deg. mole ; cp~ • 98.72 cal. deg. ; 
Q -1 S • 100.28 cal. deg. • 
Approximate ttwo phaset equilibrium pressures for the 
CO clathrate have been observed and a value of 8.89 ! .~~ 
atm. has been calculated for the pressure isotherm constant 
The partial molal heat capacity and entropy of clathrated 
hydrogen bromide have been calculated by use of CPQ and SQ. 
data for ~-quinol relative to the CO clathrate system. The 
G •1 
respective values at 298.15 K are: 7.90 and 18.87 cal. deg. 
mole-1 • 
I 
2 
Low temperature heat capacities of clathrated diatomic 
molecules have been analyzed by semi-empirical procedures 
employing curve fitting with a combination of a 3D.harmonic 
oscillator function for the 'rattlingr oscillations of the 
center of mass and a two dimensional harmonic oscillator for 
the rocking (libration) of the molecular axis obeying a 
hindering potential of the form: V = iV0 (1-cos29). For co, 
w rattling= 97•3 cm.-1 and w lib. • 43.1 cm.-1 corresponding 
to V0 • 691 cal. mole-
1
• The characteristic maximum in the 
observed rotational heat capacity, indicative of a hindered 
rotator, has been accounted for by use of two dimensional 
hindered rotator functions which can be expressed as the sum 
of harmonic oscillator contributions plus functions involving 
probability integrals of argument (V0 /kT)i. These functions 
are the two dimensional analogues of the Pitzer-Gwinn funet~ons 
for internal restricted rotations of co-axial tops. Analysis 
of the observed rotational heat capacity, Crot. of clathrated 
CO with the two dimensional hindered rotator functions has led 
to the conclusion that V0 increases faster than kT for cla-
thrated co. Ceo and Sco at 298.15°K can be exactly accounted 
-1 -1 for if V0 = 2027 cal. mole and wrattling = 73.8 em. • The 
increasing barrier is corroborated by the lack of any signifi-
cant shift in the forbidden Q band from 133 to 300°K which is 
observed in the infra-red spectrum of the clathrated gas. 
Librational and rattling frequencies deduced from combination 
3 
bands observed in the low temperature spectrum1 are in semi-
quantitative agreement with those obtained by analysis of the 
low temperature heat capacity. 
The empirical analysis of CHBr at low temperatures predicts 
,~quinol lattice parameters which do not conform to those for 
non-polar molecules. If lattice parameters are adjusted to 
conform to those for non-polar molecules, the "rotational" 
heat capacity curve then has two maxima. 
Correlations of the observed barriers to rotation and the 
rattling frequencies of several clathrated molecules have been 
attempted. V0 for clathrated diatomic molecules (polar and 
non-polar) generally increases with increasing size and '$nug-
ness of fit• of the guest species. Barriers for non-polar di-
atomic molecules vary linearly with the molecular quadrupole 
moment of the guest. Force constant contour diag~ms, repre-
senting the loci of acceptable pairs of ~-quinol lattice para-
meters z(~/k)i and ff, for which the observed and calculated 
rattling frequencies coincide, have indicated a narrow range 
of 3.64 ~ .08 A for the cavity wall thickness parameter, 
for clathrates of nitrogen, CO and methane. 
A systematic calculation of the complicated functional 
dependence of the Lennard-Jones and Devonshire cell functions 
on the reduced cell parameters, /\~~/k!r and (v*/v0 )2 , has been 
carried out with the aid of an IBM 7090 computer in an attempt 
to obtain improved values for the ~-quinol lattice parameters. 
1. D.F. Ball and D.C. McKean, Spectrochim. Acta.,~' 933 ( 1962) • 
4 
A unique pair of lattice parameters, independent of the mole• 
oular nature of the guest is not found although a larger value 
of the cavity wall thickness, ftrJ ).6 A, than that previously 
assigned by van der Waals1 and by Stavele/ and co-workers is 
indicated. The lattice energy parameter, z(c/k)t, which 
measures the strength of the intermolecular attraction which 
the cavity wall is capable of exerting, generally increases 
with increasing size of the guest species. 
1·~ J.H. van der Waals, Trans. Pal'. Soc.,£ 184 (1956). 
2. Gl'ey, N. R., Parsonage, N. G.l and Staveiey, L.A.K., 
J. Moleo. Phys., ~' 153 (1961}. 
